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~l'ERRACE--Anewprovinciai 25 per cent under a program area), regional 
cost sharing program offers the which takes intoaccount high 
• -best chance in years for a pro- costs 
posed $8 million Thornhill ministry 
sewer system, says thai corn- :finance 25 per~cent of the pro- 
munity's regional district direc- posed system's, sewage, treat- 
tor.. ,  ; " . . ment plant.. 
Until>now; Les  Watmough 
explained;the municipal affairs 
ministrg~had only. been willing 
i0 contribute 25 per Cent of the 
' eapitalcost. The rest had •tobe 
,~found: by lthe district (and the 
: :~pa~eO ~md at that, lev,e!, "no 
~solution,was affordable,' ' 
~":N0w, it was offering a further 
Thornhiil .sewer system 
leo,ks a bit brighter 
district ad- district could receive ither $1.5 $I,000. 
ministrator Bob Marceilin said 
and:. the environment the district had also, at the pro- 
has a program to vince's request, 'submitted an 
alternative p lan.  for a 
Queensway-only system exten- 
ding. from Thornhill Creek to 
"It'means We have an oppor- Kirsch St., " : 
Estimatedcosts were $8 
million ,for the larger, system 
and-$4  million for the 
Queensway option including up 
to $1.1 million •for the treatment 
plant. 
Depending on whicl~ system 
was approved, he said the 
tunity now to keep, the costs in 
line," Watmough said of the 
new programs, 
Although the  preferred 
system was; one'.which covered 
the greater part of the com- 
munity (excluding Thornheights 
and the Copper Mountain 
or $3 million from municipal af- 
fairs and approximately 
$300,000 from environment. 
ThornhiH's hare would then be 
either $2:2 million or $4.7 
million. 
Marcellin said estimated per 
capita costs for residents were 
approximately $450 per year for 
the Queensway only system (ser- 
ving 800 people) and $325 per 
year . for,, the  larger . system 
(2,300)~ Therefgre, if the 
average :household was three 
people, the annual cost to tax- 
payers would be approximately 
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LACE - - :Wi th  parents pieces _.: in ~ "oils; m'ylics/ both private instructors and m/alyze 
~andpare/~t'S on'/eaCh water-colours mid cbarcoal the Emily Can" College~ of to',' the 
~h6". ..... ' • p~i~t ~,ittsf~/~t:su~; =-selected fro~miiong their' : .Art  and.Design,: , '.:, humom 
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seasons~and land- tol~ HSt~'tS:ados¢-up study .' Th0mp~s0n!. returned to 
, " " ~ Si:hool i~1981 • tO study Fine o f  the northwest, he of forest moss. 
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~.gaJl6/y on/Si]nday, Don Thompson,  !.she i has! I!~. ":~;.:i'60~rs~atEmily Carr./ 
~r0priately! i ~iamed built ontha~ foundati0n over," :She/'said 'her works were 
the show inciudes 40 the past '15 yearsthrohgh': "in~hnti~,~b,~fe.lt ratherlthan 
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spring :'ro~-:~i:~recent ~kayak-.: 
.ing ~!t~ith~South:Moresby 
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sketches she niade"ithen or, i 
where;weather,,or tifiie made/ 
that ~ i~po.~stble,:~ 
photographs.~: : . >. :,", .;,, ,: 
Sisters i'~S im~ ~prfl 26 
- -  the galleryig located in, the 
basement Of.'the,i public • 
library building., !'~ ' .. 
Library. project 
i !i!   vote is put .off 
TE IUL~CE .--' Although coun- type of building, it would'have., board had been told it could 
: .'cii has made no final decision to work out cost estimateS'and"- take some time to process 
::yet, mayor Jack'.Tuistra expects "how we're goingto pay for . Once confirmation of the 
:~ !the proposed $I million library it." , grant came through, he said the 
., : !~pansion. project ,, won't'go to i Since this. would again ~b~.a :.. board:could then step up its lob- 
:i~6fere~dumthis year. " , / .  referendum item/~:ouncilw0uld by'of council and embark on a 
,,:i!i.~Befd/eputting he plan to•the :. again,  have, ~t'o .:determin,e, campaign to .:'get the whole 
• :,o.ters; ,.he, exp!mned, council whethe~ "the public!:'~Upp'ort~: .:C&i~nunity involved as we did 
- ..... ',~tli:ed6d:t0>be sure there was suf- ; ' . . . . . . .  . . the concept. . : ..,:,-: . . . . .  , When we built the arena,"' 
~ i l  ,tent .piiblic support .for the . ~ Meanwhile, chairman.:i~,:Willy . . . .  While conceding the 'library 
" "  'L r "~ i  0j~.t.:.~;.we ant tq-seemore, $ctine[~lbr~sayi,theiibr~i~6fixd-, :¢ p~sion project now had to 
• .  ',~'~ ruing b u~ of the commmdtY,", is 'Still Waiting to~he.ai.~ Wiiether, coml~t¢ with the proposed con- 
" ~!~ :.s~d., .  : ! ~ i ' .  ' "  its aPi~idation fo~"a Go~,B.c, "ve~tion/community centre for 
• ~J,i Tiilstra Suggested: the, nextl 10Rerj g-fant,,fdr the expansion ,:!xity !dollarsi Schneider said he 
i~ ,;p for the library board Was to ' i~roje¢i' has i/cen '~/lpproved/:T0 ", ~tli0u~t •.council still viewed the 
~i¢ aw up a:'plan of attack"4n. '~ date;  receipt of, the application. :board's,: plan "quite ~ sym- 
• :.61uding petitions and letters of had been-acknowl~ged butthe ,;pathetically" :. 
• :isuppprt:, s o that we can see the . .  "-- @ " r • . . . . .  I ' ' # 9 . " 
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. ./::~ferendumthis • November: , ~ . . . . . .  _ : . , . . : . i  , . . . :  , ' - . 2 . .  . 
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~. / l ' ] .~ ,~/~, i j  ~1 ~, ~ ' , ,  , . . . . .  , . . . .  , , ,  , . . . .  ~ . 
..i~h puttmg.togeth r -  p opo~ . . . . . . .  rd lnato f  k " ...... " ' ' % . . . .  ' ' . . . .  . . . .  >. ' .. says .o Mlc l',Braid;,.. :~ e.food annual • " ' v  . . . . .  " " ,, : . ., ..... ~ , bank is an 
: • ;~f~/ir ~,.a,.commumty/convention, , -~W~ether It',been monev'o ' <n/~ih,~*n¢ ,, ,o .h,,.,-h., t~,~ 
.. ?eentreand itwould edi cult food the res-^nse h-'~'-:-= ' . . . .  " ' • " :  • .:./•:,~: .~,..:.. ..... . • , , . ~ ~ m~n: man one  week each montl~ 
,:>¢.•~':ii~/:~')~.0', !>b°ithi *,pr0j~,~:),i~ea!!ygreat*"'~/~d",Bra!~"0,'f~th'~!-:,~g~.~ifig In.'January until 
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Rupert chases 
regional jail 
TERRACE -- A Prince Rupert 
business organization wants a 
new correctional centre built in 
that city and not here. 
The proposed site is about 
five miles from Prince Rupert at 
Miller Bay, a former hospital 
and most recently, a fish farm, 
said Erminio Pucci, manager of 
the Northern Economic 
Development Corporation 
(NOREDCO). 
The move follows a months- 
long search hy the provincial 
government for a new site in 
Terrace. Its location at a former 
motel here on Hwyl6 is con- 
sidered inadequate. 
"We are preparing aproposal 
right now to present o them 
(tli¢provtnce) ; hopefully-by 
Easter," Pucci, said last week. 
He said the Miller Bay site is 
Crown land, and government 
officials have said it could be 
made available for the correc- 
tional centre, 
"We.hope to be able to ac- 
commodate hem," Pucci add- 
ed. " l f  it's going to go 
anywhere, we're going to put a 
bid in on it." 
In the meantime, government 
officials say they have two 
preferred sites on the bench and 
are negotiating with one proper- 
ty owner. Details aren't being 
released. 
A group of local residents are 
'opposed to any plans to locate 
the new jail on residential land 
on the bench. 
One of the Miller Bay 
buildings would be suitable for 
a workshop, where inmates 
could build things, he said, and 
they could also run the now- 
closed fish farm, said pucci. 
"It would give them a good 
well-rounded work experience 
instead of just cutting wood," 
he said. 
:= Pucci admitted sites on the 
bench in Terrace would be 
• closer'to: RCMP and hospital 
services, but n0tedPr ince 
Rul~rt has better airport access. 
Pucci said the NOREDCO 
plan to move the coi'rectional 
centre would boost Prince 
Rupert's economy, bringing 
eight and a half direct jobs and 
several more contracted-out 
positions, 
District director of correc- 
tions Rob Watts confirmed 
Pucci has contacted the branch, 
but refused to say anything 
regarding potential sites. ' 
Changes needed 
in health care 
TERRACE -- Northern com- 
munities should be able to 
decide •what they want in the 
way of health care services, ug- 
gests a report on regional health 
care. 
The report prepared for the 
health committ~ of the North 
Coast development region also 
suggests there are too many 
health bureaueracies, not 
enough communication bet- 
ween them and too much 
duplication of services. 
Information from a series of 
public meetings will be combin- 
ed withthe report's findings to 
devise a plan for health services 
that makes sense for northei'n 
B.C., says a press release ac- 
companying,the report, 
"Communities are deman- 
ding more autonomy inthe way 
health services are delivered," 
the press release adds. 
The report states community 
programs are needed to counter 
drug and alcohol abuse, to pro- 
vide services for the elderly and 
to counteract problems of isola- 
tion and distance in obtaining 
health care services. 
The Terrace meeting on the 
report's findings takes place 
next Wednesday, April 18, in 
the REM LeeTheatre beginning 
at 7:30 p.m, 
, f  
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On the side 
BEAUTY IS more than skin deep at the Kin Hut. Extensive 
renovations of the former army hut inside are bolstered by 
siding being put on the outside That's Andre Daly and Don 
Pgnew working on the project. 
Natives oppose 
pulpwood deal 
TERRACE - -  Hazelton area 
natives ay they will take legal 
or other action to stop the pro- 
vinciai government from giving 
guarantees to northwest 
pulpwood. 
Don Ryan, a spokesman for 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en, 
said last week some of the 
pulpwood fails within its land  
claim. 
"We've informed the houses 
in whose areas logging would 
take place and they've looked at 
the i,npacts," he said. 
The Gitksan and 
Wet'snwet'en claim takes in ap- 
proximately half of the area the 
provincial government covered 
under the proposed pulpwood 
guarantee. 
That guarantee, called 
Pulpwood Agreement 17, 
would provide a company or 
companies up to 623,000 cubic 
metres a year, of pulp fibre for 
25 years. It covers an area from 
west of Terrace to Burns Lake. 
Companies must first use all 
the wood they have under their 
existing licences and then make 
all attempts to purchase fibre 
from oiher operations. Only 
then, if there is a shortfall, can 
they* e~ercise ~ the  pulp~vood 
agr~ment ~and' only then tO 
make up tO the amount* they 
need. 
Ryan said the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en objection in- 
cludes worries there is not 
enough wood now in the 
Hazelton area for existing mills. 
"We have seen a local 
sawmill shut down permanent- 
ly. Another local sawmill has 
laid off its workers because of a 
shortage of wood," Ryan said 
in a let[or to forests minister 
Claude Richmond. 
And although coml~anies 
must demonstrate the agree- 
ment will add to stability of ex- 
isting operations or lead to new 
mills, Ryan said there is no pro- 
vision for value added wood 
products. 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district registered its objection 
to the pulpwood agreement two 
weeks ago. 
One of five companies which 
had applied for the wood has 
been told it doesn't qualify. 
Zaul Zap Industries of Ca- 
nyon City had wanted 433,000 
cubic metres but didn't submit 
the required security deposit of 
$433,000. 
Company director Harry 
Nyce said last week the agree- 
ment was too high risk for it to 
receive financial assurances. 
That leaves Skeena Cellulose 
which wants all of the 623,000 
cubic metres to expand its Port 
Edward pulp mill, Orenda 
Forest Products which wants to 
build a small pulp mill at 
Stewart, Eurocan which wants 
the wood as a security for its 
Kitimat pulp mill and partner 
sawmills and Northwood which 
would build a chipper at 
Houston. 
There's a possibility that 
public hearings on the agree- 
ment will take place in Terrace 
and Stewart. 
The only hearings now 
scheduled are for Smithers May 
9 and 10 but forest officials 
want hearings in other towns to 
make it more convenient for 
people who wish to appear. 
As weft, the forest service is 
considering having a chairman 
who isn't a government official. 
Right name 
A boy killed March 31 in a 
single-vehicle accident on Old 
Lakelse Lake Road was iden- 
tified in last week's newspaper 
as Philip Neasloss. In fact, the 
ll-year-old boy was identified 
as Philip Medric Robinson. 
l eNt l t r i /Sys tem helped me 
take off 100 Ibs. and put on a 
pair of tight jeans" 
The Nutri/System" Weight Loss Program includes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
Nulr l lSu=tem's 
Comproheno lve  
Wolght r 
Program In 
' Safe, easy 
permanent 
loss 
' Professional 
supervision 
' No eafodo 
counting 
' No gimmick., 
tMo cut= wd~ 
, ' : "  I we ight  loss  cent res  I 
~301~ 
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CALl. TODAY FOR A FRBEHO-ODUOATilON COHSULTATiON 
638-1800 
" TERRACE 4644 LAZELLE AVE, 
e¢~l off~' dm eel kckd~ owl of excf~ NMWSystun food. 0ff~ v~khd 
Offm' expire ApdL 21,19g0. . . . . . .  
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!ublic : w ~ f ~ ; ~ ~ ~  t~eonduL't t~  inquiry or hold a complicate the i ssue .  :~ ~ ~:~i 
old; I ' '~ '~ ' : '  '~'' '~"' ' l  formal coroner's inquest into l ' : : : : 
Neighbouring resident: Ben the death. He said thejob ofacdrone:r:is i::i: 
Vebber~*who says his proper- Kit imat coroner  Paul to determine who, where, wh~ ~ :: 
y is flooded by the pond Monnghan said he is waiting to and how someone died. ,'Our : 
rants the city to have the dam make a decision on what form role isn't to settle arguments or ,:! 
moved, and drain the pond, the investigation will take, assign blame/' he said, 
Webber and farm owner Stan I ' ' ' ' " ' ~ : 
3nkead traded accusations, at 
. . . . . . .  ~e meeting. Webber insisted 
told a city council ~ committee Kinkcad hasn't complied with a 
meeting last Wednesday he has 1986 agreement to fill most of 
been retained by the Parsons tO the: pond and fence it, while 
determine if they should take Kinkead argued the water was 
legal action. The same meeting contaminated bysewage and he 
heard allegations the city tried 
to have the pond fenced off and 
filled in as far back as 1986. 
Warner said he has written to 
council requesting all records of 
city involvement todetermine if 
there is any city liability. He 
said he is to determine if a 
lawsuit is appropriate, and if so 
who would be the target. 
The pond is formed by the 
damming of Heek Creek, which 
runs through Samson's Poultry 
could have been charged i f  he 
let it flow downstream. 
• "We have complied as best 
we could at the time," Kinkead 
said. "The city is not at fault, I 
am not at fault -- that's just the 
way it is." 
Council was to deal with the 
issue Monday night, after com- 
mittee chairman Ruth Halleck 
referred it back. 
The coroner investigating the 
Parsons drowning said last 
MOVED! ' i 
HAPPY EASTER 
Wishing you all the best in your new 
location to Dick and staff, Thank-you 
very much for your help. To Bonnie, 
Francine and Guy. 
From Martin 
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Sat., April 1, 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Now Featuring: 
• Expanded Work-out Space 
• More Equipment 
• Bigger & Better Juice & Snack B 
• Improved Changerooms .......... 
• Tanning Bed 
• Fitness-wear Boutique 
• Same Friendly, Family atmosphel 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
• "" : " ' :~'~ I "  i : '  ~i ~ 
"Hi, I'm Dick LaDou~eur. Please accept my oer. : I 
sonal Invitation to check out the 
We have one of the finest 
. . . .  . , ~: ,i ~ 
i 
' : , '} :; ;: ,., .... 
Gym & Fit e Centre !,;i . r! SS  
~5~5 Lazelle Ave (forme ly Jezeb i ~'  l 4 ~ l ' ~ "1 , , r els) '! 636~ 
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: : :::ITEII~CE = The 
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~/what thepubHc has to sa 
• : ~!the woods industry and 
i igovernment vis
Apr i l ]7 .  
of  the 13-memt 
Foi'~t Resources Corn 
: :~  hear from those wi 
, : :a l ready submi t ted  
: :  i Statements . . . . . . .  
The commission will 
: ~nun i t ies  between 
and May 17 leading u 
repor t  and recommen 
• for the forest minister so 
this winter. 
: :  The session here tak~ 
at the Sandman Inn. 
It'll be chaired by th 
Bob Rogers, a former lle~ 
governor of the provin 
forest industry executive 
Corbeil 
moves ( 
TERRACE - -  Defeated NDP 
candidate for the Skeena 
nomination Mike Corbeil will 
be moving down to Victoria in 
July. 
.~Corbeil, a health ministry 
einployee, will be working on a 
new preventative health pro- 
g/am. 
: He was director of the Skeena 
Health Unit until January when 
his position was combined with 
that of the unit's chief medical 
health officer. Corbeil also an- 
nounced his candidacy for the 
NDP nomination at that time. 
Corbell has been working in 
Victoria and in Kitimat for the 
health ministry since February. 
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Water 
h ey doing ? 
LIFEGUARDS Scott Peden and Claudia Brand check out the new whirlpool at the 
aqiJatic centre. It and a larger multi-purpose pool are nearly ready for use. The 
water and circulation systems are now being tested and the addition should open 
next week. The addition also has a weightroom, tanning booth, sauna and steam 
room and offices for the Blueback Swim Club. 
Vote surprises board head 
TERRACE -- School board dation to go to referendum fail- -- Kris Chapman, Wayne Braid 
chairman Edna Cooper says the ed by one vote. and Lavern Hislop --  and as a 
• board's decision to not hold a " I f  I'd been there it would result the budget motion was 
school tax referendum for more have been different," Cooper defeated. A subsequent motion 
money came as a surprise to said, explaining she was out of to make the necessary cuts car- 
her. town on business that night. " It  ried with only Daniels going on 
certainly was a surprise to me. I record as opposed. 
Trustees at the March 27 would have voted for a referen- , ,_  . . . . .  
budget meeting,reveu~:~~com = !' dum" : "=''~' ' • ~"~ "~.": ~" iney:~:tal~exl zt over .zor a 
mlttee recomm~nd~T6.~tl~:. The vote to approve the:'~'.J.P~g:t.~,m~,~-~!,'C°..°per',s,~ d, As .  
one vote snows ~t wasn  t an easy previous week to hol~xeferen - $33.9-million budget and go to Edna CQoper 
dum and instead cut $390,000 referendum was defeated by a meeting"~ ' " 
from the budget to bring it split vote. Three trustees were in Cooper had said she was op- 
within government-imposed favour -- Duncan Etches, Eva posed to making the additional 
spending limits. School board Daniels, and Jotln Pousette -- cuts required to balance the 
minutes indicate the recommen- but three others were opposed budget and avoid a referendum. 
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I The WCB's Info-Line gives workers and employers Save this toll-free WCB Info- I 
I in B.C's Northwest toll-free access to WCB inform- Line number. If you've got I 
: ation. So if you want more information on how to questions, we ve got the answers. ; 
I make.your job site safer, if you have questions about v ,~ 
[ an injury claim, or want o know how to apply for ~ t , ~  , ~ \ 
compensation benefits, call the WCB Info-Line. ~ ' J~  X X ~  • WOR~RS 
[ Whether you're in Rivers Inlet, Aflin or Queen Charlotte ~ '~ l ,  BOARDc%um~ ~ ~  
I City, one number will handle your WCB inquiries. TERRACE AREA OFFICE I i ~  ~ 
L ' ~  
!1 - -  - -  - -  - - - -  - - - -  - -  - -  - -  - - I  
II []  
_ ~ ~ 1  MOUNT I _AYTON 1 RES(  
! 
| FUN - ,FUN - FU~ 
' Slides & pools 
every Monday, 
bdng e f iend .  
l CA" 798"2L  ,-~ 
i After 4:30 p.m, all pools I 
end elides are 2 for 1. I I  
mmm 
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Skiing needs " 
a big effort 
TERRACE - -  A healthy ski 
operation depends upon com- 
munity involvement as much as 
it does on snow and proper 
runs, a ski hill developer said 
last week. 
Dan Matthews of D.R. Mat- 
thews and Associates, the com- 
pany doing the development 
work for the Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporat ion,  said 
businesses other than those 
directly involved in skiing can 
expect to benefit from a ski 
operation. 
There's a perception that ski 
hills are owned "by rich 
developers who have l all kinds 
of money. That's not really 
true. In reality, the whole com- 
munity has to stand behind it 
:and say 'let's make this thing 
.work,' " said Matthews. 
Matthews added that ski 
developments in northern areas 
draw more repeat customers 
"than other places as people are 
wilting to drive further and ski 
more often. 
One danger point in some ski 
developments is undercharging 
to the extent that revenues 
aren't enough to pay expenses, 
he said. 
The Shames completion date 
is set for this December and will 
Matthews 
require seven-day weeks to ac- 
complish, he said. 
An evaluation of the old ski 
lift equipment on Kitsumkalum 
Mountain has been clone and i t  
will soon be ready for refur- 
bishing, Matthews and 
Associates construct ion  
manager Mark Grabowski add- 
ed. 
He sa id  a rebuilding is 
necessary tobring the lift equip- 
ment up to new safety and use 
code standards . . . . . .  
One development aspect due 
soon is  obtaining engineering 
drawings for water and sewer 
systems on Shames, said 
Grabowski. 
Ski road to start 
TERRACE - -  Work on the 
road to the Shames Mountain 
ski development west of Terrace 
will start as soon as the snow 
melts and the ground dries, a 
highways ministry spokesman 
said last week. 
Dave St. Thomas said some 
plowing has taken place to help 
out with the drying but •that 
there is still too much snow on 
upper portions. 
The 4.5kin road leads off 
from a 9kin stretch built in from 
Hwyl6 by Skeena Cellulose as a 
logging road It'll provide access 
to the Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation development. 
"We hope to be up there the 
beginning of May. The first 
project WIll be surveying and 
grade lay out ,"  said St. 
Thomas. 
He added that a scheduled 
completion date of August has 
been put back until mid- 
September because of changes 
in the way the road wig be built. 
The 4.5kin section will cost 
approximately $2.6 million, 
half of which was spent last year 
working on the section closest 
to Shames. 
St. Thomas aid construction 
won't affect any work by the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion because it'll be able to use 
an older and less suitable road 
leading up the mountain, . . . .  
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Onthe next*page is a letter from Ter- Houlden, wanted to spend 1.25 per cent 
raceD, strict Teachers' Association pres,- more than it received from the province. 
dent  Greig HOulden. It's written to In dollars that amounts to $390,000 on 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker. The subject an approved budget of $30.28 million. 
is money - -  more specifically the lack of While $390,000 may sound like a lot, it's 
i t  for local education, not much compared to the total. Surely, 
Mr. Houlden's case is that the new there: must be ways to shave that 
way the province is paying for education amount. Private companies do it all the 
is wrong. What the government is doing time - -  they have to. 
is establishing what it considers is Unfortunately Mr. Houlden's letter 
necessary for school districts. Anything didn't mention one of the more 
local school boards say they need over 
that will come from residential tax in- 
creases approved by referendum. 
Mr. Houlden says the school board 
didn't  receive enough money.  It decided 
not to go to referendum and instead cut 
outrageous examples of  abuse o f  tax 
monies the district has accomplished in 
the [tast while. That 's  the $75,000 it spent 
to decide what its administrators should 
be paid. 
This amount is three-quarters o f  the 
" 2 
its budget to meet the amount  given by 
the provinc e. 
There's another way to look at this. 
Budgets are designed to be cut. It's the 
old game o f  asking for the moon and 
then settling fo r  something more down 
to earth. 
In this situation, the figures are in- 
teresting. The district, according to Mr. 
amount  cut for teachers' aides, three 
times the amount cut from a Gitksan 
language program and more than twice 
the amount  cut for student ravel. 
It's difficult to make a case for more 
money given the way in which the school 
board already spends that which it has 
been entrusted. 
/ - 
J ust "th ree  o un 
could  kill a city 
' s a s a m e a11flter%OearlRL;yayear of study, 
. . . . . . . . . .  . .~,~, . ~,Environment Canada, declared J [ IW~M ~h~ 
""" .......... ' .......... ' . . . . . .  " ......... " ~* " , , , . -,:",~.,-:- ~.~,- :; d~oTd~of~cl_,a~, t .o2 ,~.~J .hL~ . 
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school district finances ended when the teresting types of  questions the board 
board voted not to go to referendum to 
ask for more money. 
For years the school board has con- 
sistently declined to provide the kind of  
detailed , information to which taxpayers 
are entitled. Instead, the board has 
decide~ what it needed and made the an- 
nouncemen't. 
A referendum would have changed 
that. Taxpayers,  by being asked if  they 
wanted to pay more taxes, could in turn 
doesn't want to answer. If an example is 
needed, consider the trustees' decision 
not to vote itself a raise. They then turn- 
ed around and decided to pay themselves 
whenever they travel on school business 
outside the district. And what about 
those trips by some school board 
members? Are they really necessary? 
The overall impression is that the 
board chopped its budget to avoid what 
might have been a messy referendum. 
In the back 40 
Grassroots .  Grassroots.  
Grassroots. 
That's what politicians pay 
close attention tO, until elected 
to government. I picture 
grassroots as" plaid-shirted 
hayseeds in ~bib' overalls with 
chlorophyll-starveki tendrils for 
toes. " ~ 
March3.1 I got nty chance to 
see one. ~ I attended. ,Skeena's 
NDP nomihafing convention. 
It was run in fine farming 
fashion,,, in the R.E.M. Lee 
theatre,.-the last place I'd look 
for grasi;roots. The carpet was 
crimsonwith black polka dots; I 
expected Aatroturf. 
Members queued to register 
in alphabetical rows similar to 
seed dribbled,behind the spouts 
of a farmer's cultivator. Then 
members moved up the stair- 
cases into the auditorium, hazed 
stockyard style by convention 
organizers situated near 
strategic turns. They watched 
for registration cards, like auc- 
tioneers identifying ranch 
brands. 
People milled about in the 
center o f  the seating. Some 
hoisted placards beating can- 
didates' names. And just as 
Through 
I / 
someone in authority would 
have removed the 
troublemaker, the convention 
could have proceeded smoothly. 
Livestock farmers parade 
their anita.sis at shows. So, too, 
nominators spoke glowingly of 
the industriousness, good 
character, and past experience 
of their respective candidates. 
Neither candidate demurred. 
Once introduced, both can- 
didates revved members for the 
coming provincial election. 
They swung a scythe about he 
governm_ent's anHes, and  baled 
opposition MLAs for winter 
storage. One candidate licited 
so much laughter by simply 
reviewing the government's ac- 
complishments, I thought I was 
in Prince Rupert at the comedy 
festival. What do comedians u e 
for material in countries with 
only one poHtlcal party? 
to vote. 
Afterward, I headed for the 
foyer, disappointed I hadn't 
spotted a single grassroot so far. 
Plaid shirts abounded, but no 
overalls, and no tendrils. 
Until I entered the ladies' 
washroom. A four-month old 
baby lay supine on the tile floor, 
contemplating a plumber's view 
of the sinks overhead. His 
mother knelt before him chang- 
ing his diaper. 
His toes were wriggling like 
tendrils. Clearly government 
was ignoring him or he'd have 
been lying on a table or shelf. 
Hehad to be a grassroot. 
sunlight encourages green As voting time approached, a 
growth, swirling on of a 'IT returning officer outlined the 
spotlight l e t i '~  a fl.ur~, o f  ha.lotting pr0eedm/e, much a~a :'
placard:wi~iii[~; ' Supporterl/,: fan~.~, checks the' mechimlcal ~
&anted ~ l l~m,  ' names ~In" '. Worthiness Of  hffharvest- ira--': 
short burst rising to an ear- plcments. 
tinging crescmdo. Everyone fmmelled down the 
: Thbh~ed every time a aide 'on ,the staBe .to cast their 
lone inst igator called out, ' vote, For ~onCe, I ~ was in, the 
"Who are we voting for']"~If;//~ right place, l .wu one of the first 
; . . . . . . . .  . " ' . ,  
A few days ago, I got the 
latest issue of "Focus," a 
newsletter published by the 
Tahsis Pacific Region of Cana- 
dian Pacific Forest Products 
Ltd. on Vancouver Island. 
The entire issue is dedicated 
to dioxins and do~vnplays the 
dangers of the chemical in a 
most alarming way, which is 
hardly surprising, considering 
that Canadian Pacific Forest 
Products operates pulp mills 
which are considered the major 
culprits in the dioxin con- 
troversy. 
Dioxins are a family of 75 
chlorinated hydrocarbon com- 
pounds. A similar family, 
Furans, contains 135 related 
chemical compounds. Dioxins 
are man-made. They are 
created in a number of ways, 
including the incineration of 
waste, wood and fuel, and the 
manufacture of pulp and 
paper. They also occur 
naturally, as a result of forest 
fires, for instance. 
The problem with Focus is 
that it presents a fairly one- 
sided picture of the problem, 
something I am occasionally 
accused of. The casual reader 
of the newsletter can't help but 
come to the conclusion that 
the fuss about dioxins is little 
more than propaganda by mill- 
tant environmentalists. 
Under the heading of "some 
facts about dioxins," Focus 
states that they "occur natural- 
ly and, therefore, it is impossi- 
ble to eliminate them." It then 
poses what it calls some hard 
questions. Here are some ex- 
amples: 
"Are dioxins really as 
dangerous as we are led to 
believe. Is our fear justified or 
is it a symptom of society's 
growing fear of all chemicals. 
"Is this fear leading us to a 
protection-at-all-cost mentality, 
even if it means hutting down 
entire industries on which we 
depend?? 
"Is there a limit to the diox- 
in level we, as a society, are 
willing to accept?? Could we do 
more for our environment if 
we spent he billions that are 
already being spent on dioxin 
reduction to fight other issues 
that may be more critical to 
our society??,' 
Good questions, but unfor- 
tunately they are rhetorical. 
Focus doesn't attempt to 
answer them, except o say 
that no death has ever been at- 
tributed to dioxin. Since Focus 
can't or won't, I'd like to try 
to answer some of the "hard 
questions." 
True, dioxins have, so far, 
not killed any humans, but 
tests have shown that, in large 
doses, they kill laboratory rats. 
In smaller doses, they make 
them sick, cause cancer, 
miscarriages, fetal deformities 
and suppression of the immune 
system. 
I'd say that even though I'm 
not a rat (I heard that) and 
don't live in a laboratory, the 
tests on rats justify my fear of 
dioxins. 
Hazardous Substances, a 
U.S. reference book by Melvin 
Berger states that dioxins '.'are 
considered by a number of 
scientists as highly poisonous 
chemicals,', the most 
poisonous of which is believed 
to be tetracholoridioxin 
That's the same stuff pulp 
mills release into our streams 
and lakes. Not a nice thought, 
even though Focus assures us 
that, according to Dr. John 
Blatherwick, Vancouver's chief 
medical health officer, a skin 
rash'is the worst reaction diox- 
ins have ever triggered in 
humans. 
Blatherwick, however, also 
said in a 1989 report o Van- 
couv~r city council that the 
chemical "may do harm to 
humans, yet the evidence for 
that harm are lacking." 
To its credit, Focus does 
quote a number of en- 
vironmentalists and medical 
experts, including Dr. Richard 
Gallagher of the B.C. Cancer 
Research Centre. 
(3allagber says that symp- 
toms from exposure to toxic 
substances may take as long as 
25 years to show in the human 
body. One reason for this 
delay, he says, is the time it 
takes for the immune system 
to deteriorate with age. 
Focus also quotes Randy 
Thomas, •spokesman for Green-  
Islands, a group concerned 
with the environment of Van. :: 
couver Island and the Gulf :% 
Islands. 
Thomas ays pulp mills 
should deal with the problem i iii: 
by switching from chlorine- 
based to,oxygen.based 
bleaching methods. The latter .... 
would not create dioxins. -- 
I'm inclined to side with the 
environmentalists. I am con- :~ 
vinced that if stringent stan, ~ ;~ 
(TCDD). . :1 dards are set and fines become: 
It is believed that three more expensive than the 
ounces of TCDD could kill the .  measures necessary to protect !; ~" 
entire population of New Y 
City," it goes on to say. 
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upwa, rd as future beckons Condom views iilii:i! ' 
" : With a throne speech that 
" made promises, a peaceful 
Social Credit Party and a new 
: 'budget  due out next week, 
:./. things are looking up for 
-:~/, P~emier Bill Vander Zalm. 
• ~•::~ : ::i~//e talks about what happen- 
- !::~i:i:e~in this thefirst of  a two-part 
i / i~terview with Terrace Standard 
~., correspondent Hubert Beyer. 
:!i'::;~The second part will be 
: , p~inted April 18 
fortnnes, 
to have improv- 
ew months. 
now woma you assess your 
i political shelfJife as of late? 
~'ANDER ZALM: Well it's 
/ Very difficult to say of course 
what might happen politically 
~ becanse you have been far 
: away from what I suppose 
.~uld alter things considerably, 
somebody's statement or
) somebody tripping, who knows 
!what  it might be, but any 
number of things could change 
ithings very quickly for either 
side. 
'.You can't be too complacent 
id:this business, you have to 
• ~keepworking atit and I think 
/ ]we  are making great progress, 
perhaps it's beginning to spill 
• 0~er into the province. 
~ !Usuaily it works the other 
: way around. You get recogni- 
;t!on provincially and then you 
: get recognition i ter- 
provincially or nationally, and 
generally after that, 
hopefully... 
BEYER: Does that mean you 
were the prophet who was not 
recognized in his own pro- 
vince? 
VANDER ZALM: I wouldn't 
call it that, but certainly we 
were for a good while doing 
better internationally orna- 
tionally than what we were 
locally, and I think perhaps if 
I have to attribute this to 
something, it's perhaps that we 
were focusing too much on 
side issues provincially, 
whereasmationaily o i~terna-  
tionnlly, the focus was more 
on thefact hat we were balan- 
cing the budget or changing 
and diversifying the economy 
and bringing in new industry. 
BEYER: Still, three or four 
months ago the critics were 
tripping all over themselves; 
they weren't even standing in 
line, they were rushing to the 
gate to icriticize you. I would 
like to ask you in the words of 
W.A.C. Bennett, where are the 
critics now? Give me your opi- 
nion. 
VANDER ZALM: Well I ex- 
~pect the critics are still out 
there, I think they have been 
Calmed considerably, because 
for someone to get out there 
:.-:i now and start screaming 
about, for example, that we're 
• not doing enough about he 
• economy or job creation, is 
father.hollow, because we arei 
the evidence is there. 
:~ ~ And for someone to get up 
and say that we are not doing 
/~ur part nationally with 
~Tespect to Meech or GST or 
i~the likes,, again that sounds 
~somewhat hollow became all 
~:ithe Hdence is that, in fact, we 
!itake the lead in that respect. 
: ~ And for Someone to stand 
: , , !up and say we are not doing 
. . . . .  ~ssing the en- 
blems, only 
the establishe- 
'~try commis. 
Table on the 
tangs in 
;ulations which 
w the toughest 
he increase in 
ai budget 
Bill Vander Zalm 
which was, by far, the biggest 
increase of any budget in 
perhaps the history of the pro- 
vince in any one year and the 
biggest increase in the country. 
BEYER: Let's talk finances. 
You just mentioned the 
budget. Of course, you're not 
going to tell me details of the 
coming budget, but what are 
the chances of another balanc- 
ed budget? 
VANDER ZALM: Well I was 
just talking to a few colleagues 
in the last few days across the 
country, and they are all deal- 
ing with budgets now and un- 
doubtedly there are problems 
everywhere. 
The demands are tremen- 
dous, resources are still 
somewhat limited, and the fact 
that the federal government 
has put the squeeze on some 
vines one way and another 
province another way. In other 
words, we are all Canadians 
but we're not equal. And that 
to me is dangerous. 
The next thing we are 
negotiating is the RCMP con- 
tract involving many millions 
of dollars, and if they pursue 
the same type of thing there as 
they did with the Canada 
Assistance Program and the 
transfer payments, we've got 
real problems. 
BEYER: Still, Premier, I went 
back and checked some quotes 
from speeches by you about 
the federal government's in-
ability to reduce the budget, 
and I thought if I had been the 
Prime Minister or Mr. Wilson, 
I might even have scrapped the 
pipeline deal just to accom- 
modate you, because you were 
"There are many Ouebecers that honestly feel 
that they cold be a distinct society as a country in 
North America. :~i, ;~ 
: '  i 
provinces makes it even ..... 
tougher. But I can say that I 
think we will have the best 
budget in the country, the best 
budget of all the provinces. I 
don't even have to mention the 
feds. 
BEYER: O.k. you don't have 
to, but you did and that gets 
me to the next question. Your 
reaction to the federal govern- 
meat's decision to put its 
hands into the provinces' 
pockets for more money pro- 
mpted what I thought was a 
bit of a theatrical response 
from you. How much of your 
response was that of a really 
worried premier how much 
was that of a premier with one 
eye towards fed-bashing? 
VANDER ZALM: Well I 
think we have to be dramatic 
in our response from time to 
time. They (Ottawa) arbitrarily 
imposed a restriction on a pro- 
grum which we have all 
entered into contractually, and 
they said regardless of the con- 
tract; we are capping the 
Canada Assistance Program 
for the provinces. They singled 
out B.C., Alberta, and Ontario 
for a reduction i  transfer 
payments. 
BEYER: Oh, come on now, 
where else should Ottawa have 
gone. They certainly can't col- 
lest from Newfoundland. 
VANDER ZALM: When they 
did that, they did two things. 
First of all, they said we don't 
care about contracts or com- 
mitments. At least in my view 
they did that. And secondly, 
they said we can treat one pro- 
' 1  
reaily goading them. You told 
them, do like B.C. has done. 
VANDER ZALM: Well you 
know, we could debate the 
Polar 8 issue and say, do we 
really need the icebreaker, and 
if we decide that perhaps we 
don't need the Polar 8 as 
much as we need social pro- 
grams or health care, then you 
scrap the Polar 8 project. 
However, then the question 
is again, what is a commit- 
ment? The fads came out here 
and made a big announcement. 
They said the ship building in- 
dastry has to be maintained. 
They said this particular Polar 
8 icebreaker is not only good 
in maintaining sovereignty in 
the north, but it will provide 
jobs and it will protect an in- 
dustry for the future. Now 
that's what they said. 
Then they turned around 
and not only cancelled Polar 8, 
a peaceful vessel that was to 
patrol the northern waters, but 
they continue with the frigates 
in Nova Scotia and Quebec, 
not at a cost of $400 million or 
$500 million, hut $9.5 billion. 
BEYER: Still, one way or 
another, the federal govern- 
ment has to reduce the budget. 
VANDER ZALM: Oh, and 
there is no question. And it 
would be so easy to deal with 
the federal budget if they had 
the courage of their convic- 
tions. 
BEYER: Well what do you 
want •them to do? 
VANDER Z&LM: As I said 
they shonld reduce the 
bureaucracy b  25 per cent. 
We reduced ours from 1976 
when there were 46,000 (public 
servants) to 27,000 today., 
BEYER: That's not quite the 
case, because you hired s lot  
of them back on contract. 
VANDER ZALM: And we 
privatized, so it'snot nil a 
total reduction. But there has 
been a substantial reduction 
when you consider the number 
of public servants in the pro- 
vinciai service relevant to 
population as opposed tO:  
anywhere lse in the coantry. 
We are by far the lowest. 
There ought o be a me, sage 
in that for the fads. They 
could reduce their public ser- 
vice by 25 per cent and really, 
I think, the majority of the 
people would say, isn't it 
wonderful we don't have so 
many bureaucrats to deal with 
and things would possibly go 
smoother than they do today. 
So that's one place. 
They could also easily, in 
my view, reduce programming 
by 15 per cent. Now, they are 
going to have to eliminate 
some programs and cut back 
on others. There will be con- 
troversies, no doubt, but if it's 
done fairly and evenly for the 
purposes of deficit reduction, I 
think people would accept this. 
If they do all those things 
and then come to the provinces 
and say, you have to par. 
ticipate in this by taking a little 
bit less, and allow us a little 
flexibility so we can do 
something to address the fact 
that we are getting less, then I
think that would be fair game 
as well. 
If they did this they could 
not only eliminate the deficit 
but they could also eliminate 
the need for a GST, and they 
could phase out the manufac- 
tures tax over a number of 
years. Now, if they don't like 
that approach, then instead of 
a GST they should adopt a flat 
tax system where you allow for 
a big exemption for people up 
front so you protect the poorer 
people totally but you have a 
fiat tax. 
Everybody gets the bite and 
the people with the big expense 
accounts, or the people that 
presently have the advantage 
of many loopholes, would 
soon fred out that they are not 
here any more and they would 
have to pay like anyone lse. I 
think that would certainly be 
very effective and would 
eliminate the need for GST. 
Now I think the majority of 
the people would prefer that. 
So there are options 
available to the fads, but they 
are stubbornly going a par- 
ticular way, and they can't 
somehow adjust or provide the 
flexibility to respond to what it 
is people are saying. And 
that's omething we have suf- 
fered from in this country for 
a long while. 
We lack the flexibility. We 
are prepared to accept hings 
far more readily than people 
elsewhere in the world. 
Hubert Beyer 
I 
,ttle for hearts, minds 
:eneration were ~ Unless they have grown up in from an"industriai ge" to an 
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the production. 
resting natural 
;r generations 
Tom Waterknd  
a resource community, their vi- 
Sion of hinterlands emphasizes 
mainly aesthetic and recrea- 
tionai values. Also, our popula- 
tion has become largely urban 
and considers the hinterlands of 
the nation to be places for en- 
joyment, pleasant solitude, and 
respite from urban pressures. 
Harvesting timber and mining 
minerah negatively impacts the 
urban images of wildlands. 
Urban people no longer make 
a direct connectl0n between 
their own high standard of liv- 
ing end the use of primary 
natural resources, We even have 
folks teiling:./us now that we 
have accom;)Hshed a transition 
"information age". 
I am very concerned that the 
contemporary sages trumpeting 
the demise of the industrial age 
lose sight of the fact that all 
wealth initially springs from the 
earth and its natural reso~ces 
- -  and it always will. 
It is incredible to me to 
that we can exist by infonfiing 
one ano~er, end providing ser- 
vices to one another, without 
the entire economic structure 
being supported by the creation 
of  wealth from natural 
resources," ~ 
But" the'~. environmental 
senerati0ns:!,have so taken our 
. . . . .  ?~'dA6 '  
aren't logical 
Deal Sir: 
I had hoped to be able to 
remain silent on the condom 
debate but I must respond to 
the illogic of Dr. Van Herk's 
letter of The Terrace Stan- 
dard, March 21, 1990 (To- 
day's Values Are All 
Wrong.) 
As &teacher of 450 teenage 
students, I recognize that the 
young adults of today are 
confronted with a host of 
dangers to their health and 
well.being: the risks of AIDS 
and other Sexually Transmit- 
ted Diseases; unwanted 
pregnancy; drug and alcohol 
abuse, to name a few. 
We can bury our heads in 
the sand and hope that these 
problems go away (or worse, 
pretend that they don't 
axis0, but this is unrealistic 
and dangerous. I believe that 
it is the responsibility of a 
just and caring society to 
protect its individuals, 
especially its young people. 
For instance, studies how 
that seat-belts protect hose 
who wear them in the majori- 
ty of accidents. They are not 
lot) per cent reliable and yet 
our society has seen fit to 
legislate their use. 
Dr. Van Hark appears to: 
believe that because condoms 
(occasionally) break, their= 
use should be discouraged 
for fear that this will lead t,o:,. 
the transmission of AIDSi~ 
other STDs and unwanted 
pregnancies. Using hi~; argu- 
ment, seatbelts should not be  
worn, because'they aim oc: : 
casionaily fail to protect their 
nser. 
it is our responsibih'ty 
and theirs to ensure that 
any potential risks are 
reduced. 
In no way am I advocating ~
irresponsible,  sexual :
behaviour on the part of Our 
young adults. On the con- 
trary, since I realize that " 
many teenagers are sexually 
active, it is our responsibility 
and theirs to ensure that any 
potential risks are reduced. 
Education is one way to 
achieve this. Installation of 
condom machines (and not 
bedrooms[) in our schools is 
another. 
Yours sincerely, 
Daniel Houpt 
Terrace, B.C. 
Money needed 
for education 
An open letter to: 
Hon. Dave Parker 
MLA for Skeena 
Dear Mr. Parker: 
As you may be aware, 
School District 88 has ex- 
perienced the first cuts in ser- 
vices as a result of the new 
combination of block fun- 
cling and proposed referen- 
da. 
To avoid having to go to 
referendum, our local school 
board has made actual cuts 
in levels of funding for 
Gitksan language, learning 
assistance, classroom aides, 
and gifted education. 
In addition, levels of fun- 
jding for student supplies will 
?be frozen, resulting in an ac- 
tuai decline in purchasing 
power, and several proposed 
improvements in specific 
programs have been shelved. 
These cuts have the potential 
to lower the quality of educa- 
tion for many sutdents in this 
district. 
Our local school board has 
indicated that they have 
undertaken this course of ac- 
tion reluctantly, and only 
because they felt caught bet- 
wean a scheme of block fan- 
ding Which was inadequate o
continue present levels of ser- 
vice, and a proposed system 
for referenda which was 
unclear in its implications for 
local taxpayers. It is, my 
understanding that they have 
conveyed these concerns to 
yOU. 
As a former school trustee, 
I believe that you will unders- 
tand that inadequate block 
funding and a requirement 
for referenda to support any 
spending above the block will 
remove any power of the part 
of locally-elected school 
boards to manage their oWn' 
budgets and maintain levels 
of service they deem ade- 
quate. 
Spending cuts have 
the potentialto lower the 
quality of education for 
many students in this 
district. 
I would join our local 
school board in urging you to 
support efforts to increase 
the level of block funding to 
cover the cost of programs 
currently in place. (In our 
district, this would mean an 
authorization of additional 
expenditures of about 1.25 
per cent.) I would also urge 
you to actively oppose, and 
to lobby your colleagues in 
government to oppose the 
proposed referendum 
system. 
Sincerely, 
Greig Houiden 
President, 
Terrace District 
Teachers' 
Ass6ciation. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Cut salaries of 
administrators 
Dear Sir: 
Well, the latest news is that 
the school board is not going 
to referendum to ask tax- 
payers for more money. 
They have decided to cut in- 
stead. 
What are they cutting? 
Probably the G.A.T,E. pro- 
gram - -  the only concession 
by this school district to fast 
learners. Children with learn- 
ing problems have aids and 
learning assistants, deserved- 
ly so. Unfortunately, some 
of these will be cut too. 
But what do "over- 
achievers" get? The chance 
to motivate lesser-achievers 
cont'd A6 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress land local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
o f  t~e letter's authenticity 
The wrher's name wil lbe 
publlshed, i Requests ~i for 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of~ 
Thanks' section of the  
classifieds, 
Letters containing fibelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the  
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basisl wlth i 
sboner/~letters likely tO be  
publiSh~ ,oon,t!, . '  !:i ):i~,il,il 
! ,  
i 
,#  . 
i 
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TO THETERRACESTANDARD 
more than the set cur- 
riculum, ~ whatever that is, 
when their hands are full 
with behavioural problems 
and learning difficulties. 
This school board spends 
approximately $50,000 on 
the G.A.T.E. program - -  
roughly the equivalent of 
keeping one teacher. In com- 
parison, the learning 
assistants and teacher aid 
programs (none of these for 
fast learners) cost over $1 
rom. ,A5  , "' 111q4~:  ~ . . . .  : 
• • i ' . ' 
T- e to cut admnn strators' wages 
in group work? How thrill- the adminisirators cost? l teacher. Comments on facilitate increased use of 
ing. Classroom teachers can think the public has no idea group-based marks  have ,~-r tutoring, techninues " 
hardly be expected to teach how much our school district reached me from many pco- ~"It is time,~after 37"~y~s or 
pie over many years. 
I have also participated in
group activit ies- J. Payne 
does not have a monopoly on• 
that or 37 years - -  and I 
hated them, hated them at 
every level of learning. ,,:. 
I have never been afraid o f  
change but I am hrave' 
enough to question and 
challenge inappropr iate 
changes and present learning 
conditions. A better question 
would he - -  why are you 
administrators make. l 
therefore suggest that, in- 
stead of cutting learning 
assistants and the G.A.T.E. 
program, we cut the wages of 
the administrators, Starting 
with the superintendent. 
I cannot believe that those 
administrative jobs are more 
difficult than a teacher's job. 
Why the huge discrepancy in
pay? Cut a little off the top 
and let us keep up the quality 
of our children's education. 
million. In regard to the letter by J. afraid of criticism? 
If one classroom teacher Payne in The Terrace Stun- In a draft of the Year 2000 
costs the school board dard (Apri14,1990) l am not curriculum, it states: "small, 
$50,000, imagine how much so ignorant as to attack one mixed-abi l i ty  groups 
Healthy food everywhere 
Register now at your local 
Overwaitea store." 
The grocery store is a great 
environment for nutrition 
education. That is where we 
make many decisions on 
which foods we will eat. 
Overwaitea stores across 
British Columbia have con- 
tracted Dietitians/Nutri- 
this store. The tour focuses 
on label reading and assess- 
ing current food choices. It is 
not product, nor store 
specific. 
All the grocery stores in 
Terrace offer shoppers a 
good selection of nutritious 
foods. I recommend any of 
these stores. 
more, to speak out. on this 
issue• I am not sending my 
child to school to be taught 
by other students or to teach 
other students• Are you? 
Sincerely, 
Brenda Silsbe 
Terrace, B.C. 
!: CARRIERS ! 
,,, Needed! 
I Roulel Available In ~i'errmce ~ , 
( 
' I } 
: Ackroyd, Archer&~p, : . ;  :~: :,! 
-- -Mo eok ::ii:) ' :1 : : !  
' *A ,, [ . . . ,  " 
SERVICE  
Dear Sir: 
Please let your readers 
know that I am not reeom- 
mending that they contact 
their local Overwaitea store 
for information on healthy 
food choices, as was sug- 
gested in my last article "No 
to Dieting". 
The  article should have 
Protect 
Your Truck 
Box Liners E7TZ 990 
~o ~,,=,.o ,z: . .~..~.,~.~.~ " . / "~ i i  ~1 i • HeaW" ~ - ""o 125 fl IbslPSl "~ ~'-~/7/,~ <- .:.% P'~ P'/, - ,  ,'.. . . . .  ' read "For information on tionists to conduct grocery Sincerely, . tmpectres|stamz to "U u°r^  ^"-' " 
how_to make healthy choices store tours to assist slloppers Sonya J. Kupka • TemP. to t le rance  ' ~ ~ - - ~ ~ W ~ - - ~  t~ l - -  J | / I  i in the grocery store, join in making healthier cho ices .  Community Reg. $495.  ~ 0 0  ~ your local Dietitian/Nutri- This service is not restricted Nutririonist 
tionist on a Shopsmart Tour. to individuals who shop at Skeena Health Unit t~OW e ~1~ O I 
Slow down nea r urches . ! An open letter to: speed and cars continue to something tragic will hap- 
Members ofCityCouncih accelerate even hast my pen. A suggestion: lower 
Thisletter is in reference to house which is 100 meters speed limits near churches 
the speed limit on our city from Eby Street. More than and post signs to this effect 
streets locatednear churches, once I have witnessed near- as is done near school zones. [ ,,a we'll lub~lO~ne~n k hinges and latches 
I live on Scott Avenue at Eby accidents. There are many Please take a close look at 
Street across from the Ter- people walking in this area this problem before 
race Pentecostal Church and for various reasons, one of something tragic happens. 
,.~over, the years the traffic has which is the church events ~ 
::~incr~~s't~LfL~tt.~,.~~a~and.ev.ening~ . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ou~.~*.tzuLv....~ =,.~ 
,'~down Scott does so at a high tinue to occur in this area, Terrace, B.C. 
from A5 
Battle for our hearts 
wealth for granted that they ing .-- and losing badly - -  I resource and environmental 
have lost sight of the origin of don't think it is necessarily management, and demonstrate 
hopeless. If we can understand 
our check-UP lets you face 
ddv;aO with more con!ldenoe' 
Plus we - ," ..... Hood door and trunk 
~,d wVl! L';~'..r,~,,e ~olect~o,, 
• Battery cables 
and connections 
• All belts and •td levels 
• ~/~ndshletd w~r btsdes 
I 
" ABSORBER sPECIAL s.oc. - /49 s d instaltstion two Motorcratt Gas- 
• thctudeS P~'~__. ~r~ty ShoCk Absorbers 
~r ed Heavy- c s Oh g . _..,,v, mestl cars . . . . . .  sn~nslon part 
• Applies t°._.,.,mu=~le'~,tscPherson, s°u~j°~ran'-ty 
• Does noz m~.,~ .. limited Ufm~m= ,"
• parts coverea uy ~ 
Of fer  exp i res  Apr i l  21 ,  1990 
the nature of the conflict, and 
are willing to target our energies 
and resources to the basic 
elements of the conflicts, I think 
we have a chance. 
I am led to believe that in- 
stead of directly battling the 
presevationists weshould direct 
our efforts toward their power 
base, the average nvironmen- 
tally aware citizen who so easily 
falls prey to their siren song. 
I believe that we have to uo 
two things and do them well. 
First and foremost we must do 
an extremely good job of 
t~ 
4631 Keith Ave. 635-4978 
conclusively that we are able 
stewards of the resources. There 
is no room for sloppy work. 
We should tolerate nothing 
but an elite job of environmen- 
tal management, including an 
intelligent sensitivity and 
reasonable accommodation of
other resource values. 
Second, we have to convince 
urban people that production 
of, and exploration for, mineral 
commodities are vital to their 
own self interests and they must 
come to understand that the 
production of mineral uses very 
little land in British Columbia 
our affluence, and blithely 
assume that we can go merrily 
on enjoying wealth without con- 
tinually creatirig it. 
It seems all too easy for a 
Vancouver West End apartment 
dweller to write off 200 forestry 
jobs on Vancouver Island or to 
deny the people of B.C. the 
wealth and jobs created by a 
proposed mine in Northwestern 
B•C. 
We are in a struggle for peo- 
ple's minds, for their understan- 
cling and their support. We are 
up against some pretty tough 
odds. Though we have been los- 
PREGNANT v " " ' " " ' " ' "  ,N II P¢:II 
Do you need help.: i STOP SMOKING[ Don't know what to do? 
We are available ANYTIME day or night : NO WEIGHT GAIN  NO WITHDRAWL NO ANXIETY " 
- only a call away - -  ,r 
Birthright friends help with: 
• Anonymous pregnancy test 
• Sheller home . , 
• Maternity clothes and baby clolhes ~ .... 
• Free confidential help 
• No judgement made 
I ,3o,o ][ 
T,ur--.,.A,r.. 12/; 
TERRACE INN I I  
Terrace, B.C. [ I  
- - - - - - J I  
OQ c,. o.,, 
~] I I~ I~ '~ i~ CHEQUESOK 1 
• Referral for professional counselling : . 
• Adoption i formation 
• Medical care ~ : 
irthright 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I YOU WILL  SUCCEED 
S.O.L.D.'a Edcsonlan Induction 
I Method has a 92.7% success rate. ~ Your program director is,Jack van de Van, owner of S.O.LD. who 
BE FREE OF  TOBACCO FOREVER!  
ATrEND THIS POWERFUL GROUP SESS ION 
You know what smoking is doing to your health. Now you can be 
free of smoking wit h the easiest, most effective stop smoking 
program available in Canada. The treatment was developed by 
George Clinton Smith, a Washington State psychotherapist, George 
has treated thousands of people during the past 8 years, He now 
achieves a 92.7% success rate. 
Attend this session and you will experience Eriosonlan Induction. 
It is a revolullonap/new form of hypnosis dudng which you will 
remain alert & aware at all times. You will QUIT SMOKING 
PERMANENTLYwith no side effects, and you will leave refreshed, NO CREDIT  C~I 
motivated, and confident of your ability to remain a non-smoker. 
GUARANTEE 
EVEN IF YOU HAVE SMOKED FOR DECADES, YOU WILL THROW Each pemon will be given 
acquired the exclusive rights Io the I 
treatment in Canada from George I YOUR CIGARETTES AWAY AND NEVER SMOKE AGAINlll eormllzed written guarentm 
Clinton Smith. George Is a Wash- I tlfleate Which promises 
Ington State psychologist who I Systems of Leamlng,~ Development (S.O.LD.), money-back if you revert to 
developed thlsamazlngtreatnlenL J 3GO2 Handel Ave. East, Vancouver, B.C. VSS 4G8 habil. : 
Illlillllilllllllllllllllllllnnllimlllnnlllll ' 
635-3907 (24 HOURS A DAY 
7 DAYS A WEEK) 
BEER and WINE STORE in  n COLD 
i With a great selection of Import produ©te. Plue quMIty sportlwear : i~ ,~ l l l  
) ,.o,,to.. :0 : : Saturday : " : ' Su - Ol~nAll Holidays. 
11 p,m.~ ' 11  a.m. to11 p.m, . , (except h~tmm) 10 a,m, to,11 p.,m,,,:, ~ ......... . 9.a,m. to : • 
4 
,t 
I i ilii~ IS!H.OPPi I~ 
}! ~::CENTRE 
I i}.~ Thursday, Apr 
i ,, , , . '~"  /. , • i~;~, :~, , .  ...... ~ ~ ~ . . . , ,We ~_ ,,~,",,, [] ~ :]:': ~ 'EnJoy more shopp ing  ,. ,so ~u,= u,  
I I  :~!' i "~.with Our .egg-etended ~ :..~ w i th  oreat 
i :~i:~ ..v,.,,,.. 
i ;:!~ , , . . . :  : 
!lGlassware 
From ( :~:L : :  i~k~:  lylco m e s .: 
i i '] 
i : /  : "J~''*e~'~-~wd:y 
ii:i, • 
i 
% . 
,,:~.-~'~? ; , i , , i ! ,  ' y , :~- 
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,HARP 
S Y S T E M - 6 9 0 0  
• :: • 
round sOImd'& X.BAB,~ Miber foahiMs In, 
clyde empNc B i~,  'omdao camtt~ 
and a ful hlacRen Remote cNtnd, 
ooTsnmam FEATW~I 
* 33.key remote cofltt~ with CO player opemtl~n 
~, 120W/CH (RMS) output power (6 orals, 1 kHz, 0,9% 
T,H,D.) ,k, 14.pros4ot dtgit~ q~arLs S'plttmsJzer funer 
6.function selemtor wi~ LED tnd~.ato~ ,it. 5,band 
graphic eq~Jize~ ~, Mot~zed rot~y volume conbol wlth 
LEO I ndka~,  S~r0und sound capald~ty * x.gks~5 
(EXTRA BASS System) ~ Speaker A/B selector 
* 5.LE[~CH sound klvel melor, Dodde cassotte 
with high speed dubl~l~/cmtin~ous p/o'P/back ~ D~iby" B 
Type noise red.tiDe system ~ M~gneSc shllfdi~ fiord 
flokl tweeter & ndd ranoe speaker system * Pug ou shelf i 
for turntable/l~h quality con3b'u¢flmr audio tack. 
• TMs ~ Labo~ototles j 
Full size stereo rack system 
• 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
eemeleCen~l ~U~T~ TuH.E~ 1;'EB 
[~ i  [~LBYSYSTEM i M~Tt~udma. ~ 
OPTIONAL CD 
PLAYER 
L..:_..._.._._:.~ .............. - _ ,  ._._ _ . _  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .z..L.~ . . . . . . .  i ....... .L~ ..... 
$ 2 6 9 9 5  For optional CD player DX.R770(BK) 
,* Hodzontal drawer type CD pbym * lnffm~l fens(de 
cantxol *APMS (Aotomatic Programmable Music I 
Selects) (20 programs) *APLD (Automatic PlOgllm 
Locale Oev~) *APSS (Auto Pmo~m SuP,.h System 
4645 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B .C .  635-9220 
VSG 1R1 
~,ve.., TerrnceShopping Centre ', :~'~ 635-74a~a I
,~ . i- I 
' or  b rown bread  HAMS .c ~ Av,.s Bon:e,"e'C. 
1 2 ~ Apr i l  ( o vo.. o, 
I F. DIKE~UPO-N ' FADRIC HA E EGGS SOLID ~ I, s. ,] s... I . . , ,  o,ooo,.~ I ~_1 
I ., , .  s p., I i ~ =20 o. il- s~'~"~'~l "°.~'~' I ~o.t',oN'o~,,~. I.,,=:=;,¢:'.~.'. I , 
" i ~ ~ . OHLY 
I I °'- 135 1 1.67 11 2 ,,c l 
, , MEN S TIE , , I . WIENERS • I I".s,s,,uziJ m.s~. ,  I , , , , .= . ,  imNSJOGGING HENS / "MR. NOODLE" 
I ~ o~ R,,, • I F '  J EA"Jo~I~ i JACKETS " .i ""~:,;.';; .... i .. PA.TSI,~,o." A ssOnTM.,EHT / CUP 
I " l ,4s ,  I I o.oor 9.  l 1172o, 1172o-/ 2/99 = 
' ~ ~ m,s  L~mS 
I . _ _ I ,wm, , , s / , , . s , , . . / . . .~ . , _~s_  I o , , .w . ,  f ~ ,~ j£ ,~, , / .  
~ , ,m. l l  Pm 
I ~ I..,';': /29,99]30o~o~/40:,oo,/3.99 / ~ ~  
' L " ~., ,~o./  / / " ' /  I ; .  LAUNDRy i i~  . . . COKE,  SPR ITE ,  
ETC,  . I ' DETERGENT. . -  ~~ ~ ...... i - -  ~ .Ira . _ 
] $11 'B 'C '010 '  I l ~ i l ~ ( ~  ;packpl°fs3dSeSp°li~'Tins'9 
I,, ,,,, ,, ,ri" i l ,,I ,,l .... I :t 
/ .  
i I 
,-,~.~ ,,. :'r~p-¢,~ .'Z...~'/~-~"~ '~¢ -,%,.~...~..'~.,;. ?,i ~ ~.  -'~i," ~'~ ."q%,~"J¢~ .'  . -~ =.~.,..":'.~'.-~.~ ',  -',%-,'. ~'  J 
t f 
J~" L 
li 
2 ¸  
:i 
*o 
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" I III III frill " r:" ! ' "  i" :~i: ... ! ~i I ;'-., ::'? .... .,; . i~ 
NYLON S4A ott YOU'RE SPECIAL LADLE S WEAR ~:~/_ , ,  , r 
" JACKET EASTE SAVINGS i~ S [] 
~,u .o , , , r , , ,=  - , .~0 . .o . . ,1  .... i~  ~ i ~ i 
i cuo- l[ !! 
Pants ,  Bl0us.e.S, ~11 On~eregu~ I tem.  
.~w~_Mpr~ T.Rh,rle ~ ~ D  AT: YOU'RE SPECIAL S "-- ....... ".~ ". v':"';' C" ~. I; UPTOWN GIRL FASHIONS ii:!. I ~ I I F ~  ~ ~  
uresses ~ JacKets ~ II A, r .  12 & 14 
~,,.;~.' ~ ,~.~ q b ~ ~  
Terrace Shopping Centre - Lakelse Ave. - 635-9262T .~' : :  4643 Lakelse Ave. 635-71180 , 
i" EASTER 
G STRAVAGANZA ',.. Z< "' 
' "EggstraHours" .,.~|,i.!.[~/~ .... II~..~.,:~~ . 
i WED. 9 AM-7PM; THURS. 9 AM-RRPM "~,,s,~.~~"~ 
SAT. 0 AM- 6 PM " ."g~ ~ ~ ." .....~?~;.~:~,~,,i). ':, I 7 ~ 
! CLOSED"Good Friday"&"Easter Sunday" 
Fresh Squeezed " 
1 , . "" F 20;  Dell ,ooos ,= , , , zz , . s  
i 
I . I I , 
~, . " ~-:~; ' , . . ' : ;~, :L .  , ,  , L ; , , ,  i ' !:r,::;., : ' . ' i :  ' Y ; .  ' ,~' i , ,~/c-, . . ,  •!' e 
Plastic I C"rlsues 3 .99  STACKING 9 .98  RITZ _ 
CHAIRS CRACKERS 
• 450 g. Tin. 
While StOCkS Last. 
Bulk 
WIENERS 
1.74 kg. • 79 l° .  
FREE TURKEY DRAW ~" 1 ~" ' '  '~  • . . . . . .  , . , o  
~ 1 of 5 turkeys to be drawnon the hourl every hour :~-;~!::I.S'.;~; :;~: '~  ~ ~ 'i" 
-. 7 p.m, to 1,1p.m,. . !:. i:i.:~ ~ '~L~.  
• Must be in store. ~towlnl ::. ~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . :  ii ~; , " . :.: : i: ~.,, ,:. • . ~  Wp,. ~), 
6 PM- 9 PM 
7-UP or 
, , , , ,s ,  
Diet or Reg. 7SO mL ~ R I I  
PluS Deposit. 
9 PM - 10 PM I 10 PM- 11 PM ~.~J  
~D~INNER Gem ~ d l l Ld l l~  
,u.s 99  ,o,,,o,szu J White or Brown. I I  doz. 15 lb. I I  • Bag. 
.99 .  
Party Pride 
POTATO 
CHIPS 
IV'/~, 
200 g. Bag. 
[°;;M. 4:'J 
79 ,,,., ICE DUCKS • Frozen. 2.18 kg. I . Imlt 12. Over 
Limit Price .78 • ' 
EASTER 8 AM NOON 1500g pk ;'Fie~ "/lf~ BREAKFAST "~AT ' I  I i~ I~AV~ ;i1:1 kg, pkg:Generi¢~HashBrdwns ! ~ ~i  ~';:.~1 
vr l  I .=~ 1.11 z .~r t  I ' 1-341. rmL;  Northern CoUntryOiange Jdce Frbzen :'~'. ! ! . l [  ~ ~ -%,~ A .v41f, 
T S P E C I A L  - ,  O N l Y  , __  !,pkg, of 61-D z;  Grade Skylark Mulfl~ A Lucerne Large Eggs ": ' ( '  " ; ' ! -  mI I  I I  I1~ i . . . . .  ~ l  "--~- @~l ; '~q ~.~,~.w,  ~¢- 
YOU GET- -  . ' :. w~ stoc~ =t only 2o0 packs av~,~. 
• . .  , , . . j . J  
~i:'" . . . .  f ;  J . .3q[  / ' 
MOt~ 
Boneless 4 ~Beef Steak ._ .  CLAMATO COCKTAIL 
, , ,s 2 98  __  Olympic or pare/Pride. ReadY Sliced or ~ i l  Limit 2 W/Family ~ ~ Purchase. Over ~ [ ]  ~ To Eat. 6.57 kg. I I  lb. ShaVed. I I  ~1~ 100 g. Limit Price [ ]  n n 
• 1.99 ca. 1.36 L.'Tin. I I I  ~ ~I~ 
Lucerne CORN ON 
'"' 3 ! .99  u.s. Grown. NO. 1 Grade. 
.o.o,oss 99  BUNS • 
Pkg. Of 6. 
LARGE 
,oos 98  Grade A. Limit 1. Over 
Limit Price 1.38 each. I I  doz. 
--STORE HOURS:- 
wednesday . 9 am - 7 pm 
Thursday ' 9 i ra -  11 pm 
• Fflday - : - i CLOSED 
Saturday , 8 am- 8 pm 
Sunday . . , ..... CLOSED 
• Monday . .  :~ 9 am, 8 pm 
I i i 1 
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GOING DOWN is the buUding on H~]16 where the Petrocan 
bulk plant once stood. The plant has now moved to Keith Ave. 
while the old structure is being dismantled for use in other 
building projects. 
Company wants to move 
TERRACE - -  Plans by Tay-M 
Logging Ltd. to move its head- 
quarters from Terrace to Thor-. 
nhill have run into a snag -- the 
regional district is not happy 
with the location selected by the 
company for its proposed new 
building. 
Tay-M want to construct a
tw0-storey structure on a 7.35 
acre parcel of Crown land 
located on the frontage road 
between the Thornhill Com' 
mhnity grounds and Lomak 
Trucking's building• 
:Nhe steel frame-concrete 
block building -- estimated cost • 
up to $800,000 -- would include 
a 5,600 sq.ft., one-storey 
maintenance shop with the re- 
malnder being used for office 
space, parts rooms and storage 
areas.  
However, Thomhill's com. 
munity plan earmarks the site 
for development as part of a 
future commercial rea; An ad- 
ministration report on Tay-M's 
application also pointed out it 
was "the last remaining parcel 
of Crown land in a critical and 
strategic location along the 
frontage road. • • 
While conceding the district 
had amended the regulations in 
1987 to allow Lomak to con- 
struct its building, Thornhill 
director Les Watmough added 
"it was not well received by 
quite a few people." 
uo,op open 
on Sundays 
TERRACE - -The  last large 
retail outlet in'the area to hold 
out against Sunday Shopping 
has reversed its p0sition. 
Terrace Co-op,s tentative 
first Sunday shopping date is 
April 22 and zs being done tb 
prevent a loss of market share 
to those storeswhich are 
already open that day, general 
manager Lawrence Gosse[in 
said last week, ." " . 
"The : . . . . . . . . .  trend :was definitely 
there," said' GosseBn of a 
switch by shoppers tO those 
ontlets open Snnday .... 
"We,ve always Said we would 
stay closed unless we lost some 
market share in the area. We're 
not prepared to sit back and let 
that happen," he added. 
"It doesn't make me very 
happy, but  when you're 
operating a business and are in a 
competitive marketplace you've 
got do do what you have to 
do." said Gosse[in'. 
The Sunday openings extend 
to the Co-op food floor, 
cafeteria, garden centre, 
clothing section and possibly its 
new building, supplies: centre, 
Gosse[in added; ~ • i 
Gosse[in, who  opposed. Sun; 
day  shopping when intioduc~ 
by other retailers last year, said 
Co-up employees will be given 
an option to, work or not to 
work on Sundays. 
He said the extra shopping 
day means part time employees 
will be offered more hours and 
that additional employees will 
be hired. 
The •Sunday opening news 
follows a year in which the Co- 
op recorded a$700~000 increase 
in sales to $13 million for the 12 
months ending Jan. 31. 
That increase came from 
hardware and building supplies 
sales and did help to cover 
reductions in  food revenues, 
said Gosselin. 
Profits were $405,000, an in- 
crease of $60,000 over the year 
previous. 
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(luemt ktlmt,: Jamle Norberg, artistic director of Twlzzlers 
& Anthony Crossfield, artistic director of Richard J~a  
Salons , .... ,::::; ..... : 
Competilions: • Visual • Open Men s commercial • Evening :; 
..Classics (after 5) • Fantasy Total Look .... . .~ L ' 
MODELS NEEDED .... please call 
i ,  , 
PARTICIPATING SALONS: _ /~ '~~ :, 
Hairwavse ..................... 035-5727' 
Hairbusters ......................................... 635-2432 
Hair G a I low ......................................... 835-372e ~~.~- - '~  
Images by Karfeen ................................ 635-4997 
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EARLY DEADLINE 
• i NOTICE 
~ ' | PAY ZERO ATTENTION TO WHAT YOU EAT NO EXERCISINGI • Due•  to the Easter Weekend, an early I m m 
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Future 
of Our 
Forests 
Hospitality Inn 
Haidaway Inn 
Simon Fr',iser, Inn, 
Community, Centr 
Tke Process 
In February, the British Columbia Forest Resources Commission announced it was 
seeking the public's views on the Future of Our Forests in British Columbia 
through the 1990s and into the 21st century. The public response has been 
overwhelming! To date, over 1500 written submissions have been received. 
The quality and content and the new ideas presented are excellent. We 
would like to thank all those who have contributed to date. These 
submissions have now been reviewed. Three "Panels" of Commissioners will be 
touring the Province from April 17 to May 17, 1990 listening to those who have 
submitted letters or briefs. There will be only limited time available for others 
who may want to make presentations tothe Commissioners due to the extensive 
number of submissions received• ,:: ii::;~ 
timing and Location of Community Meetings .......... '~"  ~ 
"100 ~le  House May I Red Coach Inn )ri123 
• Bella Could May 15 Bay Motor Inn ay 8-9 
• Campbell River May 7 Best Western Marina Res6~t" , p~,~ r,_=;~rg e April 23-25 
• Castlegar May I-4 April 30-May 1 
• Chilliwack May 2 CI April 20 Sarah E 
• Courtenay. April 24-26 __~, ...... ~:7 : '::!;i~!.~i-:::i ~: .... • Terrace ":April 17 Sandma 
• Cranbrook May 7-10 Town andCo~: Inh  ~ : : :' : '  : 
- .~.. >: !"::/-'-:. ~:,: ". Vancouver May 7-I0 To  be,~ 
• Fort St. John* . April 26 Pioneer Inn' " : i :'-!!;:'_~i:i: ~ . - - Ma~ 14-17. To  be A 
" NoEoW,S 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
BED & BREAKFAST 
We are Introducing thlsweekend a new Bed & Breakfast 
Plan at the Terrace Inn, formerly the Terrace Hotel. A full 
breakfast will be included with any room reservation plus 
much more. 
When you stay at the Terrace Inn you also get a com- 
plimentary pass to the Terrace Aquatic Centre including 
swimming pools, sauna, whldpool and weight room. Also, 
every guest receives a BonusCoupon Book packed with 
valuable discount coupons forTermoe stores, shops'and 
attractions. 
Rates begin at $49. Our new Bed & Breakfast Plan - -  A 
Super Deall 
A WEEKEND ESCAPE 
FOR TWO 
Our low rate of $99 per couple Includes accommodation 
for 2 nights (Friday & Saturday), Breakfast for two (Satur- 
day & Sunday), Pass to the Terrace Aquatic Centre, Bonus 
Coupon Book and a complimentary fruit basket. 
Take a weekend break at the new Terrace Inn• It's affor- 
dable. 
EARLY BIRD 
BREAKFAST 
The Terrace Inn invites you to Join us eddy In the morning 
for the $1.99 breakfast special. It's on Monday to Fdday 
between 6:30 a•m. to 8:30 a.m• and features bacon & 2 
eggs, hash browns & toast• 
ili NEW DINING ROOM l 
Experience our newly decorated dining room, 
,; Try out the new menu and enjoy the pleassnt eurroun. 
~' dlnga. It's now called the Kermodel Dining Room at the 
Terrace In, 
4661 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1M7, 
For Reservations, .... 
Call (604) 636.6030 or 
IToll Free 1-800-603.8156 I 
t ! r  , , I . I I_ " ] , .~  
Fax (004) eas.2~ee 
. . • ' .  r '  , : .  . 
• Houston  April 18-19 Community.Hall~:::~i'~':~i/::~:-ii:!:.,.Victorlai':i,~'.: . Aprffi7::20. • Tally-H0PacificMotorLinn ~. :. 
• q,,., ,~ i~, :,i:;;~,i.:i(:/: :~ )~i~::,!"i i;!}i:-,:.i~:: ~ :i' I~ :;:!:;}?' Mayl~ i7 :  '~":-:' Tall~-H0:PacificMotbr:Infi~ .... • I~oops  April 17-20 o,~cKmans rioter .... ~ ......... - . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ........ • ,- ;::. • ..... - . . . . . . .  :. 
• : " ' , Wilf iams lake .  May  2-4," F~- ,  I,, . - ? " ..... 
' :S :Kdowna April 23-25 Sandman Inn " " :: ~ , . :  : .:... 
Community meetings will be held: 
bd ., 
~!: .±  : : i ~ 
i i;i/:i i 
t 
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Costly, long 
case heard in Smithers  JUST IN 
arguments. 
Wet'suwet'en prepared 
3,200 pages of  closing 
arguments o back their clients' 
claim to 57,000 square 
kilometres of northwest B.C. 
centered on the Hazeltons. 
The cost of the case in which 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
are asking Chief Justice Alan 
McEachern to declare they have 
ownership and jurisdiction over 
the land is conservatively 
estimated at more than $20 
million. 
Gitksan and Wet'suwct'en 
spokesman Don Ryan said they 
have spent approximately $14 
million - -  half of which has 
come from various federal 
government sources - -  on the 
case .  
The nat ives '  closing 
arguments began April 2 and 
are expected to last until April 
27 in Smithers. The case the 
moves to Vancouver with the 
defendant provincial and 
federal governments expected to 
take another two months for 
their arguments. 
Closing arguments follow 
three years of court appearances 
which have been taking place in 
Vancouver and in Smithers. 
The Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en case is based on 
two central arguments - -  that 
the federal and provincial 
Justice McEachern that rights 
of natives in the constitution 
must be respected by the provin- 
cial and federal governments. 
Denial of native rights con. 
travenes the Canadian charter 
of fights and native history and 
use of the land, he said. 
"All that Canada can see of 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en is 
their pre-1900 hunting, trapp- 
ing, fisheing and berry-picking 
activities," said Rush. 
"At its core this is a racist 
position deliberately blind or 
refusing to give value to the way 
of life Of the people," he said. 
A second lawyer for the 
Gitksan and Wet'swuet'en, 
Peter Grant, told the chief 
justice that native oral history 
coupled with evidence from ar- 
chaeological and other studies 
proves native occupation and 
use of the land. 
Adaawk, or oral histories, 
demonstrate native arrival and 
occupation of vacant lands 
along the Skeena from the time 
of the receding of the last ice 
age, he said. 
Not recognizing oral history 
as valid is "ethnocentric, 
myopic and and ultimately 
racist approach to the Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en people," said 
Grant. 
His arguments centered on a 
BAFFLE HILL at Kitwanga is one of the examples being used 
by the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en;to prove use and occupation 
of northwest lands in a court case. The hill sat astride a 
trading route. Battlements on top once protected residents 
from raids and harm. 
land called Temlaxhem - -  
roughly the area from Kitselas 
east of  Terrace to the Kispiox in 
the Hazeltons - -  in which he 
said as many as 10,000 people 
lived 3,500 years ago. 
Temlaxhem contained a 
system of government and laws 
Doctor deal worked out 
they are presented to the board. 
Bowering and health unit 
board chairman John LeSage 
said they were happy with the 
arrangement, 
LeSage added that the board 
is still keeping its options open 
to pursue a separate director's 
position if it feels combining the 
positions isn't working. 
The board at first rejected the 
idea of combining the medical 
health officer and director posi- 
tions, saying the result would 
TERRACE - -  The Skeena 
Health Unit and Dr. David 
Bowering have worked out a 
deal for the latter to become its 
director as well as its chief 
medical health officer. 
Bowering had said he would 
resign if he wasn't named irec- 
tor. 
The deal calls for a job per- 
formance review in six months 
and for Bowering and the ex- 
ecutive of the health unit's 
board to discuss issues before 
EASTER BRUNCH 
mean an extra workload given 
the large area the health unit 
covers. 
That lead to a conflict with 
the overall administrative struc- 
ture of the health unit for while 
the board hires its chief medical 
health officer, the provincial 
government appoints the unit's 
director. 
The majority of the health 
unit's in the province operate 
with a combined medical health 
o•cer-director position. 
4620 Lakelse 
Avenue 
Terrace B.C. 
/ Limited 
Sunday, April 15 / Seating 
11 a .m. -  2 p.m. 
Orange Juice and Bubbly 
Easter Bonnet Contest 
Chocolate Bunny Draw 
Gold Jewelry Draw 
Delicious Spread of Food (~i ,
Uve entertainment ~', 
Time is running out. 
Get your tickets TODAY! 
Tickets on sale at the 
Inn of the West front desk 
I%¢~ I 
=ih t,k'% ,¢i 
638-8141 
Adults 
$9.95 
3 and 
under 
FREE 
C hAi~::n i 
7-13 yrs 
$6.95 / 
* 14' Spring Bok aluminum boat 
* Cushioned swivel seats 
. Fish box with drain 
* 15 HP Mariner Outboard, with 
* CD ignition for fast starts 
* 3 position trim/tilt system ' 
• External idle speed 
adjustment 
* Offer end s APril 30;1990 } i+ 
As Low AS : ?~i;~i! ~ 
Versatile Fishing Boat, Powered By Mariner. 
- ~ ~/~! i/~ ~ ~ ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  e + • 
IARINE 
: . .  :: ;Ave  . . . . .  + 
' • .i+: VgG 1N4 : IImlF~DS ~i 
+iV r 
DOZEN 
IGE EGGS 
ONLY 
* 
EVERY $10.00 
LJRCHASE 
100.O0-and buy 10 ,~ 
;]gs at 49,'each) 
V 
based on specific groupings of 
people in houses and clans and ~/~ 
thOS°or= +' to ,h,* da,, IN  STOCK NOW. '  
• The provincial government • 
denies the ex is tence o f  Garden Implements Decorative Rock 
aboriginal title but adds that if 
it did exist, was eliminated when 
B.C. joined Confederation in 
1870. 
~The province's  closing 
guments take up 1,000 pages 
ile the federal government's 
argument is 240 pages. There 
are more than 1,200 exhibits 
taking up thousands of pages 
entered as evidence. 
.... Chief Justice McEachern is 
expected to give his decision 
early next year, All parties con- 
cede that it will be appealed. 
We fer 
10 $ 
Don' t  get us 
wrong. We belie 
in incentives it 
like the next gt 
In fact, we offer 
choice of 10.9 
financing for up 
48 months 
$750 Cash Ba 
on two of Canad~ 
best.sellers, Te~ 
po and Topaz. A 
we freely admit we 
do it to ease the 
So what ? i: i : 
'J.opaz 
¸y iiiii i i/¸ 
h,,-~An a little; 
it's not the 
dnt is, you 
car for its 
not just the 
;. And we 
in quality. 
ould be able 
into a well- 
dependable 
car without paying 
through the nose. 
i ,  : Tempo le Canada e I:~st-eel leo ear four yesr i  fuell ing, ~ ,-'.!ii ~, ' i! 
i+ :: R¢ , when you're looking around for a car, don't forget the quality, And at Totem Ford, twe 
+: :think of Incentives as simply another feature: But g ve oive you beth,So, what are you waiting forl 
~631 Ke 
I 
Ave., Thee i ~: u ,o .  654e i' ,984  
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'APRIL 8 - 26, 1990 - -  Terrsce 
Public Art Gallery showing 
"Sister"  featuring Vikki 
MacKay and Jeanne Thomson. 
Gallery hours Tuesday to 
Saturday 12 - 3 p.m., Tuesday 
to Thursday 7 - 9 p.m., Sunday 
! ' '; p.m. 
APRIL 12, 1990 Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre in 
holding an Easter Party for 
children between the ages of 3 
and 6 years. It will be held at 
the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre, 4542 Park Avenue, on 
Thursday from I-3 p.m. Pro- 
registration is required. There 
is no charge but a parent must 
attend. Call 638-0228 for more 
info, 
• A" ~" "k ~ 'A' 
APRIL 12, 1990 -- General 
Meeting of Branch 73. Old Age 
Pensioner's Organization at 
Happy Gang Centre on Kalum. 
Thursday at 2 p,m. New 
members welcome. , 
APRIL 14, 1990 - -  Caledonia 
Fashion Show at 8 p.m. at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets 
available at Sight & Sound. 
Mini Skits. 
• A" ~" "A' A" * 
APRIL 17, 1990 - -  Come to 
Terrace's first Environmental 
Coffee Party. Tuesday at 7 
p.m. in the Terrace Library 
meeting room. Take this op- 
portunity to share your ideas 
and learn some new ones. Bring 
your own coffee mug, For info 
call Joamle 638.0790, 
APRIL 23 - 28, 1990 -- The 
25th Annual Terrace Science 
Fair. Entry forms and informa- 
tion leaflets are avallsble at all 
Terrace schools and at the Ter- 
race Public Library. 
APRIL 28, I990 - -  Giant 
garage and bake sale at the 
Christian Centennial School 
gym, Proceeds to Terrace Pro- 
Life Assoc. 9 a.m. - noon. 
APRIL 28, 1990 --  Spring Arts 
and Crafts Show presented by 
the Terrsce Art Association to 
:, be held from 10 a,m.. 5 p.m. at 
~i' the,Terrace Public Art GallerY. 
.Applications now available at 
the Gallery, Library, 'Wallinda 
~: Crafts and  Northem:L~ghts 
Studio. 
'A" "A" ~" ~" "k 
, MAY $, 6, 1990 . -  Women's 
':: Aglow Northwestern B.C area 
spring retreat will be held in 
Smithers at the Aspen Motor 
• Inn. Guest speaker will be Else 
Pedersen from Vancouver, 
B.C. All ladies welcomel For 
more info. phone Jourrn 
635-9244, Irene 635.5413 or 
Janet 635-5061. In Kitimat 
phone Elizabeth at 632-3661. 
'k 'A. "A- 'k '~ 
AUGUST 24 - 26, 1990 -- 
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years  of service with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
you're a former student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun, Activities will include a 
Bar-B-Q. dance, department 
, sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. I 's a family af- 
fair[ For more into or to let us 
! know you're coming. Call 
Arlee at 1.800-662-2955. 
,k ,k ,k. W ,k 
THERE IS STILL TIME TO 
::• REGISTER for Terrace Minor 
,: B~eball. Monday to Friday at 
• ~ the Terrace Arena Office. 
' ~" "A' A" 'k "k 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers to help 
with their Sickroom Equipment 
Loan Service. Time required: 2 
hours weekly. If you would like 
to have more information 
about his volunteeP communt. 
ty service, please contact Carol 
Glen at 635-2122. 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on. 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
:the month, Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall st 635-9253. 
co.t;e 
I 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up  as a 
public service to its 
readers and those com- 
munlty orpnizatlom in 
the area. 
Sales break 
IT MAY NOT:'BE:;'[~[G;ibut'this economy sized book quickly .drew the attention Of one,youngste~!~l~o 
dropped in on the Mills Memorial Thrift shop'g'arage sale held Saturday. With a line-up Waiting for ihe 
doors to open,-you.~had,to be quick to get your bargain. 
'Treading the boards 
I was ~t the McColl 
Playhouse on Monday to see a 
bit of one of the plays they are 
getting ready for the drama 
festival taking place in Prince 
Rupert April 27-29. 
The two Terrace entries will 
be Forever Yours, Marie-Lou, a. 
family situation drama directed 
by Ken Morton and produced 
by Lorna Morton, and Room 
44, written and directed by 
Daniel Barnsweli. 
Gordon Gates is also getting 
his play - -  a one act comedy en. 
titled No Problem - -  ready, the 
first he has directed. This play 
will not be going to Prince 
Rupert but will make its debut 
at the McColI. 
At the Willows - welcome to 
Molly Gaudvreau who moved 
here from Vernon to be With her 
daughter. 
Ann Bremner is away in 
Prince George, Will Kaillaly is 
offto Alberta, Eva Cote has left 
for New Brunswick and Feleh 
Goyette has just returned from 
a C.N.I.B. seminar in prince 
George. 
Th,re"  /71 / "  
!Hope everyone atthe Willows 
has a nice week. 
~ ,k ,k ,k ,A, 
Many, many prayers go out 
to Jackie Webb and family on 
the death of their dear 
daughter, Cathy. Blessings to 
you all. 
~ "A" "k 'k 'k 
If you missed the, Miss Ter- 
race Pageant fasbion show at 
the Skeena Mall the other 
weekend,._you have another 
chance to see these lovely young 
ladies April 28 at the Inn of the 
West. 
This year's contestants and 
last year's royalty will be 
modelling at that show and 
refreshments will be served. See 
you all there. 
'k "k 'k 'k "k 
A few friends and I strolled to 
the art gallery last Thursday to 
listen to Poets on Tour with the 
Downtown Eastside Poets. 
These writers are not profes- 
sionals but residents of one 
what has been called Van- 
couver's poorest and toughest 
neighbourhood. Their poetry 
was based on life in the area and 
I must say we enjoyed what we 
heard. 
-k 9r ,k -k'k 
Bert Ljungh has gone to Ot- 
tawa on a business trip and then 
plans to go on to Kingston to 
visit his father, Esse W. Ljungh. 
Now 84 years old, Esse was a 
famous director and producer 
with the CBC in the 40s and 50s 
and is well known in the drama 
world. 
Play's subject timel 
By KEN MORTON During the course of the play 
The Meech Lake Accord is in we learn about the frustrations 
thenews daily and the whole nw of being tied down by cir- 
tion has its eyes focused on cumstance-- a father (Leopold) 
Quebec. It is with this in mind is almost driven insane by the 
that Terrace Little Theatre have ' "mores" of'a society which en- 
chosen the play ',4 Toi; Pour ~ ' tombs him during the day in a 
." -::. 
in a night spot and indulging her 
sexual freedom. 
The family is modelled close- 
ly on Tremblay's own and he is 
in reality the "Carmen" of the 
play. A dramatic play with the 
odd comic relief, it will be 
Items for this section To~ours, Ta Marie.Lou or factory;, ,doing an endlessly 
are for non-pro f i t  Forever Yours MaHe-Lou, by repetitive task and at night in 
organizations and '~for the we l l -known Quebec' ,  the beer narlour drownin~ his 
those events in which playwr, lgh! Mmhel Trem.blay.ii!~'.:: ; so~ows~:a  mother (M-uric- 
there is no coat to gain l.nts p lay  aems ~;:~e~i~i~:LO~l):iwilOde~,llfetsstdctly con- 
ndmlulon, realities o~ nm as liven ~;:~e,:,!iiii:iirOll~:~by,:h~.~gjon and lack 
. , ,  To  meet our produc, working class people of:~Easti:,!:~bf~/itd~i~t~/~and swm~athv 
ti0n deadlines, we ask Montreal. The story ~s centerbd:~;~fromherhhsband,adau~hte r 
that all Items be submit, around a typical family ,Of.the. i , .~. i~d~On).!~-:Wh6,,  ~, r~ents being 
ted' by noon o 9 the nelghbourhood Imprison~.ina,:i"¢o'ml~",io.her father and 
. FRIDAY, p ~ g  the' - "cell" creat~l by: !he R~ht~ ' l'-Seei~s: ', SOl~ce '= In the strict 
I following week's Issue. i Cathol ic Church: attd~, the  adhe~ t0 the religion of her 
I We abe ask thntihms be! I festuung latalt~tc attitude'tot¢: :mother:~ her sister fC~rmen~ 
I t t~mwdttm or be printed, I ed upon the,do~a-troddea;~:~?~h0h=\btbken otit of the cloy- 
;: : I ml~tS  of, a~t~l~al,,Mon , '~,'" . . . .  ~,'~ .. . . .  . , . . . .  , . ,  , , , : , , , .  ..... ~,,,,,., . . . . . .  ,~..~.:~.:~',~/:::~,.~_~.es~of,'.the family and 
" l ( l  I . . . . . . . . . . .  , lOW~Classapanment. "~-:~ ~;""~=l~d~l~ "~'~ ~ :'r'~ q' " ' r ' " "n  
• , • " "  : - "Y" ! :  h ~-;, •,: ,~&~on:through stag, g 
presented at the McColl 
Playhouse on Kalum Street in 
Terrace on'April 18, 19, 20 and 
21 in tandem with' "No Pro- 
blem" eachrevening at 8 p.m. 
After~:ithe:'run i  Terrace 
Marie-Loulwlll:be shown again 
in~ competiti0n?at the Skeena 
Zone,Drama~Festival to be held 
in Prince Rupert April 26, 27 
and 28. Both of the plays are 
rated'as mature as some of the 
l angu~ us~maybe offensive 
to some~,~ple~Tlckets can be 
obtatti~!flont ~Sight' and Sound 
m Terra~'e:,.~ ~.',~ ': '~ ', 
Enforced departure 
is only temporary 
Eight years on the local ~ i 
public library board came to ] ~ l l~W~:~ l 
an end this year for Nirmal [ I l l~ : ,~~-~IT~]  [ ]  
Parmar but he says that . . . . . .  :~ 
doesn't mean he won't be i ~ ~  l 
back at some future date. W ~ ~  41-.'~ l
Parmar, who put in three Im~~,"~'¢~'~ 1 
year stints as both secretary [~] [~:  ~-~,  
and treasurer, explained the .,~ ~, ii : ..... : 
board's  constitutionl ii! ... I 
stipulated no member could l 
serve more than eight con- i l  
sec.utive years. However, he i~ l  
aaaed, it also allowed an in- 
dividual to return after tak- 
ing the enforced break and l | 
he would likely do just that / 1 
"if I'm not tied up in / [ '~~~:?  ........ .I" ] 
something else." Nirmal Parmar 
Whether he chooses that route or not, Parmar still intends 
to maintain his connection with the library. " I  would really 
like to be part of the expansion project," he said, adding he 
had told the board he was more than willing to lend a hand in 
any fundraising efforts it initiated for the project. 
Describing the work of the past 18 months on the expan- 
sion as one of the highlights of his time on the board. Parmar 
said there was no doubt it was needed. "Our circulation has 
almost doubled over the last eight years," he pointed out, ad- 
ding the growth indicated the library was both popular with 
and meeting the needs of the community. 
While a marked increase in the range of items carried and a 
convenient downtown location were in part responsible for 
the increased patronage, he said much of the facility's uccess 
could be attributed to its "excellent staff." 
As an example of the type of service that kept customers 
coming back, he pointed to the speed with which requests for 
books available only from out-of-town libraries were met. 
Charity golf takes 
a different course 
The eventmay noL be recognized by the PGA, but a local 
service club is hoping duffers and pros alike will turn out in 
force for a golf contest planned for the end 'of the month. 
The event is the third annual Kinsmen Pub Putt Tour, to 
take place Saturday, April 28, and while golfers have no need 
of drivers or wedges to complete the, it does offer the oppor- 
tunity to hone their putting skills. 
Spokesman Brian Lindenbach explained the "holes" are 
located in local hostelries and "exactly like mini-golf." Four. 
man gather at the first tee (the Inn of the West) at 11 a.m. and 
from there are bused around the nine-hole course which in- 
cludes stops in both Terrace and Thornhill. 
Prizes will be awarded for the best individual and team 
scores, the best dressed team and the most honest player and 
teams. 
Although it promises to be an enjoyable round, the event 
also has a more serious side -- to raise money for the fight 
against cystic fibrosis. Lindenbach said competitors are being 
asked to collect pledges and turn them in before teeing off. 
The Kinsmen hope to collect $2,000 this time, he added, 
about double the 1989 figure. 
Entry forms and pledge sheets can be picked up at par- 
ticipating pubs/hotels but he asked teams to pre-register by 
phoning him at 635-6316. Warning the number of entries 
would likely be limited to 20 teams, Lindenbach said "any 
more than that and it would take too long to get through it." 
Eight teams had already signed up. 
Watch your head 
TERRACE FIREFIGHTER Ray Tremblay takes great caution in 
avoiding a bump on the head while checking out the new fire 
safety house opened last Saturday in the McDonald's parking 
lot. Deslgned!o teach young children how tosafely leave a: 
I) uild igin c age bf i lf~ .=;'ithe h0 use isthe 'end result of c0n~trlbu': ~'
lions tore th i5 3 area businesses and organizations., 
f 
il 
i j 
:l 
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Thomhl .  " Submitted byMrs." Audet',,~ I 
Each year the Pizza ,Hut ] .,by Gall KIIgren 6&5.3442 IIl[ i/t liml class . . . . . .  " .  i,[
sponsors a reading program 
this activity for the parents and , .... . ~ k J t ~  ~ t o ' .  . . . . .  i '  
students of our school. April23.28, If you can assist us on this ~-h"ad '~to"d '0" f~3~ ~' 
It will be held in the school Science fair " Caledonia day, please inform the school,' .book reports each monthi 
635-7760, as soon as possiblei ~, When we~ did iiour'i 'book 
The RCMP BiCycle Iden- rel~rts we g~t a f0mz that wei~ 
gym Wednesday, April 25, from 
6-8:30 p.m. 
In the past it has been a great 
get-together forthe community, 
a place to meet your child's 
friends and their families. So 
Secondary gym. Students ex- 
hibits will be delivered to 
Caledonia on April 27 where 
they will be available for view, 
ing on Fridaj' night and Satur- 
day. 
tiflcation Team. wil ! also be  tookto the Pizza Hut and got a : 
available for those~:~'shing to f reep~. . '  !i ~ ~.i: 
havetheir bicycles tamped and When the .programl Was: 
recorded, finished our class had' all done 
L 
I l& l l~  t i l a l~ar~J~tmJ  * a l ton  s J * i m i ~ t i .  * • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
come on out for a night of food 
and great company. 
In conjuunetion with our pot- 
luck we will be holding a raffle. 
All prizes have been donated 
arid a special draw for student 
sellers.. 
: April 10 
Primary non-instriictional 
day. Students in Kindergarten 
to Grade 4 will not be in atten- 
dance on 'this day. 
It's 
show 
time  
April 24 
At  l'p.m, on this date, the 
RCMP' will be conducting a 
special assembly on bicycle safe- 
ty. After this assembly, weather 
permitting, they will also con- 
duct a bicycle rodeo outside. 
Students hould arrange for 
their bicycles to be brought o 
school on this day. Cst. Burke 
has informed me that parent 
volunteers will be needed. 
Local gardeners are not alone 
in taking flowers in bloom and 
the trill of returned songbirds as 
a signal for a flurry of activity. 
The arrival of the new season 
has much the same effect on 
resident artists, photographers 
and craftsmen as they get busy 
preparing for the Terrace Arts 
association's, annual Spring 
Arts and Crafts Show and Sale. 
The event akes place Satur- 
day, April 28 and runs from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. The location this 
year -- by popular demand, say 
organizers -- will be the art 
gallery in the library basement. 
With exhibitors being on- 
In this, one ~n a series of  ar- 
ticles contributed by the Terrace 
Child Development Centre, ] ~r .~ 
some hints on how to ensure a 
safer environment for children 
as they grow up. The centre in. 
vites phone calls from any 
parents with concerns or ques- 
"tions 
agenda will be effective paren- 
ting, school happenings, and a 
' Thornhiil Jr. four book' reports each mondt~: , : . ,  
Secondary School We earned four !argepizzas' 
A meeting o f  the parent ad- for a pizza party: '  It: was 
visory council will be heldApril . "tasty"~ :,. . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
25, Wednesday, at7 p .m.  in the • ~ ***  * *' ':: ~ '  
library. . That'sall for Around Thor. 
All parents are invited to at- nhillthis week. Hope you had a 
tend as well as those parents of good one. Don't forget o give ~" 
children who will be attending me a'call with your special hap- 
Thornhill Jr. next year. The penings, i.e. aaniversarys, bir- i 
Those interested indisplaying 
their works are asked to note 
April 23 is the deadline for entry 
forms to reach the association. 
However, given the show's 
popularity and that space is 
assigned on a first come-first 
serve basis, exhibitors are advis- 
ed not to walt too long before 
getting them in. 
_<F '%-7"3 :  
thdays, wed.figs, etc. Ea er Until;next week, G.K. : 
from all of us at 
couraged to arrange creative For those who needit, tables 
displays and the possibility are available at one per space 
some of the participants will put booked. Each space is 4ft x Sit 
on demonstrations of their par- and can consist of afloor, wall 
ticularcraft, he assoaiation an-or  combined wall and floor 
ticipates visitors to the show will i area, For a small: fee, the 
be well pleased with what they  association can als0 arrange for 
find there, someone to look after an ex- 
hibitor's area if they are unable 
toattend themselves. 
Further information can be 
obtained from either Vikid 
MacKay (635-4809), D iana  
English (635-5905) or Tenet 
Sabine (638-8378). 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Our people rneke"the difference 
• existing mortgages * personalloans * new mortgages : 
purchased arranged 
~.  4609 Lazelle, Avenue, Terrace B.C. V8G 183 / 
(604) 635-2826 
Checking out playgrounds PREVIEW 
play equipment area. 
about their child's • Playgrounds within sight of a 
devdopment. The number is building, ne ighbourh0od 
655-9~88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  homes, a street o~r:waikWay re ~ 
Many of us take for granted safer than isolated playgrounds. 
SAFENOT "Stanley & iris" 
SgRRY . a film of 
strength i 
Jane Fonda & Robert De Nlro in Stanley & Iris 
that he never learned to 
read or write -and  in- 
directly causes him to be 
fired. 
The central theme of the 
film is the. problem of il- 
literacy and the daily frustra- 
tions that accompany the 
struggle to learn to read and 
write. The story also ex- 
amines Iris' emotional 
vulnerability and family and ~; 
economic pressures. 
In sum, this is a gently, 
open-headed movie about 
two good people helping .i 
each other fill crucial needs 
in their lives. 
that public playgrounds are safe 
places for young children at 
play. Emergency room records 
show that his is not always true, 
Reports indicate that children 
fall from slides and climbing 
bars, get cut and caught on 
sharp edges and protrusions, 
and are hit by swings. Cuts, 
bruises, abrasions and 
sometimes even fractures ant 
concussions are the result. 
Site Cheddlst: 
* Playspaces should be located 
in an environmentally safe area 
• The playground should be a 
pleasant place to go to with 
both shaded and sunny areas. 
P layground Equipment 
Checklist: 
• P layground equipment 
should be located on a soft 
resilient surface which has 
energy absorbing capacity, like 
sand. Hard surfaces, like 
asphalt, contribute to injuries. 
• Apparatus and equipment 
should be free of sharp or rough 
edges and projections which can 
cause serious cuts or bruises. 
Guard rails should exist around I Jane Fondu and Robert 
~ ~ ~ L~.im ~ t~  ~ up,~,,',~$t~, ley,,:.., .:.,., 
&lids", a story of*illiteracy 
lower-middle-class..'. 
Jane Fonda plays Ida 
King, a woman loft alone to 
raise her teenage daughter 
and 1 1-year-old son follow- 
Ing the death of her hus- 
band. Ids works on the 
assembly line at a large 
bakery, where she gradually 
befriends Stanley Cox, 
played by Robed De Niro. 
By chance, Iris discovers 
Stanley's well-kept secret - -  
See your favourlte movies at 
Tillicum Twin Theatre 
SEAT SALE EVERY TUES. '3" 
• There should be no protru- 
sions which could trap or en- 
tangle a child's clothing. 
• No part of the equipment 
should be constructed with 
angles or openings which could 
trap a child's head. 
• Ramps, stairways and ladders 
should be designed so they are 
not too big for the children that 
use the playground. 
• Stairs and other climbing ap- 
paratus should be constructed 
with continuous hand rails and 
an adequate gripping surface. 
away from thoroughfares or in- 
dustrial wa~es and easily ac- 
cessible to neighbourhood 
children. 
• The site should be enclosed to 
ensure that children are pro- 
totted from vehicles. 
• The playground should be 
large enough to safely ac- 
comodate a variety of play ac- 
tivities. Areas for young tots 
should be separated from areas 
where older children play. 
• Active sports and games areas 
should be well away from the 
2 pm every Sat. Matinee 
ALL SEATS $1 (except special features) 
platforms except for access 
points. : "' :' 
* Slides should be c6nstructed 
with an adequate run-off lip to 
create a smooth stop. Straight 
slides should have sides above 
the sliding surface that extend 
the entire length of the slide. 
* Swing seats should be 
lightweight and made of rubber 
or plastic straps. There should 
be no pinch, crunch or shear 
points that could harm small 
fingers or limbs. 
Though equipment may be 
safe when installed, weather 
and breakage make regular 
checking and repair essential. 
Parts may be missing, damaged, 
or loosened. Worn bearings, 
splinters, rust, protruding bolts, 
missing rungs or steps require 
immediate attention. Sandboxes 
should be regularly raked for 
debris and animal eavings and 
fresh sand added. 
If you have questions about 
the safety of your local 
playground get in touch with 
the responsible authority - -  the 
school board or the municipal 
parts and recreation depart- 
ment. Make them aware of your 
concerns• 
} 
r ,  ¸  
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FIRST UP IN THE MORNING. 
-. '!. ;~::~ " .".i'~ ~ .~,.~. .. 
= _ " ' ! -;i 
::": :"::°"~':~:"~ When business plans take you out of 
town, you want o make the most of your day 
., . . •.,, ..... ~ away, And you definitely want o get a jump on 
-", r: ~:.i, :r.: !.il.'~.:' i,~:~:'i !f -.'; the competition, That's why you ram_n= - - - - . .m,  
~,. ,:~-:~ ....... ~ ,..~ should choose AirBC, | I~B I P |R~]r  
i' !~. :~ '  ~~: '~.-: '": ". " up and away m the ~ ~'a l lM~~=~ 
. ~ ;.~,~:~!~:~:~::....:.~ ,~  morning. To gwe you .,--  . . . . . .  
:'~"~ ...... ' :~- ~ a head start on the day, or 4;u- E$$~I~i~I  
', make connections easier if you're going farther. 
..., - : And AirBC is an Air Canada Connector, 
-, which offe'~s you the best in service plus all the 
:.. extras like Aeroplan miles. 
Give yourself something to crow about 
Call your travel agent or AirBC at 635-7069, 
3F/JGHTSDA/£Y" - :,. ... 
8:35am 3:30pro 
_ 7.'00  
"= 
. . . . . . . .  AN A IR  CANADA . _CONNECTOR 
. . . . .  : - i  ~"  
• r~ - 
I 
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Hop On In And Save ~ 
On Everything You Need 
FOR EASTER! 
: i~! ~ 
e 
25% OFF ALL GLASS GIFTWARE! Choose from a variety of styles, including new arrivals. Ideal for Easter, Showers or any special occasslonl 
,, E, ,~¥VIN S 
No. 250 - -  4741 Lakelse Ave, SINCE 1910 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 635-5111 
I~ Easter 
Stock UOFF 
Thurs., April 12 
8keena Mall 
:~ r ~ 
Ice Cream 
Bars 
$1.25 
6 p.m. - 12 a.m. 
CHOCOLATES 
635-3919 
t 
¢ 
ALL DAY SPECIALS EVENING SPECIALS~ 
5 L. TIDE 
DETERGENT 
Reg. 5.17 
112 PRICE 
KITTY LITTER 
Reg. 2.37 
PLASTIC 
PLANT POTS 
12". Asst. colours, Reg. 5.97 
INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR PAINT 
Glidden Latex. 4 L. 
MICRO MACHINE 
PACKS 
Assoded. Reg. 8.97 
3 PCE. WOOD 
TOP DINETTE 
Specie !. Reg. 179,99 
I I  1/2 PRICE 
3 99 .69 
1.19 
2.99 
9.97 
4.99 
99.99 
,,, 4 .7  NAPKINS Home Spun. 14Opack. Reg. 1.47 
COOKIES 
200 pack. 
Asst. flavours. Reg. 2,50 1.49 
112 PRICE 
TOSS CUSHIONS 
Selected. 16x16. Reg. 8.97 4.44 
PAMPERS 
DISPOSABLE 
DIAPERS 
Reg. 12.97 
9.99 
POT 
POURRI 
Aromence 60 oz. Reg. 4.97 2.97 
THURSDAY, 
APRIL 12, 
1990 
112 HOUR SPECIALS 
9:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
MC GAVINS 
Fresh white or brown. 
Limit 6. • 
9:30 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
POTTING 
.o,. 99 20 L. Limit 2, Reg. 2.97 • 
10:O0 p.m.- 10:30 p.m. 
PEPSI or 
,u, 1 99 Reg. or Diet, 6 pack canned. Umit 4 per customer. • 
10:30 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
TOILET 
2 49 Mr. Jumbo. 12 pack. Limit 2. Reg. 3.97 • . 
11:00 p.m, - 11:30 p.m. 
JERRY 2 
97 1 gal. I.Jmt 4. Reg. 4.97 • 
11:30 p.m. - Midnight 
STEEL HEAD 
RODS 
ASst. Dlawa 10', Kevlar 5997 Graphite, KGX 99H, 
Reg. 141.97. • 
CLOSED 
Good Friday 
CLOSED 
aster Sunday 
:la's saving place 
q 
We reserve the right to limit quantities. Sorry No Relncheeke. 
OPEN I M0n. & Tues. 9:30 am. 8 pm 
Wed.. Fri. 9:30 am. 9:30 pm 
Saturday 9 am. 6 pm 
Sunday 11 am- 8 pm 
~ "  : ~ * ~  - - -~  ~ ~ ~ II I I I  I I I I I 
-:~---..= ~--_=_= . . . . .  ~ _ _ _ . . ~  . . . . .  _ . .  ~ . - . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -  . . . . . . . .  - -  - - . ~ . ~  
i .  
i~ii~:ii~i~!iii' !i: ~ ;, 
~/i: i~;iii! !iiiiii!~i ~ i
• ~, . .  ~ *~.~,1, ~. l ,~ ,~ .~ ;~4.~ ; : . , ,  . ,~  ~; ;.,1 ~. ~ ,  ,~4  • .. ~ 
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~,,.~ O THE PRICESi ~, ~ i i '~~ ~~ : 2 ~  iimw 
L ~ " ,:oo ~ L " EASTER MADNESS .op°.,=o0. , ,  .°.:o:0o.. , ~ , ,,r,,,,-,,...,o.,,.,,h, Z 
A ~ ,,. ,.~.-.-- i I ' lithe gkes viaynouses i 
' . zU" /o  UPi" I I '249.00 | /), EASTE. ANIMAL ~ ! 
i : Playmobl,  , . .  I i' co~%c,~, I !. ~ . 
i - ~ ,o.oo,°.1, .oo,. . I  i , , . oom. . . , . . .  I :. 
ii' i .~ : .~  , : ~  : / " '  .... : . . . . . . .  ' .~ ' " : : : ,  ! : "  !i i~  
10% OFF! 120% OFF I ] TEA LITECANDLES l ; ,  , ' ' ICI I !Y  t :it l STAINLESS STEEL ~, 
I I z"J,,v-O~t ! ,,~-, ~EGETABLE STEAMER - Lego Technic, Space sets Bale train sets I 10,~REE 25% OFF  . 
~, Plus more hourly specials all night as well pp , ~=t. ~ ' , t~ 
~.  as MANY unadvertised speclalsl ~ 
~'! ~ [ Bout,qu. . Bout,q 'tchen ~: , Gemma Bed & Bath Gemma ~'~,,:~ 
~,*,',"~;:~',,~ 
~]:'~/':" '?-"" L S keen~M~l ~ 635"3392 I Skeen~Mall " - -835"4086 "~ 
" "'!~;~ 235A. 4741 LAKELSE AVENUE, TRRACE, DC. V86 4n9 
:~:?,~:'~,~.'.,', 
PET WORLD 50  % -';"- ~ 
..~ Skeena Mall t OFF ~ '  
~i i 638-1864 ALL FISH J 
AQUARIUMS 
23 gallon. Reg. 79.99. 
: 48  ~ 
25 GALLON 
Reg. 84.99 
51~ 
9p.m. 
/~ to 
11 p.m. 
/ 
) 
Limited quenltles. 
While supplies lest.... HAGEN. Pet Products 
i : : '  '.~ • i " " 
II 
FAREWELL-TO-WINTER 
CLEARANCE 
Pre-printed and plain STANFIELD $ 9 9 
Sweatshlrts. Reg. up to $34.95. 
(Selected Stock Only) Hi 
Plus many unadvertised, 
Instore specials on... 
selected ladies and childrens 
pre-pdnted and plain T-shirts 
and leisure wear. 
RAINBOW - "  
EMBROIDERY 
/ . '  .... 8keena Mall:.,~ ~,~.~ :,~ ' , ,~  
~ 638-8275 
i t  , 
[, 
l~-nr" L r ' l~r~/~ I IU I~ I !  
PICTURE 
PERFECT PERMS' ALL 
JOICO 
PRODUCTS 
2 
F,OM+45 °° April 2 • 30, 1990 
including cut & style 
OFF 
Apdl 2-  30, 1990 
HAIRBUsTERS 
s,zE~A MA,L 655"2452 
THINK 
SP.R, ING 
sA o 
SANYO 
Model MGRO4 
CASSETTE 
PLAYER 
AM/FM Radio, auto stop, lock- 
ing fast forward, head phones 
=4995 
SANYO 
* NOt exastf, as illustrated Model C-39 
PORTABLE CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
AM/FM Radio, detachable speakers, 
double deck, auto reverse, equalizer. 
Skeen.M~l 635"4948 
/ ir ' 
~Ci t i zen  ~°=- 
crowave Oven 
• Model No. JM55551.0.4 cu. ft. 
: Reg. 199.95 
149 
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d 
::+:•/ L ,'i•+:i,: 
. . . . .  MADNESS 
• ; 'L 
+ Thursday, April 12 
• : a rp 'm"  " . M idn ight  : 
S~SENA: MALL STORE ONLY ~ 
I : 
Thermos® Gas Barbecue ::: :::::Padded 
-:,+o;o00.~.s.'~~.+,+,=~~,~.v;~w~=.! ' -.. '~ ::Spring Bed 
window • Wooden front a slcle shelves . 
29,0 249" i i - 
Smith-Corona Memory 
Typewriter 
Re{]. 349.95. • No. 8D650 with Word-find & 
Word. eraser. 
269" 
i I . . . . . .  .,,.., 
- - - - - - - - -  T r im-10 
Coffee Maker 
" NO. LC i - lOS  2 9 "  
~.'~VALUE HOUSE /..~r-~ 
~ Bread  ~. 
White or Whole-wheat 587 g. (20 oz.) 
r.'/ • Umlt 5 loaves per customer. ' 
mUlt i  "'e"--a + ~:~ . ' '  + . ~ + . '  : m : I ~ : : 
Gourmet Coffee + ~!~+~ 
250 g. 
Nest le  Qu ik  
• Chocolate syrup 700 mL. or instant 
powder 750 g. 
I ~cor~es~-  
Maxenal 
0nce-a.day 
Decongestant 
• 6 capsules/pkg. 
2 49 I 4'0 
aster :: : ." r: 
Bunny's Bonanza • 
~, ~:~ 
m|m| l l l l l l i I l | l | l l l l l l | l l l l l l  
i:) ~ ] :  ~ ~ I L ~  ) :~ ! ":  ) - ~"*r SUPER VIDEO GAME SPECIAL ~,  
... • ' , ~ i~I: :=" ;: ~ .~ + Hand-  " Present his coupon and receive r sin nn Y°urNlnten"°,Seg aorGene.l. "~ 
e v a t,~ 118 :artrldge purchase 
Plsner  ~.rice F i sher  Pr ice ;I-. "~'u  irt iPiP One coupon per purchase 
McDona ld ' s  Litt le Peop le  ~uames  ur r '  • Expires ~pr. ~2. ~.SO 
Happy  Meal  Ne ighborhood ,oo,.dssOou.e~.on, s,~..s " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - - ' - ' - - - -  . . . . .  
0 99 ~IA 99 °u°="eg299~.11 095 F leherPr i ce  .~90 Dolly 
Reg. 23.95 ~ Reg. 89.95 V"~ I ~ Breakfast Food Re9. 13.95 .................. ~r surpr ise Reg. 22.95 .......................... 1199 
Little Tikes 
Picnic Table 
64.95 
9 
Super Star 
Barble 
Reg. 23.95 
14"  
Little Tikes 
Compact 
Kitchen 
Reg. 84.95 !:~='~I 
1~: 9~_  
Little Tikes 
Achwty Gym 
He-Man 
Power 
Regi :36.95 
1499 
s Cole.co 
~,:: Power Play 
HOCkey Game 
Reg. 59.95 
29" 
Fisher Price " --"99 
Space Tops Reg. 27.95 .................... 16 
Disney Soft  ,4 ~99 
Activity Centre Reg. 29,95 .............. I 
Disney Shape "~99 
Shorter Clock Reg. 13.9~ ..................... / "  
Would You Believe --9"ne 
Game for Girls Reg. 19.95 ................ , . .~ 
Cops Highway n99  
Interceptor Reg. 24.95 ........................ :~  • " 
Home-Coming • 
queen Sklpper Reg. 19.95 .............. 1 2 99 
Sweetio 
P.ps Reg. 17.95 ................................ 14"  
Fisher Price A, .g  9 
Magic Scan Reg. 49.99 .................... ~ 
Mop Top a • 99 
Hair Shop Reg. t5.99.1 ..................... I I 
Hummzinger  . 
Reg. 24.99 ........... ;.* .,, ........ ,. . . . . .  19"  
, Tic Tsc 
I~.99...,,.;,.!.:,::,i..~;!,!;, ~ ......... 9 Transformer Autobot  "90  Turn Reg. " ' . . . .  99 
99 BIg Rigger Reg. 12.95 ......................... ,9  :: :, 
He-Man Shu.le ~ ' ,g ; ' :  
Pod Reg. 14.95..,,'...,.,; ........ ",.....: ....... / 
He-Man : 
BoleJet Reg. t4.95 ........................... , ..799 
Love Lines ~ ' ; iS 
Luggage Sets Reg. 34.99 ................ 1 4 
Micro Machines AD 9 
insiders Reg. 8;99 ................................ 
Ro~kln :i ~ -99  
Robin Reg. 23O5 ...... :,.::,,: ..... :..... ........ 
Super Dough 4 ~9g 
Act iv i ty  Centre Reg. 28,95 .............. | q 
Ohoatbuatera " -' 99 
H ighway Haunter  Reg. 24.99 .......... ] ] 
Ghoatbuetor  "99  
Eoto2 Reg. 14.99 .................................. 
Ghostbuatere  
Scto 1 Reg. 29.99 .............................. 19"  
!)/ ' , . 
No ralnchecks. 
.~!RN % SKEENA MALL  ONLY  
-+ .k  .), .~. ~ Phone: 635-6555 
V /~ '~ ~ =o Store H0urs: 
r~ ~ , ~ U 4 g ~  Mon. - Sat.: 9 a,m;:- 9 p ,m.  
~p_,~ . l l~ : l~ lh ,  ~ Sun. & Holidays: 11 a .m. ,  6p :m T 
: i  : i i ( i  i!i :i ~I : 
!; :~ ~:!~;:i~ii~ii~::~:';:::~: + !~ i !:; ':~!~ • ~ : ;  :~i~;,i; ~y!i~:: ~ y~:; :!;~! ~i ~;!~ U~i.~i 
: <:~ :i~; ~: :~i:.~:i:'~ !  I
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and geta, treat . . . . . .  : , , : -  
from his basket . . . . . .  
,k- Watch for hourly, specials! . . . .  
M I D N IG H: T 
W ,,,~ ,~'~ !; ,,;.S'; ; :  1: , 
S'keena Mall 
,Apr, |s!  ?2 
illyouri~asket with 
• .savings for'!hewhole 
GET A HOP O~ EASTER.L 
Just call or visit us ~ : ~  
today to send the 
FTD® Easter Basket " " " 
Easter is Sunday, 
April ~5. ~ ,:,,, : 
,~' 
]~][~0~]~]~$ Skeena Mall 
, -~~A-_.e~.~-'~ 635-4080 I- 
. , . ,  . 
• ~~~~/Skeena Mall's 
, -  , , . . : - - , . 
¢ 
Name:. Age: 
Phone No. • .  
:: ~"  
l 
-'-.,i .::,: ,~: Prizes in three categories :- : . ,  
• Up to 6 Years • 7' years to 9 years • 10 years to 12 years 
Deadline Sat., April 14, 1990, Noon. Enter at Mall'~office. ~ 
JUDGES DECISIONS ARE FINAL!, 
Our hourly specials 
' ' a re  so  great  we  ca.n't 
reveal them untul 
q 5%: Thursday! 
piCK ,(2 
Otl VOU~ puRCHASF" 
1 '" ! '% Save 
Save 
2 
COME IN AND 
JOIN IN THE FUN 
Prizes and Surprises for Aii in the FamUY 
DATE: Thurs., April 12, 1990 
TIME: e p.m. to Midnight 
I I  
and 
Save 
Don't miss 
our timely 
savings! 
,o  
,T j -  
DRAW 
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR WIN '~uuuL,~. (SEE DETAILS IN OUR sTORE) 
s 
[ 
H 
:.S to  /~"  
. . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  , , ,  : : . . . .  Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 11, 1990-- Page B;~ 
SPECIALS 
i ~I~-~',!~.~,~=:~..,__. _~, - -  ~ ~ ~, i~ ~,,  i !  ~!:,.~, ~ 
F E MIS  IAiVAILABLE 12 NOON 12 
, L- i L ~! i  
Meat Dept. 
SPALDING ' 79  ALL BULK 
FOODS 
EA. Including all bulk 
. . . . . .  ' Easter candy. 
BACON 
500 g. Pkg. 
ORANGIES Produce Dept. CONSUMER PAK - - r  8 C A N A D A  O K ~  m -- C L A S S ' C ~  " --- D R Y  
~00ro.,7,b~ ~ ,=A. GINGFRALE Reg.&DIet. 2L. 
PER 
CASE 
Meat Dept. 
J & L FROZEN 
Bakery Dept. 
MRS. WILLIAMS 
SWEET 
L 
BEEF 
BURGERS 
ITEMS AVAILABL 
~..,.. Liili: ; ~  
PLUS DEPOSIT 
EA. 
BUNS li , 
6 PM-I 2MIDNIGH 
................................. , ! . . , ;  
OVERWAITEA 
MARGARINE1 
454 g. Pint 
........................ POTATO 
CHIPS / 
HOT 
DOG 
BUNS 
WESTERN FAMILY 
TOMATI 
SOUP d 
OVERWAITEA 
GAINERS 
WEINERS 
450 g. Pkg. 
EA, 
MS BELOW AVAIL  BLE 9PM-12 MIDN'IGH---T 
EA. 
i ¸ ;i 
EA. LIMIT: FOUR PER ORDER 
BUTTER 
454 g. Pint. 
HEAD 
LETTUCE . . . .  r ,  
Grocery Dept. i i~: ;:~:: ; : 
MAINSTAY ~~:; 
CAMPBELL'S 
HEARTY 
NOODLES 
4 Varieties. 
DOG 
FOOD LIMIT: TWO PER ORDER 
OVERWAITEA F---OOD~ EASTER SHOPPING HOURS 
APRIL 13 ,APRIL 14 APRIL 15 APRIL16 ~ " 
JCLOSED J ~am 6pm~ CLOSED _J ~am.lSem 
"We Reserve 
The Right 
To Limit Ouanitit~es I 
O 
, ,g, 
i~i~i;~i': ~~/ ' i ' ; :  i {~ '~ i I~ i /  ~ ~. " ~ , , , ~ ~  '~:.,, L . .;! i ~!~i~i~i~!i! ~ ;!! ' : /; ; : ~ '~ ~ . . . . .  ;; :~'i~i ' ~ ¸ ~ : ~ i i : ~ ~ . ,  .' ~ ., ~ ,, 
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' . :  ' 
,1 
~ Meet t . . . . . . . . .  
and ge 
.... from h 
/ , i2" !; 
;!:i '~ '  Watch 
,k Fill your basket with/~i  L ;,i ~i?~%~ 
• savings for the whole~!~:;,~:~, ,4~= ~ 
~LL," 
Picture your kids, with 
*~:,!~ the : ~ 
';~i~,;,, Easter Bunny! 
~ ;  Ken's Photo Studio will 
~ i,i: ~ again be taking pictures 
k~- ,' , ~ of children with the 
~ '  • Easter Bunny at Skeena 
~"~:~i:i Mall. , 
ii~ li, i I Thurs.,. April 12 I 
~I'  I Noon :8 p.m. I 
~i~ I i 
:, Sat., April 14 
"~ . 10 a,m..- 5 p.m. 
'~-~I  * Instant Pictures! 
, ; i , '~ A 
. -  , , * Bring your kids to 
,..' .~ ..) t pose  with the Easter 
- Bunnyl 
,~ :~ 
A DNEss 
a!  i 
? ,  , , . , ,  . . ,  . .  
-. .. ,, 
Apr 
! ~~ YOULR - 
~,-...~.~ • EASTER 
('--~. ~J,~) ' BASKET 
,4irON/ savings On 
I I r In  GOLD CHAINS 
i ~  • U April 112, 6 pro. Midnight 
~25B-4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R5 635-5616- 
 Amaz 9 ' ...... 
Savinos! r, , ," ~,..:'.',;:'., - ; .•:: i '¸ 
- "' r , . .  '.. 
. • "r 
Everything In The 
Store! 
/ a m m m ~ m i ~ m ~ ~  
you buy any pair 
~f shoes a t  
price, receive a 
I 
second pair up to 
tlhe same value at 
THURSDAY, APRIL 12 
9:30 a'm" "M'dn'ght Only'~ I PRICE 
Skeena Mall /HAHEk 635-9221 1 - - " - -  
I ~ ~  
~--=~---=-I I1-=~-_==:~~ I! -_------~ _,11 [------__-J I L---==----_- .-11 ~----------_---~. ~;  ~- -~ ~ ~i__  _ 
- ~~--~' '= .~i  .mm__]_=Pilai l~  i-,,,,,, ~"  HI iUBB~__ i~ J~_ Jm - - l ib  "" i -  i '==-~ 
I 
.r.:~ 
- • ,  • , , .  
~ . . . . . .  b~ ~ t * : ¸ ¸%' )*  
STA 
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, UEMBER 
Feature,: / -  
A pNC]pBpkerNe, ,o  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
.i 
l 
McRae Crescent 
f,,,lal i l l i~  / '~l - I~l  
pdtcnen  
r. The Possible Dream 
Searching for the right ment home is fully only $88,500. - -  make i 
home in an affordable finished up and this an attractive pur- 
l 
price range --  yet no downstairs. Large rec. chase in todays market. 
luck so far? Well, look room, nat. gas fireplace, Call Christel for more  
no further ~ this is itl two baths and a dbl. pay- details and an exclusive i 
ed driveway are some of viewing at Terrace Real- 
I Located on McRae the features, ty Ltd. Royal LePage Crescent ,  this 3 ABN 638-0371 or home bedroom, sunshine base- The asking price ot" 635-5397. 
MEMBER 
LEPAGE = 
i 
Associate Broker Netwo  
INDEPENDEN?L  y O 
COMPACT STARTER 
HOME 
Two bedroom, nat. gas heat, 
cozy bungalow located in the 
Horseshoe, 940 sq. ft. with a 
separate Garage for storage, 
pficnd at $44,500. 
A PLEASANT 
INVESTMENT 
A special home for a special 
purchaserl This charming 
character home in Thomhill con- 
tains a 2 bedroom basement 
suite, 3 bedrooms up, Nat, Gas 
heat & hot water, .41 acre lot. 
1195 sq. ft, Carl now for more 
details. Asking $77,500. MLS 
WNED AN D OPERATED 
3717 KRUMM ROAD 
Home needs upgrading and 
some repairs. Nice Ioroe proper. 
ly with solid built home. Electric 
heat 5 bedrooms, 2 
washrooms, full basement with 
suite. Asking $79,500. MLS 
WELL LOCATED ACRE 
Close to town and with re- 
zoning could lend itself to a 
variety of developments. 
Presently zoned R2 the proper. 
ly is tightly treed, and fronts on 
3 streets. MLS $89,500. 
RIVER DRIVE LOCATION 
Well maintained 3 bedroom 
bungalow ith possible 2 extra 
bedrooms, nat. gas heat, over 
1300 sq. ft. of living space, 
garaoelworkshop, beautifully 
maintained. Close to an acre of 
land In the fight zoning for 
Truckers. Price $81,000. I 
TERRACE REALTY LTD 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
IN THE VALLEY 
Ideal property for hobby farmer 
or someone with animals. 18.8 
acres of land including 5 acres 
cleared and 4 year old home 
with modem amenities. Vaulted 
pine ceilings, roomy European 
style kitchen, 3 bedrooms and 
large roman tub to relax in. 
Close to town. $99,000. 
638-0371 ° 
ONE PLUS ONE 
Room for a s~all family up and 
another do',n in this sturdy 
bungalow home with fully 
developed suite in the base. 
ment. Downstairs fireplace, 
separate lectrical meters and 
• entrances. $73,900. 
ACREAGE OFF 
LAUREL ST. 
Over 35 llghtly treed acres 
ideal site for hobby farm or 
development, in upper bench 
area in Thomhill. Property ex. 
tends in the southwest o the 
ThomhUl Creek. Pdce $89,000. 
MLS 
ANTIQUE INVESTM~ 
Are you an innovallve person 
looking to Invest your Ideas? 
Older, full basement home in 
good condition located on one 
acre of land in downtown Ter- 
race. Zoned P1 for Public Ad- 
mlnlslratton and Assembly use. 
$149,500. MLS 
Helot Gndllnski Rusty Ljungh : Sylvia Griffin Bert L/ungh Joe Barbosa Ralph Gndliqski Chdstel Godlinski 
935.6397 835.87~ ~ 838.0484 835.8754 835-5804 638-4950 835.5397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
J;! PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
PANISH STYLE HOME U '" *-- " ~ '  
built by Hugo with quality CUSTOM HOUSES I 
NEW ON LAMBLY throughout. Hardwood and ceramic VIABLE BUSINESS now being built Mountain Vista RELOCATION CO. A STARTER HOME , Over 1,400 sq, ft. home In pdme tile floors have durability and beau. on 
on half acre lot In the Kelth Estates. tO our 
bestseller 
! ' DICK EVANS 
i Jo~ cun.,e 
PRE~DENT OF NR~ PRUDEN a CURR E 
:';," .~ ~. .  (,1978) LTO. 
: . / . ,  w l lh~ io  i l i on  u 
:;:'~:. ' ' a lmlF I lu l l l l l l l l  Io 
DICK IVAN8 on attaining the poai- 
;tton of TOP SALESMAN for the 
'month of March, 1990. 
!'i I f  yoU have:~ihy real estate needs 
Would Itke Information regarding to- 
day 's  market or' would like a 
|4 , ,  FREE oatelooue of Homes 
Aoroos Canada, ~please contact i 
DICK all he WoUld be very pleased 
:to emlet you, ," 
:: FOIl AiOIOTAliCE WITH ALL YOUR 
ILEAL EITAIE IIEGIJEIBENlS. CALL 
gllll BElt IKUEH TOOAY 
i NR8 PflUDEN & ¢URRIE 
!.: (1976)Ud, 
: i   63§.8142 
location. 4 brms, n,g., rec room, ty. Two Impressive beatitator bdck 
pdvate sundeck, fireplace, 400 sq. fireplaces add warmth to the corn- 
ft. addition. Idealfamlly home pdced reliable !Ivlngroam and huge rou. 
to sell at $98,000. MLS All appts, room, An executive home at a 
contact Gordle Sheridan office, or bargain price of $105,000. Call Joy 
evenings at 635.4781. ' to view. ML~, 
MOVE RIGHT IN DON'T CRAMP YOUR STYLE 
New 1,200 sq. tt. home on Thls41evelsplitls1,690sq it of 
Hawthorne. 3 brms,, n.g,, large kit. great family home. Newly finished 
then wtth handcrafted cupboards, basement has under,idOl heating 
Ready for immed, occupancy. Call and sound proof walls. A family 
Gordle Shendan, Asking $89,000. room off the k tchen and a den or 
EXCLUSIVE 4th bedroom add that extra living 
space so necessary for growing 
~"  i ~ ' ~ cnll0ron,hlldrsn, CI0eCI0se tohigh SChOOlS. Call 
Super value in this 1,192 sq. f~  ~ L S .  
home on .91 acre. 112 bamt., [ ] ] [ ' I I I~ JF~ 
brms., n.g,, assumable mortage. 4644Walsh..,,, ........... $79,500 
Well priced at $59,900. MLS 47128cott...,,;.; .......... $92,500 
Owners open to offers. Contact Gel- 2808 Kenney..~il,,~.~;,....$78,O00 
die Sheddan for appta, 
Approx. 1 mile from hot springs 
consisting of restaurant, dining 
room and pub on 2 acres, near the 
lake. For a fist of equipment and 
details, call Dave Reynolds at 
635.6142. Asking $249,000. MLS 
Ddve. Act NOW and pick your I SAYS SELL 
mountain view lot and own flour They have taken over the sale of 
plan. Prices range from $90,000 this 5 brm, split level home on a 
and up. Call Efika Pelletler for the quiet street on the Bench and have 
full details. 635.6142 or 635.4773. ' slashed the asking price by $5,000 
ENJOY THE to $84,900. Don't miss out on this 
RENTAL INCOME " MOUNTAIN VI~'~V one. Call Dick Evans NOW. MLS 
Consisting of numerous rental from the Ilvlngroom and from the PRICE REDUCED THINKING OF BUILDING? 
suites and 17.pad mobile home park master IxIrm. suite. Private setting 4 brm. fully finished family home In Well, here's two pdme building lots. 
plus large owner's suite, All this can be finished being developed into the Horseshoe, Very good condition Two 132x257 tots on a quiet street 
situated on approx. 6,5 acre In~ your own counW estate. Call Efika with recent carpet upgrading and in the Kelth Estates. asking 
town, For more In,o, call Dave at 1o view, redecorating. Two bathe, wood plus $17,900 each. Call Mike. MLS 
635.6142. EXCLUSIVE, 1 JUST LISTED n.g. fireplace. Now asking $84,900. i 
FISHERMEN'S PARADISE 
Located in the heart of the Nasa 
Valley, 1,100 sq. it. basement 
home on 10 acres, Excellent fishing 
and hunting area. Approx, 4 miles 
from New Alyaosh, For more Info. 
call Dave. Asking $57,000. MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
Dave Reynolds 
6304110 
John Currle Dick Evans 
636.9598 6311,70811 ~' 
Family home In a developing sub- | MLS Call O~ck Evans. 
division, Large coonW kitchen of I" 
oak cabinets gives your family a 
warm comfortable meeting place. 
Sundeck off the dining room 
ovedouks the designated park land. 
Just listed st $94,500. MLS. Call 
Edka TODAY. 
CHECK THE VALUE 
Strata title half duplex with base- 
ment. Only 9 yrs. old, 3 brms,, 
sundeck, fenced yard, paved ddve 
and n.g. heat. Asking $63,900, 
MLS Call Dick Evans. 
Three bedronru non.bsmt, home 
with separate garage/shop and cold. 
room. Asking $52,500. EXCLUSIVE 
Carl Mike. 
14x70 MOBILE HOME 
with an 8x20 addition. Set up in an 
attractive park and close to schools. 
Includes ,ridge, stove and 
dishwasher. Asking $23,900. Call 
Mike. MI.S 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
i~ I::, 
John Evans Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan Edka Pelleller 
, 036 ,614~ 030.7070 , 636.4781 63R4773 
i:,~:~ ,¸ ¸¸ ~*~¸ ~ ' :' :~i~ 
i 
Mike Richardson 
635-6609 
C 
I;! 
r F 
Page 
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HOME PLAN 
I I I  
{ 
' i~  -== .~,~ ~F == ,, - -m - . . .  S INCE 1955 
1 TRANSPORTA TIO._N : 
I =SYSTEMS L TD:= . ,  
. . . . .  -"".4.,.-__ 
If your building lot is in a beautiful setting, you shouM consider this hillside home. Large 
windows glveeuery room a view. And, with a deck thatruns the length of the home, you 
can spend your evenings gazing at the stars. The large, open living and dining room are 
warmed bya two.sided fieldstone fireplace. For family meals, there's room /n fhe kltchen for 
a table. The laundry Is on ihe main floor, convenien, t io the three largebedrooms, including 
the master suite with private bath. The open stairwell leads to a spacious recreation room 
on/he lower floor. 
m~te~t, 
/7  
;~ : ;,iii!i:i ~
.. , 
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT DECK t OAILY SCHEDULEO GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
KITIMAT MomNr of TERRACE 
2544 ""u"' 632- 635-2728 
~UNITED or 635-7102 272- 3rd Street - /UNITED 
Kitlmat v.,.,o, 3111 Blackbum 
Terrace 
DECK 
L n II I 
19-4 X 1 9-0 
6892X 579f  0 I NE 
1) -6  X t t'-6 I ~ t)-6 X 1) -0  
~,115 X/,/,20 I 4I ISX ]962 ~,J~,BPOnT 
! 
' W~OTH= 6~'O",,oo.,.,. : 
DEPTH:  / ,?L~ / It, 326 m m 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
636-6273 
HOBBY FARM 
Large 5 bedroom homestead, peacefully 
situated on 2 acres of beautiful property. Land. 
scapud & tally fenced, would make a Great hob" 
by tann. Outbuildings inclnde: barn, corral, 
sheds, runs & kennels, Basement could be con. 
varied into 2 edr. suite• The pace is right at 
$68,900. Call Jackie MLS (900061) 
:::, ; : . . . .  
FAMfLY HOME 
Super, web kept 4 tatr, basement home. Freshly 
painted ouLslde. ~/z acre lot is landscaped, fenc. 
ud and has lovely Garden areas. Inside this 
house ia br!ght and homey, with large newly 
renovated living room. Great family home in 
ThornhIJL Calt Jaskle, Exclusive (900056) 
HOME IN HORSESHOE 
North.oust Horseshoe area, 1,900 sq, ft, split 
level, 4 bdrm, lazge kitchen and sunken living 
r~orn. Lots of s1orage and closets. Extras in. 
clndO: don, tee reeffl, rllud roorn& C0kJ room in 
(inishud tie baeemonL Garao~ is wired, has con. 
.cret floor and waif are g'Axsced, M1.S,(900055) 
$64,900. Caq Roe. • ;, 
RENTAL BLUES? 
A Great place for bachelom, y~ng couples or in. 
dependent seniors. An older 12 x 64 mobile 
with 12 X 35 ad~itiorl of a 75 x 100 lot. Lots of 
extras for the asking price of $22,9G0. Beat the 
rental blues and see this home. Call 6maria MLS 
(900049) 
i - - - - - - -  
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat. April 14, 1990 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
4018 Benner Street 
VIEW.SITE PARAOk~E 
'Dazzling Lakelse Lake 2 story cbafet, Stucco, 
on 1,72 acres, with beach nearby, 66PJ3Pce, 
4Pee, 2 Poe ene. baths, F.A, Wood Furnace, 2 
I bay storage shop for motor home, 
etc,, $138,500 (890180) Jackie 635-3389. 
LAP.OF.LUXURY HOME 
Exquisite reOal home. Contemporary. Cheery 
fireplace, formal dining room, 4 BPJ4~e, 3poe 
ens., 3 poe down baths, fargo view deck. Ex. 
ecuOve top quality home in choice Iosa6orL 
"165,000" (890213) Verne FerGuson 
635,3389 
MAGNIFICENT ESTATE 
Horseshoe Traditional Co~temporary opulence. 
~ck/stueco 2 st(x/. Intercom system, 2 
fireplaces, fo,'mal dining room, 7 6P,/3 Full 
baths. ALSO "Gas heat *New kilchen °2.ear 
garage 'Master suite• Two hBchons, Two 
Sundecks, Garden, Greenhouse, MLS 
"$146,500" (68162) Gordon 
SECLUDED ELEGANCE' 
Laid.back yet broath~ktng. I~/~ story perfectly 
sited ~ 5 acres• Firoplace gig•, 3 BY/ 1Vz . 
baths. ALSO "Larue trees 'Carpeting °Gas heat 
'Coon W kdchon *Ouiet stleet 'Partially finish• 
ed basement. Good Value At this Pficwi Riced at 
$105,000. (90D064) 6RENDA 
l . PRIVATE CAMPING GROUHOS THORNHILL MOBILE ON LOT Imao~le owning your" own ~vate camping, 
3 bedroom 12x66 mobile on ~0 e tat in Coppqr. - fishing, and hOdng orsuuds, This Lakelse River 
side, 12x33 addU~on, Home is •eO carnd for and mne~l fr~taoe with s~d ground into watar may 
spoUoss. Yard is landscaped with fruit trees and be fo~ you, Exneflent for water sports, A sednd. 
garden area, 14x26 workshop, woodshed has ed woodland weekend getaway and aO right in 
co~ete floor. MLS (900059) $36,800. Call yo~r own backyatd. Call Jackta BOWl MLS 
,Run. (900057) 
" IMFOS6~] TRAOffK)NAL'HO~,~E 
Handsome upsc~ showplace, 2 stoP/. Cheery 
lireplace, finished basement, lush garden. ALSO 
I "Neor Schools. 3 bedroom suite with its own 
I meter, close to pool, Garden area. 'S79,900* 
i (88123) B~cnda Ertckson 636.1721 
Brenda Erickson Run Redden Jackie Collier 
638.1721 638-1915 635-2677 
Gordon Hamilton 
635-9537 
CHEERY FIREPLACE 
Enjoy the liva~lity 01 this e~aoing b~ngalow. 
Ouiet street, Gas heat, c~peting, gourmet kit. 
then, 2 OR, kitchen appliances Included, walk- 
Dot basement, legit trees, city water, city 
ut,ities. PLUS 'Near bus. NEW MORTGAGE, 
|64,500 FOR DETAILS (900043) Verne 
Lakelse Realty 630.0268 
• SPLENDID ELEGANCE i 
Breathtaking 2 story Ins Rustic, On 1.97 acres. 
c~nby kitchen, 3 BY/1.4 Poe up, 1,2 Poe main 
baths, ie,'ge view deck. ALSO 'Gas heat 
"Amusement roam *Great Orally area:'Neat 
schools - shops "Fruit trees "Family ream. 
Almost 2 acres In town. VERNE FERGUSON 
1 635.3389 (890141) MLS $119,500 LakMse 
[Realty 638.0268 
Joyce Fi~lay 
635-2697 
i_ 
i 
J i 
+ i~i ~ i! ~ i ;i 
i!ili: i l  
WHO'S BACK... Joyce Findlay 
you. Call for more information. Only 
$47,500 MLS 
SUMMER RETREAT 
Comfortable summer cottage in 
secluded area at the south west 
comer of Lakelse Lake. Vendor may 
consider carrying financing with 
reasonable down payment. CaN Gor- 
die Olson for your appointment. Pric- 
ed at $34,000 MLS 
. . . .  ,f .e  ,eeklng,ora, . Io 
space, this may be the homo for 
you. Some feeturos are 3 I~drom~So 
: :9 ~ 1,210 sq. ft,, combination wood fur. 
11 
Realty World proudly welcomes doyce Findlayl: nsce, l,97 acres and 24 x S2 shop. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  All this Just minutes from town. 
~SalesMaster for 1 989, back to their professional Asking SOg,O00 
::sales !eam : . SrnlHn FEVBI 
(i Joyce invites her many friends & business e.c' Large pdvate treed lot 135' x 175' • at the end of a quiet paved street In 
qualntances to call her regarding all their real new subdivision in town. All 
underground services. Be reedy to 
or  I ibuiid. Call GeNie Olson for mum in" 
• formation. Only $24,900 
estate requirements at 638-0268 bus. 
635-2697 res. 
The Right Agents Make All The Difference 
In The World. 
.ii! i , 
~:' ? ' i  
; , :  -s g '  
] 
,STAN PARKER. 
9364031 
double carport, worl~shop area,' 
vinyl siding and 2.07 acres, For 
more Information or your appoint. 
•ment to view, call Hans, Asking 
$84r900 MLS 
THE PRI¢E IS RIGHT 
If you need a place to keep your 
horse or just went some land to 
Grow a goad garden check this out 
today partially cleared 5 acre~; with 
good soil, an old ham & a creek. 
Call for more information. Only 
$16,000 MLS 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
-- 1,300 sq. ft. -- N/G heat 
- 4 bedrooms - Double cmport 
- z/4 basement - Paved ddveway 
Asking $104,000 MLS 
AMRDABLE HOUSING 
Check the i~ice on this 12 x 43 
mobile home with 10 x 30 addition, 
Three bedrooms. New flooring. 
Natural gas heat. Appliances includ. 
ed. Set up on 80 x 120 lot In quiet 
SUIH:IIvlsI~, Just $24,900 MLS . 
'?, . . . .  ::i~i i 
JIM DUFFY 
03U-66i16 
TRUCKERS DREAM 
This 2 bay shop features 14' x 16' 
do~'s, 18' ceiling, 3 phase widng, 
office or parts room at the back, 
finished floor and lean.to on the 
side. One acre provides ample park- 
ing. $75,000. Call Shaunce for 
more info. MLS 
FAMILY HOME PLUS 
A cornpletely finished homo In. 
cludlng 3 bedrooms up, 1 down, 
fireplace, Jacuzzi tub In main hath, 
Jan.Air range wall oven, trfpis sink 
with garburator, solid birch 
cabinets, ensure and many mor~ 
features. Separate pool house has 
16' x 32' plastic fined heated pool 
with slide, diving board and hot tub, 
finished off in cedar. Heated and 
wired storage shed has 2 bays for 
wood. Landscaped and fenced yard, 
paved ddveway. Located In Kit. 
wanga. $175,000. For more Info,. 
..call Shaunce. MLS 
LAURIE FORBES 
_ 636-6362 
GORDON OLSON 
830.1045 
5 V I V  V I  i n  l l l f lV  
We are pleased to offer for sale this 
immaculately maintained 3 bedroom 
home. Ths home offers 1,700 sq 
ft. of finished living space plus an' 
unllnlshed !/1 basement. Some of its 
many fine features include family 
room with fireplace, formal dlllthg 
room, 2t/z baths, den; central 
,vacuum system, N/G heat, vinyl 
siding, double garage, & tdple pay- 
ed driveway and the list goes on. 
For additional information or your 
personal appointment o view, cell 
Hans. Asking $135,000 MLS 
TIIORHHILL DUPLEX 
Here Is your.chance to own your 
own home and have someone else 
help pay the mortgage for yoo, or 
perhaps you ue jUSt interested In an 
Investment. Each side rents ~ for 
$550/month, Located tn Phase I of 
Thamheights ubdivision. Call Hans 
for mors Information or your per- 
sonal appointment to view, 
$64,900 MLS 
MLS a 
HEART OF THE HORSESHOE Hi 
This 1,196 sq. ft. full basement 
home offers comfort and conve. 
nience for your family. Within one 
very easy walk of elementary 
school and downtown. This home 
features fireplace in Ilvlngroorn, 
hardwood floors in dining area 3 
bedrooms, *2 baths and rec room 
with fireplace. Natural gas heat. 
Double carport. 80' x 121' lot. All 
this for Just $79,900. Exclusive. 
Call Jim. i 
SUPER FAMILY HOME 
Located on quiet fomlly-styfe street 
close to elementary school is this 
1,148 sq, ft, i full basement home. 
this well maintained home offers 
specious bright kitchen, 5 
bedrooms, l*/z baths, and rec room 
with fireplace. A home well worth 
vlowlngl Asking $94.900. Ex. 
elusive. Call Jim . . . .  
HANS STACH 
636.6730 
!{ . . . . . . .  
,R 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
• 636.6382 
TI ~anks 
Dear sir, 
On behalf of the Pacifc 
Northwest Music Festival 
committee, I would like to 
express our thanks to the 
many people and organiza- 
tions who helped make our 
• 25th anniversary festival a 
: SUCCesS. 
Without the many hours 
of assistance donated by will- 
ing volunteers and the finan- 
Cial support of our award 
do 's and patrons our task 
would be impossible. We are 
also grateful for the coopera- 
t ion and assistance of 
Schoool District 88 and the 
Pentecostal, Alliance and 
Knox United churches. 
A Special thank-you goes 
out to the  many competitors, 
their parents and teachers for 
their efforts which resulted in 
entertaining performances of 
such high calibre and to the 
community who showed 
their support of these young 
performers by attending the 
various events. 
Yours, 
Jo Falconer, 
Publicity chairman. 
Dear sir, 
We now have a final figure 
for the local 1990 Mothers 
March campaign and are 
pleased to report a total of 
$14,504.70 was raised - -  
$980 more than last year. 
.Our  thanks to all those 
whose contribution made 
this result possible. 
Yours ,  
Robert Finlayson, 
Mothers March chairman. 
"~ti 
Posters to send a message 
. Eye-catching posters are an drugs and alcohol - -  either 
effe~ive method of getting a abstinence or  moderation. It trained to deliver at the same 
message across and with that in 
mind,,Northwest Alcohol and 
Drug Services has launched a,  
competition to find one of its -~, 
own.  " . . . .  
Open toresidents from across 
the region, the contest closes 
June 30 with judging to take 
place in the early fail. The win- 
ner will receive $1,000 with $500 
going to the runner-up. Entries 
that earn an  honourable men- 
tion will likely form part Of a 
local display. 
Noting NWADS currently us-  
ed posters produced by outside 
bodies, program director June 
Campbell suggested it would be 
more effective to have one that 
was identifiably its: oWh. For 
that reason, contest rules re- 
quired the poster be "ap. 
propriate" to the northwest. 
Entries were also required to 
convey "a positive message" 
and promote responsible use of 
organizations and would be .... 
was ieft'up to the individual to time "a little presentation about 
decide whether to include a the messagebehindtheposter,,, 
written message or not. she added. 
Emphasizing the importance-/F0r-  more informatJon~ con. 
of achieving a strong visual im- tact Campbell at 638-8117 or 
pact, Campbell said the prize • Karla Hennig at the Women's 
money being offered indicated Resource Centre (638-0228). 
NWADS was seeking a quality 
product. fr°m '° Itings to woven work was aceep- t table, she said 'whatever I[ 1 
medium was used, the finished 
work had to be something ~ ~.  
could be photographed. 
order to reduce the cdsto f ;  
reproducting I I the ' winning 
poster, entrants were also re- 
quired tO,. provide that 
photqgraph and negative. - , 
Campbell said copies 0f ithe 
successfal entrywould be Used 
during the next Driig Awareness 
Week campaign. Students from 
local schools would distribute 
them to various agencies and 
Renovations near 
The branch will be closed for 
renovations. April 15 - 23. 
We wiU be installing our new 
bar, and replacing the flooring 
in both washrooms and en- 
trance way. 
We will need lots of help 
especially the first two days. We 
will be having a grand re- 
opening May 12 with a dance. 
evening, in appreciation for our 
Ladies Auxiliary April 8. On 
May 6 the ladies will be having a 
smorgasbord in the branch star- 
ting a 4 p.m. Everyone is 
welcome. 
W'k "k "k,k 
We will be having breakfast 
May 12 and showing the F.A. 
Soccer Cup final from Wembley 
Stadium London. Tickets will 
go on sale as soon as all ar- 
rangements have been made. 
This should start about 7 a.m. 
COMING EVENTS 
Tuesday April 10 - General 
meeting 8 p.m. 
Wednesday April 11 - Darts 8 
p.m.  
Friday April 13 - Closed until 
April 23 
April 12 15 - Loggers 
Bonspiel 
Wednesday April 25 - Darts 8 
p.m. 
April 26 - 29 - Carnival 
Friday May 4 - Steak Night, 5 
- 8 p.m. 
Sunday May 6 Ladies 
Smorgasbord, 4 p.m. 
Saturday May 12 - Dance, 
May 12 - Breakfast at Wembley 
F.A. Soccer Cup Final, 7 a.m. 
• Tuesday May 8 - general 
meeting, 8 p.in . . . . .  
I thank Colin Goodall of 
Northern Sign & Screen for his 
efforts in obtaining through 
member's participation, all the 
new tables and bar stools, and a 
great hank you to our members 
who donated the dollars to this 
project. The signs Colin made 
will stay up in the branch with 
all your names on. 
By the time this reaches the 
press Crude Judy Clarke will be 
heading for Kamloops to repre-- 
sent our zone in singles crib- 
bage. Good luck, Judy. 
Cmdes Phil and Arlene Bergh 
638-1598 are now taking names 
for the gaming tables at the car- 
nival April 26 - 29. Your help is 
really needed for this project. 
We will be holding a dinner 
APRI 
SHOWERS OF 
J .  | e~el., 
m'., If I~ 
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ALL STAR SHOE REPAIR, 
Home of the Western Boot 
I$ EXPANDING 
to a bigger & better location 
OPENING APRIL 2, 1990 
4617 Lakelse Ave..., 
(Formerly Kens Photo) BESIDE 3R0 AVE SHOES~ 
635-6703 
. . . ,  
g 
.~.j, 
Rie l~ond:  
c~pets, t~ois 
A br i l l iant  compos i t ion  of 
R ichmond carpets,  
in harmony wi th  the most  
sought  after des igner  co lours .  
are go ing  for  a song  
~ r  CHILTERN HERITAGE 
A classic ve!our saxony in fhe 
'~  finest Euro~ean tradition• Natural 
lustre yarns look and feel like 
B wool: Soft neutrals, sophisticated 
greys and subtle tones 
delightfully priced.. 
Reg. price 35.95 sq. yd .. : 
- , " :  . 
• DLI PQNT CERTIFED 
/ 
• S -FA IN~ 
CARPET 
BIG eoe 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Skeet at Hwy. 16 W. 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
will have you 
spinning with 
SAVINGS 
dur ing  
MIDNIGHT 
MADNESS! 
E 
~) , )  ...... ALL REGULAR STOCK ~ 
~, / i  PATTERNS '. / 
.~ . .  ~ , ~  ~ _ , All Regular Priced 
" I stock at All Seasons 
6 p.m. to M~dnlght 
:'°s 1 ~o~!?,.l~ke!' ..... =19 ~ . .  P~.e,?. ................ =19 ~ 
Cardinal Fishing Reels $ 2 4', _~,ING GO 
In reg. $40,75 ....................................................................... 
" "  PRICE ~~ "0°' • 112 o - ~ ,~ A,, O;w.,,,, S,,s .......................... 
as Sp rt-ng ds -~1 '~  1"" o o., o, 
~:,~, ~;~ 4662 Lakelse 
L 
a 
r 
I 
iv 
. J  
r 
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What's Up 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" (Im- 
munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m. - noon and I .  4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, n0iifting necessary. 
For more lnfo. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite videos, 
7:30.8:30 pm at Kermode 
Friendship Centre 
(downstairs). Opened to 
anyone. Drop in for a coffee 
and a movie. 
* 'k  "k.* * 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m, Hospital PeychUnit, 4720 
Haughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nite 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. 
Thurs. nite 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nite 8:30 
p.m, Kermode Centre 3313 
Kalum Street. 
~.k ,k 4r 
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
donations for the new year. 
Please contact Centre at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at 638-8120. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
~r ,k "k '/r ~ 
OVEREATERS ANONY- 
MOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday evening at 
7:30 p.m. at Terrace Women's 
Resource Center at 4542 Park. 
Newcomers welcome. For more 
info. call 635-6510 or 638-0664. 
4r 4r "k "/r "k 
LOSSES, E ITHER 
THROUGH separation, 
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need udditional sup- 
port. I f  you wish to be in a sup- 
portive group, please join us 
the 1st and ]rd Wednesday of 
each month. 1:15 - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
639-3325 for more info. 
0r ~ 't"k t 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
meeting evcry Friday evening at 
Women's Resource Centre, 
4542 Park Ave at7:30 p.m. 
Come out and join us. It's fun 
and coffee's oni For more info. 
call Ruth at 635-9551. 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to 
get totally functional by spring. 
But, we still can't do it without 
you. Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
to help please feel free to join 
us in this worthwhile project. 
Meetings are held every third 
Tuesday of the month 
TERRACE PUBLIC ART 
GALLERY will be dosed for 
the month of January. We will 
be opening agaiu Feb. 4 featur- 
ing works hy Cindy Materi of 
Quick, B.C. The show will run 
to Feb.24. Hours aret Tues. - 
Sat. 12 - 3 p.m.; Tues. - Thurs. 
7 - 9 p.m.; Sunday I - 4 p.m. 
AGORAPHOBIA & PANIC 
DISORDER support group. 
Do you experience high anxie- 
ty? or avoid crowded places? 
We meet every 2nd and 4th 
Sunday of the month at the 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7 p.m. for men and 
women who share this pro- 
blem. For more lnfo. call 
638-3325. 
I . JM I  I I  ly UUI  1¢311Z.C;I 
iiiiii!ii/ • ' ¸ • 
GETTING LOST IN THE CROWD will be easy for the Easter Bunny if he drops in on the Penner's 
Braun's Isle nd home this weekend. Rabbits are one thing they are not short of these days with 35 fluffy 
bundles already hopping around the place. And Diane Penner says there are another three litters on 
the way! Not that the prospect of even more bothers the qaurtet seen above. It just means more 
playmates for Shawn Hull (left to right), Becky Mo~, Kimberley Penner and Justin Penner. 
Research offers 
hope for cure 
j ),,: , JOY 
l~l~'a Name: Jordan Tr.avls Memr McLean ,' .... 
0mr& 11m ef Brll): Mar~h 29, 1990 at 8:49 ar)) 
WolOM: 10 Ibs. 1-oz; Sex: Male 
Pmnts: George & Madene McLean . 
Baby's Name: Megan Elizabeth Rogers 
Datl & Time of B~tlt: March 29, 1990 at 11:00 am 
-~ - WIl~hl: 9 Ibs. 7 oz. ~x :  Female 
Pmnlg: Brent& Leah.Ann Rooe~ 
" r DIby'a Name:Jordan Mltc~n Laglmodlere 
I~lto&.Tlmaof Bflh:March 31 1990 at 3:11 pro. L : .~ 
. ' . .  WIdOM: 7,fbs. ,TV= oz... Sex: Male 
Midnight Madness section for 
GREAT Midnight Madness 
savings! 
Skeona Mar l  635-5236 
By ELLY KARDAMYLAKIS and expenses to support the 
Friends of Schizophrenics are research of the professor 
striving to increase public holding theChair. 
understanding of the illness of Friends and families of 
schizophrenia, which strikes schizophrenics are encouraged 
mainly young people in their by the fact intense and con- 
late teens and destroys their tinued research into the causes 
chances for a productive and and treatments ofschizophrenia 
happy life. is now a reality. But we all know 
Until recently our govern- that huge amounts of money are 
merit contributed very iittle to needed, in order to have a 
schizophrenia research, even chance for a cure. Therefore, 
though 1 per cent of the world's fundraising for schizophrenia 
population is stricken by this research as to go on, and every 
disease and Schizophrenics oc- donation is appreciated. 
cupy more hospital beds than Another objective is to obtain 
diabetics, heart disease patients, good, subsidized housing (with 
cancer and arthritis sufferers home support services) for our 
combined, chronically ill. A third goal is an 
Through our advocacy, the Achievement or Drop-In Cen- 
provincia l  government 's  tre, which is also badly needed 
awareness of the devastating ef- in Terrace. In some places in the 
facts of schizophrenia on the lower mainland these goals have 
people oft_hisprovince, notjust been realized and are con- 
healthwise, but also productive- tributing significantly to social 
ly and economically, has greatly and vocational rehabilitation of 
increased, people suf fer ing from 
~0 annow4ce ~he o~e,if4g of 
~eir exc/ulsi~e n w ~i),ing 
B?.oo,. e=i,i., .e., 
, . ,e . .  will da==le ,o.. o.d 
elego.  a,,,,o@here will 
J,a.. a.J ,.,/= 
dl.i. , Oq o.., 
~esor}. 
Reservat ions  Recommended 
OPEN AT 5 :00  PM 
chizophre ia ]! 
Last spring, when the Univer- This summer, July 15-18, an 
sity of British Columbia includ- International Conference is go- 
ed in its fundraising campaign ing to be held in Vancouver, 
an effort to raise money for a B.C. It is called 'Schizophrenia 
special Chair for schizophrenia 1990: Poised for Discovery' and 
research, the government pledg- will be attended by interna- 
ed to match every dollar raised tionaily known psychiatrists, 
by us withe provincial grant, scientists and professional peo- ~ MOUNT LAYTON 
UBC hoped to raise $250,000; pie. They will address the major 
the Friends of Schizophrenics areas of schizophrenia research ~ HOT SPRINGS 
pledged to raise $50,000 per and the applicability of its fin- 
year for 5 years, totalling dings to t reatment  and RESORT LTD.  '~ 
$250,000; the government's rehabilitation. We anticipate 
contribution would then be important results from this 
$500,000, thus creating the event and hope that it will bring 798-2214 • 
necessary endowment fund of us another step closer to our 
$1,000,000 in total, ultimate goal, i.e. a cure for 
Due to fundraising activities schizophrenia. 
of our branches and support 
The 1990 Jetta. 
Everything you'vd 
always wanted in 
a Volkswagen. 
,,o.o, wh,, ,.o roosinoe S G X UP  
,,, ,oo ,, ,o o.or ,0 ,o PR IN  F I  T IME!  or  new construction and s me large private dona- 1 
tions, the endowment fund has 
been established earlier than ex- 
pected and the research Chair is ~ ~. . .  
secure. Each year the interest Our Concrete products are  
from the fund will cover salaries Produced right here in Terrace! 
3.5 Pieces per sq/ft : I 
Colour Red, grey & tan t 
' iple ; . :  , . ,Grey or C01our Uni.Stone 
: :ore , , '  " .4 .  H)gh Grey or Colour 
: lted Uni.St0ne Pavers 
:i : 314 ¢ .~ END " - 
,:: ,,~, hie . . . .  CONCRETE SLABS 
Grey'0r :, / / ,  .- ~ GrAy . '  
Red/Tan ' / i  . i.~,/24'.'x24"x~" 
. . . . . . . .  x2 5 . . . . .  -- 10 X10 • " . . . .  t' . , / ; :  ' , j /  , , a le  Pat,o.., 
s'4 . . . . .  
. '.~, ~1~ :k,  ~ P,~"~FP'3.1C 7 Pat.epied iasonary Bicyc(e Stand.~. ~."..' ,, ::,'~ 
• ~ " ' * " ' , - . . . _ , ,~ . .  Chlntne~/ " (for One B.M.X.'.Tiro) ~ , / .  ~ (for one 10 spd, Tire)' 
• The car~ith:everything is one , - :  . . - • " " : , - 
f the mostwanted cars a round ";:' 'J " ' ~ ; ,~ , , : l l~ l~=~ ~l~l~ l~ l  Tf=~ ~ l ~ O ~  ~ l . l " ~ '  . ~!~!~:~(!'~ " _ ~.. 
~ so droP by for e test drive . ' .11 .  , , ,  >,,,~.l~1.~ww v~. , , , . , l '~  z~, /  ,~ , , )~:w:e - , , i~ ,v , '~  --~ ,~, : , ,  ,;-,,_ 
~Hr,~) I '  .= Soon, ' J I Wlth....Brloks Blocks :.:;Masonry. •Chimneys,. Reinforolno :' i. '.-~;,, : :" ,,~ . . . . .  " ,,' ;: '. , '  " . . . . .  ,.". ",' 
vt ,~ jer la  , < k J -~te,~l P.~,m=mt /m,= ;r'4mht .~nno Tub'-= " . . . . .  • ". . . . . .  DROP IN ~0 WATCH A VIDEO ON, 
" . . . . . .  ' • " " I  I . . . . . .  'v . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  , D)aszlng uano  ana . ' ,,.'.,,/uu . r r ,  all l i 'rt '~" RAI=I= MA_~nMDV ¢~uau~Jev,, 
~oor:,~i~ih<r,>;o;e'd m "el,;~ni~iss;o,( ::,',:J:.l-"Many; Oth'el: Construction 8~pplle8. AlSo Available Sand and ~, . ,  I " n.w sv  . . . . . .  n - ' . '~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  
He)ghl adjuslable HelgN o0lusloble • . ; ..~ 
sleeting wheel honl seals Rear sedt utmrost ;~ 
And less. $13,400" :> 
The German-engineered Jetta is ordinar~ value. 
a highly responsive road sedan that's 
a joy to drive and built to last. ; of the most'wante 
And with a lower price than last ~ so dr0p by 
year's model and its extra features. [~ '~)  I .~M~_ $ 
the 1990 Jetta is also an extra- ~A~,~/,I I I~=i' I lgl  
'eased on manufecieiw's suggesied r.ete ipr ca (or'L'd r'model W~th 5,'~pee 
• '~, '~ Optit~ns; freight and ~0re-1~ellvery inspection extra, Dealar may sell for less• 
ColUmbia. Auto Haus Ltd. 
1779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE,' 635-,5717 . .  i i 
. . . .  i 
' ' : . . . .  • . . . .  : . . . . . . .  : ; . I : .  :+ : /  . . . . . . . . . .  , . ' , - : , • '  , ~ r+ r + ~ - "  , ~ + + -  
f"r 
J 
Board ag'rees, discuss condoms' 
H [V  ' ' TERRACE -- School board condom achine issue," Devon Terrace trustees discussed in- door. debate of the topic, noting 
: v i rus ,  trustees will hold a public Kuiper;editorofTheBearTrap.. stalling the machines during n .  that trustees ometimes aren,t 
increases 
~E, , :  =-: .T+vo more, 
n0rthWes~sidents ' have 
t~sie+d ~.~itiV~ fro: ithe H Ie  
Vires i that ~leads: to, AIDS, 
Says }~iihei? Skeena~i/~ Health 
Unit ~s i~ chief~ medical, health 
• Th'611+,+.. i: reS 6 it i.~,~:+ Wer  e 
I discovered in,.the first three 
|m0nth'Kof:this year, said Dr. 
iDavid+B~efing.+ , .' 
" [:: ~'+Five +.Anorthwest residents 
• 'tested positive in 19B9. 
meeting .on .installing condom ,i .t01d trustees. "The students 
machines in Sch0o!s. feel .the. board is not doing 
!The"  deci~i0n i+'."f01iows a f.a~¢ythlng ~,with the subje~. In 
+Presentaflon~'-:last-::'week from hct; ', [hey' feel the board is 
. . . .  ~'~ : ..... ~' + + : . afraidof the subject ".... !oct.. high school students who ..... , ,: . . . . . . .  . .  
accused the b0ard of:a~,oiding L" : l [ ~ ; '~"  ~ " JJ= ~ I~ +':1' I+ I : ' l~ ' 
the" issue,b~; i~ diScussin~ it ,~ +~°.r.[hwest ". chool boards 
' ..... • . :' , ~ " " =' nave t~een dealing with theissue 
~,!Boa'rd chairman Edna  ~since:liiJfDeceinber, When the 
: :Cooper Said irust~s agreed to SkeenaUnion B0atd 0f Health 
hold a publi.cmeet!ngMay 15 at recommended~theyinstall con. 
~:7-30 p.m.: That decision:came in . lom+machhies in,high School 
a closed session:• after students washrooms as, a way of preven- 
made their presentation at an ring the-Spread o f  AIDS. 
open meeting April I0. Kitimat:s. school board has 
"On behalf o f  the Caledonia voted against the machines, 
Senior Secondary schoo! while Queen Charlotte and, 
newspaper, I Would like to Prince kul~ert" i'fistees have. 
know what's going on with the voted in faV0ur. 
. ,  • . • 
. , . , , ,  ,+ . . .  : , 
m-camera committee meet/ng in 
January, The: issue was then 
tabled . . . . . .  
Cooper t01d the students the 
board isn't afraidof the issue', 
hut a trustee, wouldhave to 
make a motion,to:have it
brought back up for discussion. 
Kuiper. called the '  board's 
methods furtive and evasive. 
"It almost seems like they're 
hiding behind the.in-camera 
meeting,,, he:added. 
Cooper admitted.the condom 
debate doesn,t,fall?~,,ithin the
board's guide!ines+~for in- 
camera discussioi~ ~.:. . .  
But she defended the closed- 
; • , .  - . . -  . . . .  , • + ,  
• . . . . . . . .  . ,  
It' :in the stars 
ER! :It's the iSolarl.System~ in  minlat~}e ~nd' ~seen' -. ho ,;,+;;~,+,~,. C, , ,~, . . '~: ,  . . . . .  
|~++.~.~ p +'t'"+- ": '"~'"•~ ff',+uv,,Vl,ll~.Ol'IA/~l!,l. ? IJ¢,JLIU|I tO [FII~ ever l t ,Wl l  +!,+ ;~, ~:  . . : :~. + . . : '  '~ :•  ": i.: ;'• ' :~` " " . . . . . .  
Tea+chersi+disl ute, wage rate 
TERRACE -- Local teachers their b~gaining intentions," he placed on benefits, the more to local ieachers the board 
• charge the School board lied said; • "They ~reated the impres- they'll get on their Salaries," she 
when it announced three weeks .~i0n that,they would make an said,: .There's not  an endless 
ago that .money ::has been 6fret- oh saiariesand benefits "supPiY of moneY. There's only a 
budgeted foi~a six i~er cent in- which ih~y haven't delivered On c~rtain amount "
crease in teachers' altirieS and' at the negotiating table" T~=- " ,. 
benefitS. '.' , . ! ~, ~ :.1~ [, ~ . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~ ' ' L 1'  ' .++ pu~ meanswages will go up 
,.i Terra'ce District Teacieis!;. CSC~°°l board: ~,!rus!~., Kns..:~ by cbnsiderablyiess than six per 
. napman con.rmea, t~e ii+:¢entff the ufiion Seeks benefits 
Association,~ (TDTA) -presi~l~i~t.~'~ esnmatea'mcrease o s' not-.ln- :, increases, Houlden+ noted And 
(3rei8 Houlden :said ?the.i~ioh/+ elude benefits h +' " ' . . . .  " 
. . • . + ..: e s~d other :tems that axe 
+ if0'@nd.! ' 6ut i ln,::b,argaiiling fT~_e.j:_gure presents:a p o.01. ~ negotiated that cost money -- 
• !ineetings /.last week benefits : u.  money meant to cover me such as decreases in+class izes 
+.bxen't included in the lncre~.~e. cost of settling the entire con. _+ will aiso come out of the six 
tract, Chapman explained.. 
wants to make .it easier to fire 
teachers it •considers• 'incompe- 
tent . . . . .  
The- :sch601. board's 
negotiating team wants to 
reduce the ,re¢luirement for 
dismissing l teachers :for poor 
performance. from t~vo bad 
reports within a year, the letter 
stated, to two. bad reports 
within six months.: + i ' 
"This is'sue promises to be a 
comfortable speaking out open- 
ly on sensitive issues. 
Cooper said shewants the 
final vote on the issue taken in 
public, hopefully at the board's 
June 12 meeting. She said that 
would give trustees nearly a 
month to digest he opinions of 
parents, students and teachers 
at the public forum, and to 
, make a decision. 
Kuiper said he has surveyed 
the students and found 86 per 
cent support for installing con- 
dom machines in high school 
washrooms. But he stressed he 
has no personal opinion in the 
matter, and just wants to see 
trustees address the issue. Devon Ku iper  
Big paving 
project seen 
TERRACE - -  A large paving 
project stretching west of Ter- 
race on Hwyl6 is on a list of 
preferred highways projects this 
year .  
Regional highways manager 
Jon Buckle says the ministry 
wants to repave up to 43km but 
that the final amount depends 
on budget allocations. 
"It could be a two-year pro- 
jeet, how far we'll go. will de- 
pend on the money," hesaid. 
The amount of paving this 
year also depends on how the 
work would fit in with other im- 
provement projects scheduled 
for that stretch of Hwyl6, 
Buckle added. 
Among those are a passing 
lane at Zymacord Hill and im- 
proving drainage on Shames 
~imlat,; '/a- secti0n::of'road =,which 
runs inmiediate.ly beside the CN 
rail tracks. + " 
The paving is one of four ma- 
jor improvement projects 
wanted by the ministry. Next 
closest one to Terrace is a con- 
tinuation of grading and seal 
coating on Hwy37. 
Also on the list of expected 
major projects are ~m- 
provements to approximately 
100km of the Nags Valley road. 
The road fell under three 
• jurisdictions but became the 
sole reponsibility of the 
highways ministry April 1, 
Buckle said improvements to
the stretch between Greenville 
and Aiyansh to raise the road 
bed above flooding levels and 
reconstruction leading north 
from where the pavement ends 
near Rosswood are scheduled, 
Northcoast Road 
Maintenance Ltd., the private 
contractor taking care of roads 
and bridges, has set up shop at 
Nass Camp. 
Company general manager 
Mike Zylicz said three 
employees have already been 
assigned- to+ take+, care- of+. road 
maintenance. 
Tl~e Company is negotiating 
with the highways ministry for 
extra money for the work. 
That arises from a contract 
provision which states more 
money shall be paid if the 
highways ministry adds roads to 
its jurisdiction that amount o 
more than five per cent of ex- 
isting roads. 
'Squeeze' on tape 
drama programs in other 
schools understand what's in- 
volved in putting on major pro- 
ductions. 
"We've got quite a lot of re- 
quests -- from the Saskat- 
chewan Drug and Alcohol 
Commission to schools to 
alcohol treatment centres," said 
Murray. 
TERRACE -- High schools and 
counselling programs across the 
country will soon have the 
chance to view the efforts of a 
group of local drama students. 
Project Squeeze, last year's 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School's drama production on 
the use and abuse of alcohol 
among young people, is on 
video cassette. 
Project Squeeze was two 
drama productions -- a major 
two-hour play called Squeeze 
and Juice, a series of vignettes. 
Each one was taped and 
edited by Skeena Broadcasters, 
Backing up those two efforts is 
a one-hour documentary, pro- 
dueed and edited by Skeena 
Broadcasters. The documentary 
script was written by members 
of the Terrace Writers Guild. 
"We have 200 copies of the 
documentary in our possession 
and we expect a 100 copies of 
Juice and Squeeze at first," said 
project co-ordinator Gail Mur- 
ray. 
Murray described the casset- 
tes as having two purposes --
the dramas will serve as part of 
a school's or program's educa. 
per cent figure, major one," Houlden said in tionai efforts on alcohol abuse represented :'The less they ask to'have Houlden aiso said in a letter the letter.. +~ :::: ...... ~, ~. 
• + ._ . " " while the documentary will help 
W t:+R ndup " 
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Kar Krazy 
CHRIS COLLINSON of the 7th Terrace Cubs points out his car 
as he and other cubs in the area met recently to race their 
home-made vehicles. Christopher Zenik, Richard Watts and 
Nicolaus Bujitas placed first, second and third, Their cars 
now go on to regional finals in Srnithers. 
Passe   Council ~:~, R S VED.FOREVER.;:;: 
on onddeba|61,   
~CE -- Citycoundl is fenced off mid f i l l¢~' i~: i~ '~i  ~ ~  
continuing to trea careluuy back es1986. I ~ : ' '~~: '~ i~ ' i ;  
demands to drain a pond into Joe Parse  - , • mem0~lla, elc. . . 
~¢dhravnS~-~,ea~'-Olodnt~Y fell fell t~rough~ce°fonOrt?e~nd~l ] --- w ~ ~ ~ ~  
• ' -  "March 23. He was rescued after II TERRACE BROHZlH6 SERVICE M0thm e=y .~-, The issue came before bean underwater for 
aldermen for the third" time" at minutesg: Doctors were unable40 I at " 
last week's council meeting, to revive him 1 6 3 8 I1  8 9 1 AFTER5 P.M. Quarterdeck Ileltlumt 
This time they referred itto city ' • 
administrators to investigate. 
Resident Ben Webber -- who 
wants the pond drained because 
it floods his property -- says 
he's frustrated by the slow pace 
of the city. 
A local lawyer hired by the 
parents of the dead boy is in. 
vestigating whether or not the 
city can be held liable. 
City council records indicate 
the city tried to have the pond 
(:o.op unions 
Strike deal 
TERRACE -- Building trades u'°n'hav'r'h'" a" I ; : ' ' " ""  i ment with Terrace Co-op to end 
a boycott, of the latter's retail 
outlet. 
The unions last fall urged 
their members not to shop at I~RR!E__,,.,. HEWEE I Co-op after a major enovation R OF T K 
contract was given to a com- 
pany whose members are I ~: : : . : L .  -o,,~,-- . , , , .o  n 
represented by a union the other []I /~ : '~ .~, ; , L  ~ . / ~ : . ,  :,. - u~=r~, : - I unions found objectionable. I IB~"  . . . . . .  t~  - , . .=s~ ,~,k ! 
Xermodei Construction, its I e L  :~  ~ .su~0~; : I 
members are represented bythe I I l ~ ~ ; ~  Comp,mentsof. Mc~nald'::,,, II 
General Workers Union of i i ~  ! ~ ~  . i  
B.C., was low bidder on a I I ~ ? ~ J ~  - " I~I~I In a doer record "of I 
$750,000 project to refurbish I I ~ : ~ =  , . ~. ~. ,. ~! .  i~'~, :,  delivery and a ~,ob we l 
the food floor and other areas I I ~ i ~  ' - : i~d°n"~ o~vde ae~edVelal I 
of the Co-op's GreigAve. com- i / ~  FREE McN~:)W Meal. I 
plex• I I ~ ~  rattllst|o"s [] At the time, the Co-op board 
said it went with Kermodei I ~J~L"~i"; ; :~ 1 8  .CO~~- .<: I~ I '  I 
less than that of the only other 
workersbidder' a company whose HI ~ I T I  SWANI~AI~ I 
carpenters union. I =~" " '" '=° '"~ ..-.! I 
The agreement states the Co- 
op will give first priority to a b id  ~ 4 6 4 7  Lazele Ave., Terrace, B.O. . 8387283 I 
from: 'a ~':. contractor whose I II 
empIoyces are building trades 
~l'm down to a weight I can 
live with since I lost 100 Ibs. 
with  Nut~~em/ '  
The Nutri/System* Weight Loss Program includes a vadety of. 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd bellavloral counseling, 
light activity, and weight rnalntenance. 
Nutd/atmtem'8 
" - . ComprehenI lV i  : 
"" . . Weight LOci i ::!}:: 
. • " Program Includes: • 
"Safe, easy and 
permanent weight 
"Iprof%10r . . . .  
supervlsl0 
"No  cal0de 
counting 
~ * No oImmk 
e~wlm ~ wmi~ 
lihP i ~ |t.1"~l (-~.I. 
I we ight  loss cent res  I 
A. w II ~., , ,  PRICES IN EFFECT 
! ,o , ,  
19 20 I 21 
union members providing the 
bid is no more than five per cent 
over the lowest bid and that the 
contractor is from the Terrace 
Co-op trading area. 
A second part of the agree- 
ment is a statement that he Co- 
op has not and will not interfere 
in any union organizing drive of 
its employees and for the 
organizing body to abide by 
government organizing 
guidelines. 
The established trades unions 
sa'3~':'ithe G neral Workers acts 
more in the interests of com- 
panies than workers and 
bargains for contracts with 
lower wages and benefits than 
do.they. 
They also objected to Ker- 
model getting the contract 
because union members have 
supported the Co-op since its 
formation here. 
Building trades spokesman 
John Jonson said he was happy 
with the agreement, adding the 
points were raised with the Co- 
op~s boar~ late last year. 
A 1de [.tim tjgh the renovations 
m/e* tow s~b~stantially c0mplete 
at~d Jen;ensaid it would be a 
1o~ time before the Co-op took 
• on: another major construction 
pr~oject, he said it was impor- 
tant to reach an understanding. 
,.,':There is a principle involved 
t t t  and that s the main thing, said 
Jemen. 
'Co-op general manager 
Lawrence Gosselin said the Co- 
op~ board was also happy with 
the, agreement. ~' 
."People went away from~he 
table feelinggood. There was a 
good discussmn," he said. 
-The unions received support 
frSm.the Kitimat and Terrace 
DJstrictLabour Council which 
co~tS ~ its affiliates the major 
ufii()hS in the area. 
RIB  
LB.  
en- 
MELONS 
Bakery Dept 
FRESH 
GARLIC 
BREAD EA. 
I 
I i  
Grocery Dept. ~ ~  
COKE, DIET COKE 
CLASSIC, SPRITE 
OR DIET SPRITE 
6-355 mL. Tins. Plus Deposit EA. 
Bulk Foods 
KETCHUP 
BBQ SAU( 
PRICE  
. . . . . . . . . . .  " ~--- . - - -STORE H O U R & ~ "  
'=- ""' I I 
~ ,,~..o-., .~°,.°~, 
I ,= " ' " " "  SUNDAYS ,o.-..,-.i ~°,,o,, . .~ To Limit OeanltlUu ' 
• . .  , ,  10 era.- S p.m, 
Skeena Mail Terrace • 
COLD:BEER:and WINE STORE .  etn 
! : "  ~;::: ' ,  ii "'With a' great selection ofImport products. Plus quali~ sporte'weai .' IN I I /~_~.I 
ea.m. to11 p,m..;. ::i:i.::.,~ 1.I a.m, to11 p.m. (.xoepl .~ .u)  ,., " . " W ¢ ~  I 
• I 
THE LAST food parcels of the Terrace Churches' Food Bank season were ready for those in need 
as volunteers.concluded April 12. Alice Vander Boon and Casey Braam were just two of many 
workers from local churches involved in the food bank this year. It resumes operation this Oc- 
tober. 
Food bank w, aps up 
TERRACE --: It  was the f inal  month the food bank 
Organizers report a distr ibut ion for the was in operation. 
good response from in- 1989-1990 season which The bank operated 
dividuals and organiza- runs from late fall to th is  year  f rom a 
tion's in supporting the early spring. It opens classroom and meeting 
efforts of  the Terrace again this October. room building owned by 
Churches' Food Bank. The  food  bank  the Evangelical Free 
"The  communi ty  averaged over 200 Church  but  needs  
really contributed - -  distributions of food another location for 
f rom businesses to each month .  Food  next season. 
social organizations to , :  .parcels were assembled "We're looking for 
~,:people,".,.;.said'organizer 'b " . . . . .  ; ~" 
Y,.;. vo luntegrs: ,  wRh ::':~an empty~~fflCe, :horiie~ 
~Micki Braid at the con- member churches pro- whatever ~ preferably 
clusion of  last Week's riding workers during in the downtown area," 
distribution, the one week each said Braid. 
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Co-op bo,ard tossers 
Sunday shop plan 
TERRACE _ Terrace Co-op 
general manager Lawrence 
Gosselin says he's confident a 
decision ot to open Sundays 
will translate into more sales. 
The Co-op board had wanted 
to open Sundays :tO prevent 
what it saw was a loss in market 
share of the'area's'food dollar 
since other major food outlets 
began openings Sundays last 
year. 
But numerous letters, phone 
calls and visits ~ convinced the 
board last week to' keep closed 
Sundays. 
"We're confident we'll main- 
tain our market share and in all 
likelihood, increase it," said 
Gosselin. 
The response of members to 
the board's initial decision was 
the most o any issue or cir- 
cumstance Gusselin said he had 
seen in his more than 20 years in 
the retail business. 
"I've got a petition here with 
41 names on it and lots of let- 
ters. The chairman (of the Co- 
op) also has lots of letters,' 
' he said. 
"The thing about co- 
operatives i  that they respond 
to the wishes and concerns of its 
members. Based on the over- 
whelming response inthis situa- 
tion, the board acted in the in- 
terests of its members," 
Gosselin said. 
"That response indicates the 
subject of Sunday closing ex- 
pressed ifi'the referendum (held 
in 1987 with a two to one vote 
against Sunday openings) is still 
there in a majority of the com- 
munity," he said. 
"We don't want, didn't 
want, to open Sundays. The Co- 
op believes it's important to 
have one day of the week for 
families to spend together," 
Gosselin added. 
Gosselin said the decision ot 
to open Sundays i subject o 
review by the board and it will 
be looking for opinions and 
Lawrence Gosselin 
comments when the organiza- 
tion holds its annual general 
meeting June 6. 
As one in,~eation of Co-op 
food sales, Gosselin said 
business has exceeded expecta- 
tions since renovations were 
completed two weeks ago. 
Fish del-3y entrants told 
there will be draw soon 
TERRACE - -  Organizers of a 
local fishing derby last year are 
assuring entrants prize draws 
will soon take place. 
Several people claim they 
caught prize-winning fish in the 
Terrace Hotel's first annual 
fishing derby, but never eceiv- 
ed any prize money. 
Local resident Frieda Dams 
said she believed the 62-1b 
salmon she caught last August 
qualified her for first prize in 
the women's division. "I called 
them several times. Finally they 
were just unreceptive to  my 
calls," she said. "I threw their 
advertisement 'away because I 
was so disgusted." 
DonaldGillanders said his 
son registered his 57rib Sprihg 
salmon in the derby, and his 
wife caught a large steelhead. 
Cathy Elorza said her family 
also entered fish in the derby 
and heard nothing from the 
organizers. 
Posters advertised the derby 
as being broken into three 
categories: chinook salmon, 
steelhcad, and coho salmon. 
Cash and prizes, such as rods 
and reels, totalling $1,000 was 
to be given away in each 
category. 
Terrace Inn (the new name of 
the Terrace Hotel) spokesman 
Gerry Ray said last week he has 
been telling people from the 
beginning prizes wouldn't be 
drawn until all three events 
finished. The coho and chinook 
categories were to run last sum- 
mer, but the steelhead category 
was advertised torun from June 
15, 1989 to Feb. 28 this year. 
Ray said the steelhead event is 
now over, and he attributed the 
delay since then to trouble in ar- 
ranging a time to make a draw 
for $500 hidden-weight prizes. 
The weight is determined by a 
draw and the entrant closest to 
that amount wins. 
The hidden-weight draw is to 
be made by local awyer Darrell 
O'Byrne to ensure impartiality, 
he added. But he said busy 
court schedules and the hotel's 
renovations have kept them 
• from doing it so far. 
"It'll be done before May 
15th, that's for sure," Ray said. 
Police on the watch 
TERRACE - -  RCMP a?~ '6ut ' ing effort. 
'on"the roads looking Tor -dr ink- . .  
. ing drivers until May 4 as part RCMP spokesman " ~snggest 
of the spring CounterAttack that people designate drivers 
campaign, when out on the town and take 
Police checked more than advantage of rides home of- 
4,600 vehicles in last year's pr- fered by local establishments. 
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LETTUCE 
u sorown 44  NO. 1 Grade. 
F~lrm. Fresh Heads. I I  EA. 
o 
MISS TERRACE 
CONTESTANTS 
annual 
Terrace Shopping Centre Breakfast, 
Hot Dog Sale & Car Wash 
SAT., APRIL 21 
g am to 3 pm 
}reakfast a Woolworth ............................................ 9 am - 11 am 
Hot Dog Sale at Safeway .......................................... 11 am  1 pm 
Car Wash in parking lot ............................................... 1 pm. 3 pm 
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 TATO SALAD r FILLETS . 
Fletcher's. .  ~i I ~ ; Q  ;; 'i~ I
3.29,.J 7" -  .. .oooj "r'" 
1 
f ove~ov " " • - 
JUICE BREAD vt IFr I~I t lD1 , All Purpose Tomato Ground 
- -vvvvmn m- , , , ,m CP I I  l IB  ~UPP¢¢ or Punch. Minute Maid. White or 60% W~ole Wheat 
Lu~rne. Assorted, Reg., f ' LUUK ~vvr  i sdw Assorted Flavours. Pkg. of 570 g. Sliced Loaf. Limit 3 Diet, Plain or Skim Milk , , , , , , , ,h  a ,,, go, camDbelrs ~! mt Tin _.ards..ReO._Flne or.Extra 3/250 mL. Cartons. With Family Purchase. Over LlmltPrlce.99each. 175g Tub " . . . . . . . . . . .  w.-,m. _ _ .2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  I F/neGrlno. 5oog. Pl(g. 
l 78, s g8 j = : - -  .w°. F ~ n m,,.m . r ] ;  O I :]1 n I purchase. Over Limit PriCe. . o .  , .oo j  
¢ A l i fe / I t  IAV  
~ . / ~ ~  m r  l l l l i l [  ~ ~ ! Sunday"  iOa .m. -S~m.  
i.. " l i J im l l lm I I  " [ ]  . l i  / ~ I I  I Mon.-Wed. ee.m.-Spm. 
, ~ , ~  ~ ~ ~l r  ~ i~ ,~ ~ I Thurs.&Fd. 9n.m.-9Em. 
~~.~ ' ' I SaShay 9 a.m. - 6 ~m. 
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For anybody interested in what shape 
and form the municipal election might 
take this fall -- look no more. Council is 
going to turn down any suggestion for a 
referendum to expand the library. 
This nicely clears the path for 
council's big wish -- the construction of 
a community hall and convention centre. 
Such a building figures prominently in 
council's planning. It's devoted a sum of 
money to study similar centres in other 
cities. There's even some solid reasoning 
behind the proposal as conventions are 
seen as a way of stimulating the local 
economy.  
One reason put  forward for  dumping 
the  l ibrary referendum plan until next 
year is the lack o f  petit ions and other 
signs o f  support .  Funny.  There hasn't  
exactly been that kind of evidence in sup- 
port of  a convent ion and community  
Election hint 
centre. 
What ' s  happening is a careful p lan by 
counci l  members to promote what might 
be the most attractive to voters and 
ul t imately,  the most  attractive to  
themselves in their quest to return to of- 
rice. 
Some months ago it was suggested the 
provincial government was casting 
around for a large project to support. 
The scheme would fit council's election 
plans and those of the provincial govern- 
ment. 
At that time, the project was said to be 
a community centre or a new overpass. 
Already, the province has promised a 
study on a new overpass this year to be 
considered in next year's construction 
plans. That's a nifty little package to 
present to voters -  a convention centre 
followed next year by an overpass. It 
must be great to be a politician. 
Shut out 
: One Way to take the measure o f  a 
country  ~is to  look at the common 
i denommators that appeal to its citizens. 
!In Canada's case it's hockey -- the game 
we call our own. As fractious as other 
things become, hockey serves to unite 
the country in a way nothing else can. 
Sadly, one arm of the CBC is failing in 
that regard. Radio Canada, the French- 
language arm of the national network, is 
only airing those games played by the 
Montreal Canadiens. To  watch Radio- 
Canada is to assume tl~ere is only one 
team of  importance in this year's Stanley 
Cup. 
Radio-Canada does admit that last 
year it did show games other than fl~ose 
I • 
• ', :~,,. ".: ~ , ., :' . , '/ 
~! : ,. . .., . ~ . , .  • 
] ~'i'" 
ca  rma na h.-.dec ision 
does  make sense 
~'  L ~ ~ : : ~ ICTORIA  - -  Env i ronmen.  
talists aren't exactly over- 
,~: whelmed and MacBlo isn't 
very impressed either, but with 
in which the Montreal Canadiens played. 7apologies to both, I'm quite 
It hasn't come up with an explanation of ~ happy  with the decision on the 
• • future of the Carmanah Yalley 
why it isn' t doing the sarne'tlTi's year. I t ' , s  and so, I suspect, i she  ma-~ z. 
also a mystery becanse ~0:ne o f  thee jority0fl3riti.~h Col~bi~ui.~, , 
The compromise decision 
will result in the creation of a 
new 3,600-hectare, class A 
park, in the southern half of 
the valley. The park will sur- 
round and protect the groves 
of giant, old-growth Sitka 
spruce trees. 
It is those magnificent trees 
that sparked the controversy 
over the Catmanah, a watersh- 
ed valley on Vancouver Island. 
The battle raged for more than 
two years, as the combatants 
• tried every trick in the book to 
get public support for their 
cause .  
On the one side were the m- 
vironmeatalists who wanted 
the entire valley preserved. On 
the other side was MacMillan 
Bloedel, which originally 
wanted to set aside only a 
puny 530-hectate ribbon con- 
talning the giant spruce, and 
log the rest. Loggers who 
feared for their jobs sided with 
the company. 
Caught in the middle were 
the politicians, Scoreds as well 
as New Democrats. The 
government's problem was that 
there was no solution that 
would satisfy everybody. A 
classic compromise was clearly 
called for, and that's what we 
got • 
The NDP faced a different 
problem, one of image. On the 
one hand, the NDP fanicies 
itself the party 'most sensitive 
to environmental concerns; on 
the other hand, it can ill- 
afford to alienate lnggers, ~ 
whom it considers amoag its 
most ardent supporters. 
And while the government 
has crossed themajor hurdles, 
as far as the Catmanah issue is 
concerned, the NDP, isn't out 
of the~woods yet, so to speak. 
In a Wonderfully Machiavellian 
move, the So=eds will try to 
nail the opposition's collective 
reasons the CBC was created was to act 
as a unifying force by spreading news, 
informat ion and lifestyles across the 
whole country.  
O f  course, the lack o f  hockey on one 
national TV network won' t  cause the 
country  to crumble. But it is a sign there 
are walls erected that then create cultural 
ghettos. A hockey fan is a hockey fan 
regardless o f  team allegiance or language,  
spoken. And a country  is a country 
regardless o f  regional allegiance or 
language spoken. 
Word to the wise 
If you've ver been interview- 
ed for radio or TV, you know 
the panic that disengages the 
mouth from the brain, leaving 
the tongue to its own devices. 
That's why I envy media peo- 
ple like Valerie Pringle or Vicki 
Gabereau who can chat non- 
stop without tangling their 
words. 
Still, there are those who ut- 
ter oddball sentiments hrough 
iiiadvertent slips. 
!::*Once, while watching a "IV 
World Wrestling Federation 
• match, I heard the cerumen. 
tater say, "Oh, ouch, he's got a 
temporarily broken nose." 
Temporary means "lasting for a 
limited time". Bet six weeks 
didn't feel temporary to the ail- 
ing combatant nursing the 
pulverized proboscis, 
. And: when Broadcast News 
fr6m Toronto preceded the 
local CFTK Radio news to 
report on an early morning fire 
in :~ Montreal, the newscaster 
remarked on the seriousness of 
die blaze, but noted there had 
• ~ nO deaths. All occupants 
oL:the burning building had 
"rescuized" by firemen. 
iiSometimes a city-reared 
~r ter  drops a word which 
Ili~eS away an unfamiliarity 
with the country scene. 
iiTWo recent instances come to 
• ! Y::~A Saskatoon reporter was do. 
./~i~*.a st0ryon the f'mancial dif. 
~ fl~dtles Saskatchewan hog pro- 
dueers face since Free Trade 
: t i l ted their playing field 
; J !~ard.  To curb their losses, 
farme~s!;!are . se l l ing  their :  
Through 
Bifocals I II"-= im / 
"flocks" of hogs. in time --  is "like", the word 
In the second case, a Kelowna 
reporter told how an over-sized 
tire had broken free from the 
flatbed truck on which it was 
being transported. The tire 
bounced own a hill away from 
the highway, smashed through 
several fences, and slammed in- 
to a cow after rolling across 
a"cow field". Any prairie kid 
of five knows fields are for 
grains, pastures are for cows 
and other large livestock. 
I expect professional an- 
Imuncers to be  sufficiently at 
ease to concentrate on the 
substance of what they're say- 
ing, rather than on what sort of 
impression they're making on 
their audience. 
Sometimes I expect too 
much. Following a taped seg- 
ment dealing with rental hous- 
ing in B.C., a local announcer 
noted prices of rental accom. 
modation had been "plum. 
meting up and down". 
Many expressions in everyday 
life are plain silly. Take birth 
announcements. "George and 
Henrietta Burney are happy to 
announce the birth of their new 
baby..." Has anywoman ever 
given birth to a secondhand or 
old baby? 
The epitome of useless ex. 
p r~ lo~ ~- next o at this point 
which makes up half of a 
teenager's vocabulary. Like can 
be hazardous in my occupation 
where I do a lot of custom 
work. ~ ~ " 
Imagine my difficulty deter- 
mining how to deal with motor- 
cycle seat when the customer 
says, "Build the foam up ,  
like", and flutters his hands like 
a magician floating a scarf over 
a box. Then he swoops one 
hand along the seat's outer 
curve. "trim the foam, like'.'. 
And with these nebulous in- 
structions he  expects :me to 
mutilate his $200 Yamaha seat 
with a razor-sharp knife? 
Give me the written word, 
with the chance to revise it. 
From the 
Oopltal 
by Hul~rt  Beyer 
hide to the wall, 
Rather than simply declaring 
the area a park, which it could 
have easily done, the govern. 
• merit decided to do it by way 
of legislation. The difference is
that a cabinet order 
establishing the park would 
have been the final act, while 
legislation is subject o debate 
in the House. And that's 
where the Socreds hope to em- 
barrass the NDP. 
Forest minister Claude Rich- 
mond says the issue is so im- 
portant hat every MLA 
should have a chance to speak 
to it. Sure, Claude. The deoi. 
sign to go the legislative route 
wouldn't have anything to do 
with the NDP's dilemma of 
wanting to be pro-environment 
without getting some of their 
biggest supporters madat 
thegn, would it? 
Watch for some fancy foot- 
work, as the NDP will try to 
steer through this nasty little 
minefield. So far, the NDP 
plans to oppose the bill that is 
to create the new park, a posi. 
tion that's not going to go 
over too well. 
Opposition leader Mike Hat- 
court kekeps talking about his 
proposed enyironment and job 
accard, according to which all 
the players in the land-use 
game should sit down and 
work out solutions. In fact, he 
uses the accord to avoid a 
direct answer to the question 
of what he would have done 
with the Carmanah Valley. 
Noble as the accord idea 
sounds, it won't fly, not here 
in British Columbia: There's 
simply no way our hard-nosed 
environmentalists will ever be 
able to oome to an agreement 
with Jack Munro and his boys. 
Both want all or nothing. 
Meanwhile, MacBlo keeps 
Io all 
and 
for 
' S*  
-. . I I  
i, . . . . .  .' ~ |  
hanunering the government for 
having caved in to the en- 
vironmentalists, and maybe it 
has. There's a good chance 
that no tree will ever be cut in 
the entire Carmanah Valley.: 
Stan Coleman, manager of 
land use for MacMillan 
Bloedel, says he fears that 
future conflicts will be solved 
in a similar manner, taking 
more and more productive 
forest land away from his • 
company. 
The commitment toallow- 
logging the northern part of 
the valley may be ultimately 
meani'ngless because the 
government says no logging 
will take place until further 
studies are completed. Rich- 
mend says logging will proceed 
only if no damage results to 
the park. And to make sure 
that there's no damage, the 
process will be monitored by a 
a public advisory group. 
As for the public, the great 
unwashed, the people who 
have no direct stake in the 
Cannanah or any other water- 
shed, the government's solu- 
tion was the only one that 
makes ense. 
Inherentin any compromise, 
a problem-solving mechanism 
in which Canadians are sup, 
posed to excel, is the disap- 
pointment of those who have 
extreme positions. Tl/e majori- 
ty, however, always benefiff 
from a compromise, and this 
one is no exception. 
Canada,s biggest rees, the 
giant Sitka spruce, are safe; 
British Columbians get another 
beautiful~patk, he cause of , 
environmentalism has been 
somewhat advanced and Mac -~ 
Millan Bloedel willget tom- ,= 
pensation'for some of the land 
it cannot log, You couldn't ~: 
really ask for much more. 
4 - 
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Church 
work 
nears 
end 
Members• of the Terrace 
Pentecostal :.~ Assembly 
are busy'putting :on the 
final tOuches/on an ex- 
paq'Sion~!~it':tfieir:: Eby St. 
ch~i:Chl •That's Jim Allen 
workingon the overhang 
co)/ering the en- 
traocewaY./:Begun last 
year, the expansion will 
greatly add  to the 
seating :capacity and 
provide'more room for 
various activities. A for- 
rd~il dedication service is 
pl~diied in June. 
f 
Housing project begins 
to take o na Vis ual::form 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Health Care Society now has a 
set of drawings howing how a 
proposed housing complex 
raight look. 
It wants to build the 
estimated $2 million complex 
containing 40 units next to Ter- 
raceview Lodge for people who, 
while able to live by themselves, 
might need a certain amount of 
care .  
"It's a presentation package. 
Now we can go and sell the pro- 
jeer," said health care society 
chairman David Lane. 
The drawings were presented 
to the society's building com- 
mittee recently by Lutz and 
Associates, 
At the same time, Lane said 
the  society is waiting for a 
response from the health and 
social services and housing 
ministry for its request for con- 
struction monies. 
He said the complex makes 
sense as it will place people close 
to health, food and recreational 
services of the intermediate and 
extended care Terraceview 
Lodge yet won't carry the high 
costs or" riving at the facility. 
At the moment, peo-:~ . 
pie who may require a 
. -minimum amount • of 
, . . . . .  care must depend on • 
i ~ ~: :~elatives, move away or 
: : enter  Ter racev iew 
Lodge. 
I 
~t  the moment, people who 
may require aminimum amount 
of care must depend on 
relatives, move away or enter 
Terr~eview Lodge. 
:,r;i, IutetTi l lediate care  costs the 
W6vince $90 a day for each pa- 
tient while the health care socie. 
ty,s project would cost $20-$22 
i a cla~" for each unit. 
i ~:: Project proponents also view 
~' :~ the complex as a way of reduc- 
'. ing the overall demand and thus 
the  necessity for more in- 
. termediate care space. 
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FROM AN idea to paper. This architect's conceptior] . . . . . . . .  is of a 40-unit housing project being planned by 
the Terrace Health Care Society. It'll go between Terraceview Lodge, located on the left in this drawing, 
and Skeenaview Driv.e, just on the other side of the row of trees on the right. In back, but not pictured, 
is Heritage Park. 
; ii~,What we're talking about is 
ddiVering an  efficient con- designed tO S/ve enough apace meeting¢ hobby, storage and 
tin, urn of care," said Lane. for personal pflvacyi~- d at the laundry facilities. 
~; ~'l'he drawings lay out a con- same time to create a feeling of .:As part  of the health care 
:society's approach to communl- dominium style complex to go community. 
.16h ~cai_t_t land .b.et.weea:T.er, P lanned are covered ~'tycare,: lt  alsowants to in- 
i • r~ew Loage ann ukeenawew waikways between the homing ",:troduce adult dav care at the 
" '~ve  on the bench.., ... , units and Terraceview Lodge tO ~te.  ,Tide' m.an.'nd,,tt~ takina 
• ~:I~, ete , , _Would ,  :, be , 16,,  one- .. permit ea~et mO t d ..... , ~,- .~' . . . . . . .  • :/ "~ ",ooor . . . . . .  . . . .  ,,. . . . . . .  ' ' . - . . . . .  ~ i~,.~,.~, , ~ , ,Qr ,~det ly , , imrenu  would o0mi~, unitii, ~:~ 16, two ' winter ,,~ moi~tha :at~d,~:~ralny~/i!lm~ ~i ~t0  take them during 
bedroom units and two four. periods and to reduce the 
bedroom unit~ with u com. amount of, snow clearing. 
munai living area. The 40-unit development is 
Doorways would be wide viewed as, the first phase of a 
enough for wheelchairs 'and broader, overall community ap- 
there would be other amenities Pt~oach to those who might re- 
for people with physical hun- quire a certain amount of care. 
dicaps. A S~)asste building is plann- 
Lane said the project is being ed for a later date to house 
work hours. 
Lutz and Associates was one 
of four architectural firms inter- 
viewed. :The other three were 
local and although Lutz is now 
based in Vancouver, itdid have 
an office here at one time and 
has been interested in various 
stagesl of Terraceview Lodge. 
Lane. " ! ******  
The:land for the housing pro- 
ject has now been officially 
deeded::to :the city by the pro- 
vtneefor $1: It can now be tum- 
• ed 0v~to  the health care socie- .: 
'l 
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Pulp business 
needs probing 
An open letter to: 
The Hoe. Claude Richmond 
Minister of Forests 
Dear Sir: 
The logging industry in 
B.C. is in trouble, especially 
m areas like the northwest 
where there is a high percen- 
tage of pulpwood. 
It is time to put a real value 
on these pulp logs and give 
the logging industry the 
economic boost that will 
make it viable again. 
The present artificially low 
cost of pulp logs just has to 
change. It is not only hurting 
the logging industry, but is 
also responsible for the high 
cost of saw logs as well. 
The present system forces 
up the price of saw logs as 
this is the only way the logg- 
ing industry can survive. No 
matter what the percentage 
of pulp and saw logs in a 
timber stand, the only way 
the logging operation ismade 
viable is by getting enough 
dollars for the saw logs to 
overcome the loss incurred 
by the pulp log volume. This 
is wrong and if the logging 
industry is to survive, this 
has to change. 
B.C. pulp mills have had a 
free ride for too long. The 
profits made ina good year 
with a pulp mill in B.C. are 
almost unbelievable. But not 
matter how much profit they 
show, it is never eflected in 
the price paid for pulpwood. 
In countries such as 
Sweden and Norway pulp 
mills are paying the 
equivalent of $1C0 (Cana- 
clian) per cubic meter for 
their pulpwood and they are 
competing very well with 
B.C. pulp mills. This shows 
us just how artificially low 
pulpwood prices in B.C. real- 
ly area. 
The present price of pulp 
logs will not change in B.C. 
without some intervention by 
government as the price is 
controlled by a handful of 
B.c. pulp m//Is have 
had a free ride for too 
long. The profits made 
in a good year with a 
pulp mill in B.C. are 
almost unbelievable. 
large companies. And it is 
not hard to understand why 
they don't want this to 
change. 
I would urge your ministry 
to conduct an inquiry into 
the pulpwood industry in 
B.C. and come up with a 
pricing system that will 
reflect the real value of 
pulpwood in this province. 
If the logging industry in 
B.C. is to survive, this must 
happen and happen soon. It 
is long overdue. 
Yours truly, 
Brian flipper) 
Mould, 
Meziadin 
Lake, B.C. 
Food pricing 
draws a query, 
An open letter to: 
Overwaitea Foods 
Dear Sirs: 
On a recent trip to 
Vanderhoof I received an 
Overwaitea flyer in the local 
Vanderhoof paper I purchas- 
ed. Upon returning to Ter- 
race I compared the two 
flyers. I fully expected a dif- 
ference in price as that 
wonderful item called freight 
or shipping charges is freely 
waved about in Terrace to 
explain high costs here. 
However, this is the first 
time I have noticed such a 
large difference. 
I find it difficult o believe 
that freight costs: - -  l0 t a 
pound on meat specials; 
chuck steak $2.28 as opposed 
to $2.38; t-bone steak $4.29 
as opposed to $4.59; top 
sirloin $2.69 as opposed to 
2.78. 
- -  4 - 10 c a pound on fruit 
and vegetable specials; 
bananas 3/ $1.00 as opposed 
to 2 / 79c; carrots 3 / 99' as 
opposed to 3 / $1.09; green 
pepper 49 e as opposed to 58¢; 
pineapple $1.59 as opposed 
to $1.69. And one full dollar 
on a jar of Miracle Whip; 
$1.98 as opposed to $2.98. 
Numerous other items 
where cheaper as well - -  too 
numerous to mention. 
I can not help but wonder 
if some of this cost is at- 
tributable to us now having 
to pay for seven days a week 
operating cost as opposed to 
only six. I would venture a
guess that the seventh day of 
shopping is an expensive lux- 
ury which we really need to 
question if we can afford. 
I sincerely doubt hat sales 
weekly (seven days) are any 
greater than the previous 
weekly (six days) sales. 
Yours truly 
Barbara Wilson 
Terrace, B.C. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The dif- 
ference in the flyer prices bet~ 
ween Vanderhoof and Ter, 
race ~ arises from heavy com- 
petition in Prince George, 
says local Overwaitea 
manager John Chivildave. 
The major food outlets 
there have been competing 
for market share for the past 
three months, he says. 
Vanderhoof shoppers get 
the same flyers as do people 
living in Prince George 
because Overwaitea's flyer 
distribution advertising area 
in that part of the province 
goes as far west as Burns 
Lake. 
Little thought 
in pulpwood deal 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing on behalf of 
the North Coast Woodiot 
Association, a new organiza- 
tion which represents people 
in the northwest, in response 
to the proposed Pulpwood 
Agreement 17. 
Victoria has made a deci- 
sion to increase the Annual 
AllOwable Cut (AAC) in our 
area. Head office has handed 
over the plan to the local 
Ministry of Forest (MOF) 
district offices and directed 
them to "go find the wood." 
What • sort : of planning is 
this? This ~ action short- 
circuits 'the:credibility of all 
of the efforts Of local MOF 
employees to institute any 
kind of integrated forest 
management. 
The invitation from Vic- 
toria for pulpwood applica- 
tions raises some serious 
questions concerning thein- 
frastructure of the MOF and 
its responsibilty in fair 
allocation of publicly-owned 
wood fibre to the forest in- 
dustry. 
It appears that "this move 
to increase the cut would on- 
ly increase corporate concert. 
trstion in the forest industry, 
If this pulpwood agreement 
is realized it would leave little 
cent'd A6 
I:i 
1 
t 
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Pulp deal seen as bad deal 
:':' or no access to timber for 
:,-. small community-based 
• .', operators! 
i:i- There is strong public sen- 
-;,: timent amongst most British 
" .% 
i::~ I Columbians that no more 
.... " public forest land should be 
;:::! concentrated solely in the 
hands of large corporations. 
This was demonstrated 
• through an overwhelming re- 
jeclion of the MOF's plan 
last summer to roll over more 
public forest lands into big- 
ger. i TFLs. Ownership of 
forest enure should be diver- 
sified by providing more op- 
portunity for small-scale log- 
ging contracting operators 
and through the establish- 
ment of more woodlot 
licences. 
,,: We are not attacking the 
>;~ value of large forest corpora- 
~" tions; their contribution to 
.,:.~ our local economies through 
:~:: providing jobs, professional 
• ~:'~.. expertise, large-scale process- 
":,~ ing: facilities, and providing 
%. anelaborate international 
~i~:~ marketing infrastructure, is
:.' invaluable. 
!: Don't touch 
: the Carrnanah 
:. An open iettcr to: 
:i Premier Bill Vender Zalm, 
Forests minister 
. .  Claude Richmond, 
-. Victoria, B.C, 
Dear Sirs: 
We are writing this letter 
to ask you to save all of the 
trees in the Carmanah 
Valley. 
Please do not cut any of 
the trees down - -  not 50 per 
cent, not even one per cent. 
We do not want the 
animals to lose their homes• 
They might die. 
We want people to be able 
to visit the beautiful trees in 
that area. The trees also give 
us':oxygen so that we can 
breathe. 
The trees also "eat" up the 
harmful carbon dioxide in 
the air. 
Just like the "Lorax" in 
the Dr .  Seuss story, "We 
speak for the trees. Save the 
Carmanah Val ley."  
Sincerely yours, 
The 21 
students of 
Ms Sabourin's 
Grade 2 class, 
Copper Moun- 
tain School, 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ou~l o~ayto~ 
~0 a~mounce [he o~ertz~tg o~ 
~Aelr exc[uisite .ew @ining 
,o. ,hi..f o/J;.. 
di.i.,, ,hi.  
(~eaort. 
Reservat ions  Re©ommend~ 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
" J 
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HOT SPFIINGS . 
RESORT LT 
798-2214 
But when decisions are 
made in. boardrooms far 
removed from actual'logging 
sites, the local community's 
sensitivity to economic and 
social values is sacrificed, 
and its very existence is 
threatened. To date the 
forests have not been suc- 
cessfully managed fOtY~ater 
quality, fisheries, wildlife, 
and various other ecological 
values, as well as for tourism 
and recreation. 
Community-based local 
control of our surrounding 
resources (primarily this 
means forest in northwestern 
B.C.) has been proposed by a 
number of communities and 
organizations. We strongly 
support this concepfl Such 
control would not only in- 
sure resource sustalnability, 
but would also provide a 
sympathetic forum for all 
forest users. 
Another concern that 
arises, is the native land 
claim question. What right 
does our provincial govcrnm- 
ment have in allocating rights 
of ownership to a resource, 
when the land claim settle- 
ment for much of the area 
. . . . . . . . . .  , , r  .,• " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' ~ ' "  "- " / : .  t '  : 
that this pulpwood agree-  A l i0whbleCut ,  wd ' :~du ldbe  ";; 
ment covers, is, or is about to looking- towed !?dlve~zifvln'~ " 
Actions such as this ~uld ' Such! .m~es- i~: i~i ;~ing. :  --" :~:~ : " " " 'e" :  ., --- - -  
effectively shutdown parts of the"!i amoufit ~i~il.ii'~:r0Wn 
. the forest industry, causing . /WoodlOts.hib~"i~';~:i i . ; ' ;  :.~.:.:,.~:.":. 
widespread unemployment' : :., ''r: ";~:~:::':''~''f;:':'~::':~:~; : I~e; .+'.:'~': ~'"''; ~ "J~" 
and increased tensions in • ,~YoUrst ru ly ;  '-. • . .~  ,: 
many  nor thwest  corn-  LatsReede-Hansen, -i 
munities. .: ' i" ~;~;i~ President~ N0rth C0~r  "~ ' +' 
' Considering that the ap-, :i ''t~'~: r :: WOOdlotAssoc ia t ion  !' 
proved Annual Allowable - = Terrace; B.C," : 
Cut for the entire Prince 
Rupert Forest Region is I00 
per cent committed, addi- 
tional volumes of timber will 
have to come from areas out- 
side of what is considered tO 
be the operable productive 
forests• These will include 
deciduous stands, low 
wetland stands, but mostly 
high elevation stands, many 
of which are on steep slopes. 
Given these conditions, 
how could the government 
tender a pulpwood agree- 
ment for millions of cubic 
meters without ever having 
conducted an environmental 
impact assessment? 
Rather than concentration 
of wood supply to a single 
large corporation and an in- 
crease in the Annual 
10% OFF 
Don't forget to pick-up your entry form 
for our Alphabet Sale Contest*  
'See store for (letalls. 
GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
Skeena Ma l l  635-5236 
.~;.. 
rE.TIO-N E , ,,,ATTEN HOMEO N 
....... MORTGAGES 
" IS YOUR PRESENT LENDING: 
INSTITUTION WORKING IN YOUR iBEST 
~ ',INTEREST WITH YOUR MORTGAGE? OR 
~ AREYOU ON A NEVER-ENDING 20 YEAR" 
~i, . '~J-.:OR 25 YEAR AMORTIZATION? ~., 
:'.: 'i.We.¢O. istlend 2nd mortgages wlih' emPhasiSon ~ed"ce~ !i! 
i~ tqrms:do you W)ll Own your.home soonbi' and emvo t l~u~mds 
"OfdOilam rather them.make unnecceemry mortgage i~/ments• 
: If l you ;am interested in  this alternative, which. Will :wO,~ ~, 
better-for youl please call for further information... ; :,: "~!: 
i,,:.:, " i~ i :  Financial ~, 
• Services v : ,  
• , ~ Canada .. 
............ ~,:. . . . .  . Limited 
4609 Lazelle, Avenue, Terrace B.C. VSG 1~3 "~(  ii "". 
(604) 635 .282e '!.:- , " i: 
Versatile Fishing Boat, Powered By Mariner. 
KEN'S 
. . . .  ^ . . . .  
• 14' Spring 6ok aluminum boat 
• Cushioned swivel seats 
• Fish box with drain 
• 15 HP Maflner Outboard, with 
• CD ignition for fast starts 
• 3 position trim/tilt system 
• External idle speed 
adjustment 
• Offer ends April 30, 1990 
AS LOW AS 
$260°£  
MARINE ,_., ,.., . . _ . _ . __  
. .o  ore,o m. " m." - - "  
Terrace, B.C•,  VeG 1 N4 • ~ OUTBOARDS '--' ="1 " ' ' "  
Phone 635-2909 JnTheL  ua . . . . .  .~ ",,-.~ .... , .  ,.~.:~,.. ~ ~ ,., . . . . . . . . . . .  
" .~..Jt/,-?'.~r ,'~- . . . .  ,') . . . . .  . . . . . . .  " ,. .:. ~ ,  ' . . . .  ,.., . 
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE,  
W~AT WIr.r. YOU DO~ 
• Stop consuming more energy than you have to • Refuse to use styrofoam takeout cups: 
bringyour own mug • Weatherstrip doors and windows * Close offunused zooms • Tam 
offunneeded lights: use 60 watt bulbs • Air dry clothes , Use less detergent • Take five 
minute showers * Fill tires properl~, save up to 10% offuel • Get cloth shopping bags • 
Save yourself: give up cigarettes, you're a vital part of the environment* .Develop a re- 
cycling consciousness: recycle everything you can • Create connnunity recycling pro- 
grams at alllevels • Encourage children to do all the things on this list * Define the word 
SUSTAINABI~ • Take . . . . .  ~ve in 
and out of your whole be, rself, 
"can a fish live without I llve 
without air?" • How mu( , did 
you create today? Crest rrowo 
Buy products in recyc]ab] dnero: 
avoid throw-awayplas. Use 
cloth diapers * Try  n 
bleached paper  lucts; 
nap~,  coffee.ill- eta'* 
Use recycled pet- )uly . 
Use rags instead paper 
towels • Use beth of the 
paper • Recycle r off * 
Ride a bike one week: 
seven days a *Buy 
bulkfood • Check the 
useditemshops • ,~o~ v-~-~ -=.~l, uI.uuon * Car 
pool • Walk * Consolidate errands: mll~shead 
before you shop • A GLOBAL L~TL~Tl~P lant t rees  * Plant&uith~ee * '
ReaffL, ln your FJ V J~J.~ J. partnership with the earth* 
Grow s garden everyyear • BuyalivingCl~istmastree 
and plant it when Christmas i  over • Don't use tropical hardwoods * Put a timer on your 
thermostat nd use it * Instal] double paned windows • Wear a Sweater and don't urn 
up the heat • Learn about and use solar heat * Insulate your water heater •Your grand- 
parents mostly used cold water: turn hot water heater down to 190 degrees • Use fluo- 
rescent tubes instead of light bulbs • Plant tr~es to shade your house in sumner and in- 
sulate it in winter * Install a space-occupier n your toilet • Use faucet aera~rs •Turn 
offwater between rinses when shaving or brus.hing teeth • Wash the car with a bucket 
ofmil~ soapy water: don't let the hose run long • Don't water L~rdens in the heat of*he 
day • Use drip irr i~tion • Use organic food, discourage pesticide use • Avoid highly 
processed food • Support local produce and products • Be creative with leftover foods • 
Use biodegradable soaps and detergents, Define biodegradable • Dispose'efhazardous 
waste properly *Use rechargable batteries *Define and identify CItLOROFLUORO. 
CARBONS * Cblorofluorecarbons, are killing us *Purshusea halon.~-ee fire. extin- 
guisher • Educate yourself and others on environmental issues * Start environmental 
study groups • Support environmentally responsible business •Support smallkasiness 
and the power of*he individual to act responsibly • Know the environmental position of 
the politicians you vote for * Become GLOBALLYAWARE and LOCALLYACTIVE • Take 
time to learn about and enjoy nature ~md the wonders that it offers us us an inte~'al part 
in its scheme to life • ~ YOUr Iivlngness emerge • 
For furtharlnformatlon Call 
" • ~p " :  ' e ' " ¢  . . . .  
"'i~;','" ' " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
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" ' . ' . . . .  With remote control. ~ i i 
FURHt  ;290 
Volume Purchasi "ri ii ,Discoun Pr,ct  ing! 
• '  : . " ' : 'i ~ ' 
~ . . . . . . . .  ' ...... • ~., • iii~,!!i . i :, ,~ 
ENTERTAIN: WHITE 4 ~ : " ' :::' :: ~:::;~ . . . . . . . .  i :
4 PIECEWORK MENT CENTER DRAWER 5 SHELF WHITE 5 DRAWER NIGHT TABLE 5 DRAWER 2 9RAWER 
' CENTRE For your T.V. and DRESSER Oak ,ook. DRESSER NIGHT TABLE 
• L-shape. stereo. 40" x 49" DRESSER BOOKCASE Oak look. Reg. $74.95 By Palllser. By Palllser. 
• Rag, $199 x 16", Oak look. By PalliGer. ' Reg, $86 : Reg. $125.  Oak look. $139 ,, $1~90~ Reg. $184.95 $44.95 o~,ook Reg. $89 , • Reg. $180 
SAVE $60 $99.95 $139.95 $55 $89 ' r SAVE $30 $160 $79 . SAVE.$30 SAVE $36 
SAVE $40 SAVE $50 SAVE $20 SAVE $10 
CHILDRENS WHITE WHITE 6 I 
DOUBLE 4 DRAWER WHITE DOUBLE 
3 DRAWER COMPUTER VERTICAL DRAWER 4 SHELF WHITE DRESSER DRESSER DRESSER 
DESK DESK MIRROR DRESSER BOOKCASE BY P~,sar 
By "Dynasty" Reg. $149 By Palliear. By Palllsar. Reg, $55 Oak look. By Pallieer. By Paliiser. 
Reg. $84.95 Reg. $209.95 ] Reg. $160 Reg. $284.95 
$69.95 $79 .eg. $92.9, SAVE $70 $62.95 $169.95 $45 Reg. $210 " SAVE $10 $170 $140 $199.95 
SAVE $15 SAVE $20 SAVE $40• SAVE $40 SAVE $20 SAVE $85 
SANYO COMPACT 
BSC PLAYER 
Name brand for less. 
=229 • 
. . . .  $35 3 SHELF WHITE ~ 
BOOKCASE Beg. S45 SAVE $10 
CRIB $25 
MATTRESS 
R~. $46 SAVE $20 
99 = BEDFRAMES $29 (Universal) • 
Reg. S89.99 SAVE $10 
4 SHELF 
eOOKCASE ' $49 
, Te~ look. SAVE $40 I Reg. $89 
CITIZEN 
COLOR T.V. 
20" fully guaranteed. 
'2 
DINETTE VALUES 
Piece Dinette o~ty ...................................................... S139,99 
Attractive I Comfortable 5 pce, 
I)rop Leaf Table & 'r Dinette by "Morris 
2 Chairs Chrome" 
", Reg. $209 Reg. $409.95 
" $199 $399,95 
Save $100 Save $100 
Moot your Budget I 6 pce, Dinette 
7 pce. Dinette Reg. $269 
' ' Reg. $399.99 ' I $299,99.  $229 " Save $100 Save $40 
Comfortable Warehouse  CouchDe___al_ss 
Colonial couch and swivel rocker 
By Palllser Reg. $840 
Save $250 - -  Sale ................ $590 
Sale • i ! 
, s '  i . . 
Orders filled from Calgary Woolco Furniture 
Depot for quick FREE Local Delivery. 
Our company furniture depots, like Calgary 
support over 300 Woolco, Woolworth retail 
stores in Canada, over 80 in Western 
Canada alone. 
Our company fleet of tru(~ks offer the most 
cost effective transportation from our 
depots to our stores. 
Do Not be fooled by others who claim to 
offer the'best possible pricing in fur- 
niture, this is just obviously, not so! 
Relax in a A Comfy Love Seat 
• New Couch by "Fame" by "Fame" 
: reg. $510. Reg. $449.95 
$399 $349.95 ' 
Save $111 Save $100 
Sofa & Love Seat I Exceptional 
by "Dynasty" I Sectional 
Reg, $799 R~. $599.o5 
$699 I $499.95 
Save $200 Save $100 
"ULTRAWAVE" MICROWAVE 
OVEN 
• 6 cu. ft., 500 watt power output, easy 
pemtion & fast cooking, 15  minute timer with 
auto shut-off, turntable, coated steel cavity 
and cabinet. 
$ 
PULL H FOLD BABY CRIB 
, Top quality by, 
2 LEVEL PLAYPEN Storkcraft. Willie 
BOOSTER SEAT Pa,,tal colour, finish. 
Reg. $26.99 Rag, $99.99 Reg. $219.99 
$16.99 $49.99 $!89.99 
SAVE $10 SAVE $50 SAVE $30 
i 
39" 39" BABY. 
PERFECT PERFECT DREAMER STROLLER 
DREAMER MATTRESS BOX SPRING Reclining, backrest 
Top quality, 15 Top quality,15 year reveralble handle, 
warranty ' carry-all basket, 
year warranty. Rag, $159.99 
Rag, 180.95 Reg. 118.95 
$139,95 $89.95 $129.99 
o, l l= ea4 i SAVE $29 SAVE $30 
.... ! -WOOlworth ReGular Price. Sale Price 
i ,i ~ ':statdd:lS'Our W~wOrth Sale Price 
.~ i• i  i,~ ¸ . .~  
• ••  . • /• i  ¸ ~ 
. . . .  ~ ~i ~III! i~i~i! ~II: !!! 
39" 39" 54" 54" 
KING SLEEP KING SLEEP- KING SLEEP KING SLEEP 
MATTRESS BOX SPRING MATTRESS ' BOX SPRING 
10 year warranty 10 year warranty 10 year warranty 10 year warranty 
Rag, $160 Reg, $99 Reg. $190 Reg. $110 
S115 $79 $129 $69 
SAVE $45 SAVE $61 SAVE $41 
,o ) 6o i  NTER"N' KING SLEEP KING SLEEP MENT CENTER 
MATrRESS BOX SPRING Oak look by 
I O year warranty 10 year wan~ty Ridgewood; 
Reg. $229.95 ','(eg, $124.95 Reg. $189.95 
SAVES20 I 
pE~4~CT... $4" 60" 
DREAMER 6 DRAWER 4 DRAWER PERFECT PERFECT PEnrct;u H, . .  0 , - . .  coo=. 
MATTRESS DRESSER DRESSER BOX SPRING MAI"rRESS BOX SPRING SEAT 
Top quality, 15 year Oak look. Oak look. Top quality. 15 year Top quality, 15 )/ear Top quality. 15 year] 2 level. 
warranty Rag, $150 Reg. $115 warranty warranty warranty Reg. $26.99 
Rag,  $212.96 $159.95 $89 $72 ~ Rag, $143,96 Rag, $250.95 Reg, $170,95 $16,99 
j SAVE S61 SAVE $43 $99,96 $199,96 $139.96 SAVE 810 
SAVE $53 i ' SAVE $44 SAVE $51 SAVE $31 - 
$159.951 I 
SAVE $7'0 SAVE $26 SAVE $50 
; on • nw 
WE I~E) tVE  THE RIGHT r ~ ~ W~" 0:~O ~ ~ ~ ~ Thu:. & Fd. 9:30 am. 9 pin 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES . . . .  Saturday 9 am, 6 pm 
: . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ' " ' ~ ~ Sunday 11 am, 5 pm 
i 
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Sewer  
to  a id  
bu i ld ing  
TERRACE - -  A Thornhill 
sewer system would permit 
development on land now us- 
ed for septic tank fields, says 
the community's regional 
district director. 
As an example, Les Wat- 
mough said the Northern 
Motor Inn has a large field 
that ties up acreage in the 
commercial core of the com- 
munity. 
Although high-rises and 
apartments aren't permitted 
under current zoning regula- 
tions, such developments 
were ,'totally out of the ques- 
t ion without a sewer 
system," Watmough added. 
He saidseptic tank field 
requirements also mean lots 
in residential reas have to be 
larger. 
While Watmough is in 
favour of larger lots, he said 
developers looking a new 
residential developments 
might not agree. 
Vo lunteers .  ..... as  ' 
when emergenc ies  occur  
Rod Salem 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Trained as a paramedic, 
Salem comes to B.C. from 
Aaron Paramedical Services in 
Alberta. It's a private company 
with contracts for amhulanee 
service. He's also taken 
TERRACE - -  The northwest's 
new Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram (PEP) manager says he's 
going to be spending a lot of 
time talking and listening to the 
volunteers that make up the 
program. 
"PEP is a volunteer service. 
We rely on volunteers. It's im- 
portant o listen to their needs 
and treat them like they 
belong," says Rod Salem who 
beganwork last week. 
Salem's northwest zone is the 
largest such PEP area in the 
province, covering the territory 
north to the Yukon border 
down to Bella Bella and from 
the Queen Charlotte Islands to 
the other side of Smithers. 
Within that area are 408 peo- 
ple who volunteer in search and 
rescue, air transportation and 
other fields. Of that amount, 
l I0 are in Terrace and area. 
Salem also wants to beef up 
PEP in areas where there aren't 
now volunteer co-ordinators 
such as the lower end of the 
firefi~tin~ courses in Alberta. 
Salem said he applied for the' 
job because of the challenge it 
presents in coverh~ a large 
area. 
He's also had disaster ex- 
perience, chief of Which was be- 
ing in the~ third ambulance 
dispatched to  a mobile home 
park destroyed tudng the 1987 
Edmonton tornado, :  
' Tve  seen it all before, but 
never at that scale, It was an ex- 
perience and a half. ~ It taught 
me an awful lot. I wouldn't 
wish that on anybody,', Salem 
said. . . . . . . . .  • ~ " 
., One lessOn l~ed f romthat  
tornado was the need for com- 
munications independent of 
power sources or repeaters that 
might be affected by a disaster. 
One of Salem's first projects 
is 'establishing a radio room 
with local amateur, rad io  
operators. Their radios will 
work on batteries to keep com- 
munications open during an 
emergency. 
and room Io stuff 
l o t !  .... "' 
• • : ii. 
The new Passaf has loads of outsidemirrors 
room and tons of features: . . . .  AM/FM Stereo cassette ~oun, 
• air conditioning ' .. . ' ' system :, '.: " : .  :.: 
• upto.2.000 litres of luggage .reclining rear seats ~:....~ . '.: 
'sp~ce' '" : . ~ , ' ,"  • ~ ~ ' . . .  '. 
o height adjustable and power- ~ '  p l~,~|  ~l~ag01 
assisted steering 
• power adjustable and heatabie ~ $21t~0"  
• Based on manufacluter, sugge,ted,elad p,¢e Io~ wagon wdh 5.speed manualll~nsrm,siorl 
Opl=0n& desh~atio~ charge and deal0r pr eparal~on extra Dealer ~y  seU rot less ' .  : 
® 
1 
OR TROtL DOWII DEEP! 
.... " " s~,~ G IBBS k'1697 MINNOW 
40 & 60 gram 
#1060 DEPTHKING LCR 400-the practical ffordable SEA KING $ @ 9 
LCR for any outdoorsman DOWNRIGGER L INE  * Extendable, high speed cranking arm for extra leverage * Depth to 600 feet " Zoom SALE #,,, 
* 20"  stainless steel boom *.Alarm .* Backlighted screen 200 ft. in 150 lb. test 
You don't have to dig ~lown deep (into your pocket) $1  i r lQ  9 7 
to fish down deep with a Scotty from K-Mart SALE I I  l J ~  - A __  
. . . .  HOT TOTEM SMOKER 
.,,~A~ / " ' - .... ' ." -~ " I " - le~lmk ~,  mm Front load for easy. access, extra 
~ :~. QY/  , *6803 PLANO ] ~ I 'wU/  lav:ge capacity (up to 40 Ibs.), light 
. .~ ,~. .~/~.~- 'b . .  TACKLE BOX I ~' ~I - .A  ~ lL l~t  we'ight, easy to clean, electric 
~/ '~~'~-  Attractive 2-tone g y, - y r a  3 tra box. IF  L4~k~!  m L - iF l i  (110-volt), aluminum, exterior, 
~ %  °f iefs m°re capacity than any J _ ~ "  _~ ~B galvanized steel interior 
t ' ~ ~  other similar box. Moveable I ~Pd l l l  u / 
~ ~ ~ ~ d i v i d e r s  --  39 compartments. I SALE ~ I $0~97 
'~'T-J~ ~ ----~.~, =~" IA  ~J / I - ~ ,  
, ~~~""  SALE L~ / , / ' ~ ~ 1  , ._ . - 
- - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  . .~~~:~1 I . ,~I~.~_z~, 7 
'-4/2, ~ ,  ; i OKER CHIPS / DAIWA ROD AND ~-~.~'~%.,> [ ~ 1  ~'~.-~l~iCherrywood, applewood, hickory, 
REEL t r t t lMR i r l l  / /g l t l l~D " < .  I . . . . . .  ~ i ,,o,.,wooo ',.c,o,~ rL,,vo a lderwood.  maplewood and / " 
J-10 gninninn r~ ,^, 'l'h |n..'~ J L  . . . .  I TACKIF  RnX / ; .o.';~o~,~.o J~ l.'O,&~,~2,.,,o~ ,,,=o4u.= i 
~-foot'f'~'b';;,"-%oT.^'i"' "'° ~ q l  A 9 7 I Bro'" wn,'co--mpart-~en"'~s',ookab,e. / I ~'~-~ ~ i  ' / 
,~ ,aoo  vvu, v ~ A great " = " I ,,oa, ,ore I  ,ar,er o,, SQS7 / I 1 97  / 
I SALE V ~ ~  SALE II / : 
~ I~. . _ . __ . . ,  B " /~!: !; .~ - ERKLEY B ' • ERKLEY ' , ~.': 'POWER J B"  " - - ' ' "  ! J SEA KINGNET - ~];i; 
ACo~irPak~vdaWir~'~c~fimSoWJd~: ¢ e l~ ~ i yellow~r p % :. - , BAIT 42 HOOP ' .'-:~ :~!:~ ~ ~ ~ .L.r~. ~ait .: . F ISHING :--~i~ <'ii; 
~~oml .~A. :  ' (K3)to I / 1 ~  bali. Fortified Lith I [ I SALE ~~, 'L~. . - : / : ; / :~ ; : i : l , : : ' : .  
,, v4 tr, f l  on many var at ons of ~m, o w 4' -~  ~; ' ,  ","._" "t Q~ ~ n  many variations of I J ~ ÷ BerkleyStrikenatu. I SALE SALE " J ~llP~l~l~.':",'i,':'.:.[i',[It~-~-J: ' ':I 
~,u~uu~ , ,,~ ..... tl " " ' '~ '~ '  I / ral trout attractant. | 15 l b .  25. ao, 40 nb.: / Iq~J-~~.~-:'-!,',','.~.,~,.,..,~~Tt 
~. , ,$2  27 I I  ' -~~:;  s.,,$4 97 / $997 $1")97 I I K ,~ : 
• .oow,~.~, - -co - , s~-o - -  . . . . . .  , ~ =.~o,~o ~______  .~~ - 
( ~ ) ~  BBW 75 8' rod--5-56375Reel. Dlawa CRX27A-9 Rod ,  g q A  77  ~ " ~ ~ ,  ' 
Reg. $92.97 ~ _ ~ ' 7  Diawa BW 2600Reel. I~  J , ~  JF JF ~.,/Jjl~P'/zJ~'J 
8ALE ~ v ~ Reg. $117'.97 
.:,, COMPLETE PACKAGE • O ~  SALE  I 1  - - I ' - '~ J  gl 
~ WE'RE.: TALKING // FISHPNE~ HI 
:~ao's saving place c : :a l - - t  4761 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
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. OURL BIC4 K'M/~RTSTORES 
• . , .  - . . .  . . . .  
Monday & Tuesday 9 am • 6 pm J~-  '~.~...,.#¢"~=._. M~...'2==~--'- •Wed,, Thurs., & Fd, 9:30 am - 9:30 pm |~N.-,...~-_'-.'_.-'|=':'-'-'"- . . . . .  
Saturday 9 am 6 pm ~ ,~.,-..,.t_~..,~_~ 
i 0 ii.lpm= ,,~¢m e p , m~ 
Sunday 11 am 5pm _=_:= 
S 
• :/:: u tvn  n ~ , 
' TERRACE :" When Ron 
Schmidt went into semi- 
retirement he took up a hob- 
11___ 
°YBut now that  hobby, 
,bui ldingla replica of a 
:~] 950-era' Austin Healey, may 
::turn: out to:: be, another oc~ 
cupati0n. He's  got ~ an in- 
terested party in the replica, 
a fibre glass body Sabring 
5000. , 
" I f  it. sells, I suppose I'll 
build another one," says 
Schmidt who put more than 
a year into the project. 
Ron's dream machine 
Red in colour, the Sebring 
5000 arrived in boxes from 
its Ontario factory leaving it 
up to Schmidt o build and 
modify. 
"Don't  call it assemble. 
It's not something you jqst 
; put together. It's building a 
car," said Schmidt. 
As an example, there's a 
row of slightly curved 
chrome bars set in an oval at 
the front. The chrome arriv- 
ed' straight and Schmidt had 
to cut and then carefully 
bend each piece. 
The engine is a four-barrel 
Ford 302 V8 with a four 
speed and overdrive manual 
transmission. It'll go from 
0-60 in close to five seconds 
yet deliver a respectable 25 
miles to the gallon. ' 
"With a two,barrel, I im- 
agine you can get 30 miles to 
the gagon and to 0-60 in six 
seconds flat," says Schmidt. 
And although e has an in- 
terested buyer, Schmidt said 
it'll be difficult to sell now 
that he spent last week taking 
it out onto the road. 
.n. c r : .   nlon rac <s 
Zoning: 
change 
approved 
TERRACE - -  Council has ap- 
proved a zoning amendment 
which could result in construc- 
tion of a :25 ,000 sq.ft. 
warehouse and retail complex 
on Keith Avenue, adjacent o 
the Sande Overpass, 
In requesting the amendment, 
Talban Enterprises and Emil 
Wirtl Construction said they 
were in the process o f  
negotiating with a potential oc- 
cupant for such a building. 
However, the commercial-light 
industrial zoning of the proper- 
ty did not include warehouse. 
retail operations among the per- 
mitted uses, ~ 
Recommending: approval of 
the change, city planner Marvin 
Kamenz pointed out the propos- 
ed amendment was in keeping 
both with the official conununi- 
ty plan and the type of develop- 
ment which had taken place 
under that zoning category. 
A further recommendation 
requiring landscaping of the 
first seven metres of property 
frontages was also adopted 
despite objections from one 
owner. 
Joe Onstein of Terrace 
Motors had maintained the 
regulation would limit future 
development of his company's 
auto body shop, located on the 
north side of Keith at the comer 
of Knium. 
n • J d : '  : 
recorc  ) re ,  s or 
; TERRACE - -  Profits o f  the, Our assets have increased~(up institutions. 
,:, Terrace : and..District..Credit., 13per:,cent to $18.3 millio~)~a~. ~ ~ ,At tbe same time, Brewer said 
Union increased by a record, member deposits have go'fie up. ;the cr~it union will begin con- 
amount in 1989, the second (up l l  per cent to $17.67 centrating on having its 
such year that has occurred, million)." members use more of its ser- 
says its manager. The increase in money that vices. About one-third of credit 
Dennis Brewer said the in' can be lent out exceeded e- union members now use the in- 
crease, $137,000 before taxes mand for loans, leading the stitution solely as a cheque- 
and dividends compared to credit union to invest in the pro- cashing service. 
$128,000 in 1988, reflects a vincial credit union system for "Your going to see a lot of 
I healthy local economy and mir- added stability, he said. changes ~'here's going to be 
n rors the performance of credit Brewer added that high in- some " very interesting. 
unions in other parts of the pro- terest rates of investment also developments this decade," said 
vince, helped the credit union boost its Brewer • in predicting, among 
An increase in capital has also financial performance, other things, an increase in 
lead the credit union to declare One area that has experienced debit cards which automatically 
a dividend, the first since 1989. very large growth is use of the make deductions from a 
It  amounts to 12 per cent and credit: union's cash machine, person's accounts. 
• takes the form of additional Approximately 50 per cent of "There's more competition Out 
. equity shares for members, the transactions on the machine there than ever before from 
'! : _ . - "Overall, we're pleased with are from people who hold credit chartered banks and other in- 
uenn is  u rewer  our performance," said Brewer. and cards from other financial stitutions," said Brewer. 
.~  
Doug Smith 
First impression counts 
in the tourism business 
TERRACE - -  It takes more sign is made. Research indicates The same principle applies if 
than scenery or good fishing to " that it takes even to eight good an area wants return tourist 
attract and keep tourists in the encounters tooyercome one bad 
northwest, says one person who one," he said. 
conducts a program on how tO In *,' . . . .  r,.., .io,., ,~,o,, "-. 
. re .  v.,i, oauao vA t~.~t~loatl i.i|~t. S at,g- 
serve  tne  pUOUC , . ' " portant, Smith added, as 
Superhost, developed by the  visitors must be encouraged to
provincial gove, nment, teaches .~t~/Y in the area longer to have a 
people how to listen and toreact greater economic impact. 
to questions and comments by , ,^  ., . .^.~ 
• , un average ,  oasea  on  wee wsttors; says Doug Smzth. ' ~ d~ :r figures, a tounst spent $53.55 a 
"It's that first impres.~ion day in BiC. I f  you can keep a 
that's most important. Within tourist longer, the rewards are 
five seconds that first impres- that much more/' he said. 
business in succeeding years, 
Smith said. . 
"Generally, Superhost is 
worthwhile for any business, 
not just those associated with 
tourism," he added. 
Superhost is Sponsored here 
by the chamber of commerce. 
It's next course is two nights 
long and takes placeApri125-26 
at Northwest Community Col- 
lege. Courses are planned for 
May and for June. 
TERRACE -- Kalum Tire is 
tearing down its quonset hut 
and replacing it with a new 
i1" )UT AND ABOU" not yet . . . .  Nissan of Canada spokesman Grog Rafter said last week he 
: structure,: ' : hadn't heardlocully-circulating 
new: 2,800 square foot stories of the company finding a
b~lding:wlll have enough room dealer here. : 
........... fo~ three vehicle bays, allowing s taki lac a ross ' " ' ' ~ , change ng p e, p , Carol Gran, the cabinet The prewous Nissan dealer- 
~ th ~:Company to expana izs ser- release said. minister responsible for ship closed last year. 
spokesman Blair ******  . " -  " wnm~,n%:,rno,~m~ But Rafter said Nissan still 
P~ lo t ;  : i : :~i Day care could soon be pro~ ::i: ~ .:~i?'~!,'!'.~r'~re~r--~r'~., wants to have a dealership in 
The hut is about 35years vided in provincial government Thos . . . . .  " ew Terrace and will lOOk at all 
: :::: ~ldlrand has out l ived: i ts  Offices. L ' q .~ ~ ~ : ~,- , ,  e rnt~=our..s o..]=;,a n ; ,  possibilities. ,, . . . . . . . . .  ! ; :  " Nissan dealership opening in r 
" ~::~ Usefulness, Pylot sazd lasts: A survey is ben~ conducted, T .... , -  . • - * 'kW***  
. . . . . . .  : ;  nn: four- locations ~:  Prince errace aren , t rue  - -  at Jeast , . 
: : ~!,i!H~:ekpects the new buildingGeorge, Keiowna, Vic[0ria and :~ l " t l~ '& l  u r~n no~"* 
Nanaimo - -  tOO s~:what  : UI"e~IM nuuoz= 
. * * .  employees want. . . . . . . .  , , , .  
3and Supply Aprovinctalpressrre!easesaid : i , i  April Zb9 "1 ~ U  
changed ~its parents would pay o~mt in8  i _  . . . . . . .  - . .  
an Industrial Costs while the :gov~miz~t: : :  : : : ,  ::! Centenn ia l  ur l r la t l sn :~Cl lOOl  
: ,  ::'i:~: : iTechimlogles Corporation, ' : :  would help with renovations o~ 3608 Sparks Street, Tenses, B,C .  
! L,~i.'rhe :company,  L Jte~ Terrace rent . . . .  -~:~ : ;.i::.:~:-:~:!..:i.  :: ,: ~ : :  ~ i,; .,? ~ ..: ~ . . _  a ...--, .m,.I 7 mm.  ~ - . , . ,  
. g g in  m q l, i l l l  I g l l~ l  I Id~l l l  # I~I I I  
: !: : ~: iibilet::opened justOVer:aiyear: Responsib'd!tY::!forday ¢~e: :i ~ ~,~ : , .  :: 
: ::i,i ~o;i;::'!s~lallzes i ln ~;,industfial do .  not re / tmldy with:gowrn: ,:~ ::: :~i,i[veryone is Invited to visit our!~school, sit  in on 
: ii~ppHes ~d: the  nnme:change : mont, i t  b the sh~ed; r~n!  i : e la~es ,  take a look at the proo fs  end v iew etu- 
il 
NoEeWeS 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER " 
- ~  BANQUETS & MEET INGS 
Hold your next get together at The Terrace Inn. We have 3 fine 
rooms available for weddings, anniversaries, retirement parties, con- 
ferences, meetings or banquets. Rates all reasonable and we can ac- 
commodate all your needs from meals & bar service to music and 
special favours. 
Give us a call. Let us plan with your that very special event. Our 
Banquet Co-ordinator is Jane Torgalson, 
NEW DINING ROOM 
The beautiful new Kermodei Dining Room is now open. Relax in 
casual elegance for breakfast, lunch or dinner. Try the fast Lunch Hour 
Buffet with soup. salads and hot entre for only $§.25. 
Enjoy a new dining experience at The Terrace Inn. 
"AFTER 5"  WIND DOWN 
After a busy day unwind in the Lounge of the new Terrace Inn, Piano 
slylings by Glenn Fossum and complimentary Hot Her d oeurves. 
It's the perfect place to relax in a friendly cozy atmosphere. Daily 
Monday to Friday 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH .:, . . . . .  
Try our new Sunday Brunch. A fabulous 24' long table Of hot and 
cold items. Every Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. It's Terrace's 
best. 
Also a Sunday Evening Buffet is available from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 
p.m. Sundays at The Terrace Inn. 
A true dining experience. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
~ For Reservations, 
~ Call (604) 635-6630 or 
llUl l Free 1-800-663-8156 I
" - - - " -  " " -  "~ " Fax (604) 635-2788 
: I 'RAVEL  . . . .  -- 
r , • e 
~'  ~. - r  . ~i:~ ~.~.'.--?,~:-?":: ~ .  . 
A 
ALBANIA - -  the last bastion of Communism is lifting the Iron 
Curtain to Canadian Tourists -- The first tour deperUng i 
i Juno 18, Includes air fare, meals, hotels and sightseeing for 
$2,099, Departs Toronto. Passport and Visa required. I 
' ' * ***  i 
HOLIDAY INNS ARE NOW INTRODUCING "BRAILLE" 
MENUS IN 32 HOTELS ACROSS CANADA• 
Printed by the Canadian National Institute for the Blind. 
* ~ "k'A" 
FLY/RAIL GETAWAYS - -  $749 per pomnn Combine the 
flexlbili~ of Via service with Canadian Aldlnes Fright 
Vancouver 'Toronto by Air return to Vancouver with Via .... 
HAWAIAN AIR FARE - -  VANCOUVER- HAWAII - -  $469 
• per person. Hotel special outrigger Hebron Aoril 12 - May 5 
' - -  $30 per night, 
ONE WEEK CANCUN, ONE WEEK COZUMEL - -  $1,009 per 
person exits Vancouver, staying st The Rests Inn's 
*** 'k  , 
PRINCESS CRUISES - -  MAY 12 Vancouver to Los Angeles 
: i with retum air from $49g per person. 
i : lrll0,o Splelnl, All AvallaMe Tllreu0h All Travll A0enlll 
i CATCH THE SP IR IT  AT  /: 
i • i 
, . . . . .  Skma Mall 
• - -  • i . :  .: 
II ~ • " I / [ I .j 
° .  
i '  
w m  m m 
sts -.+ , , ,o  ."uemr oemme[ae aoven,seoon page ,oT  
;~our Easter Flyer dated Apri l  S to 14 are transpos'  : 
provides a very broad range,0f:.~i:~i ed. , .,. ~ :. i+ . : , , ~ , : 
+ i  expertise, Given those facts;:li:,::i:i:: =::~WOOlworths' apologlzes .for! ~ ariy inconvenlence expect that we might get more!:!~(:i thls:may have caused, ' : : . . /  : : : : ,?.::: answers than what we cou ld : :  i :  ,. 
hope fol. 
BEYER: What aboutthe . . . . . .  -: '"~ . - . . . .  : .' 
In this, the second in a two- 
part i~terview with Terrace 
Standard Victoria columnist 
Hubert Beyer, Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm comments on 
Quebec and rising health care 
cOSt3. , 
BEYE]R: Let's change the 
topic. Meech Lake, has your 
proposal helped in any way 
break the constitutional log 
jam? 
VANDER ZALM: Yes, I think 
initially there was little accep- 
tance for it, particularly back 
seat and especially so with the 
federal government because 
they took the stance that if we 
indicate at all that we are 
prepared to move a little bit 
then it's Meech Lake over and 
it'll be a whole new ball game. 
So they have resisted that. 
Now, I think, they are 
beginning to realize they are 
running out of time. Not only 
are they realizing it, but with 
all of the publicity emanating 
from Quebec, some people 
elsewhere are getting jittery. 
Maybe Quebec or the people 
in Quebec that promoted this, 
didn't intend it to come out 
that way, but in effect, we are 
now seeing people ready to 
consider change. 
I 'm not saying that the B.C 
proposal is the total answer, 
but it's a basis from which we 
might begin. And I think we 
will see a better acceptance for 
it over the next while. 
BEYEIR: Even taking the 
worst-case scenario, nothing 
works, Meech dies on June 23, 
surely you don't believe and 
none of the other premiers 
believe, that this will mean the 
collapse of Canada. Wouldn't 
you expect everybody to get 
back to the drawing board 
after crying a little bit. Meech 
Lake or die? I don't buy that. 
"They say, if I were Iiv- 
in8 in Quebec, maybe I 
could be a separatist." 
VANDER ZALM: I do believe 
there is a great difference bet- 
wean EC.  and Quebec. We 
are together on some issues 
and when I attend a con- 
ference, often I find that my 
best allies are those from 
Quebec because we do have 
some similarities. 
We often feel different or 
distinct for different reasons, 
too. So we get together on a 
good many issues, surprisingly. 
However, the people here in 
B.C. can get very upset with 
Ottawa nd with eastern 
Canada. 
BEYER: You're not really 
discouraging that, are you? 
VANDER ZALM: No, I am 
not discouraging that. I think 
the people need to be aware of 
the inequities. It's only 
through people becoming 
aware that, hopefully, some of 
these inequities will be address- 
ed. So I don't discourage this. 
However, even though peo- 
ple here may get upset with 
Ontario and Quebec or the 
federal government, they are 
always Canadians first. But in 
Quebec, people are Quehecers 
first, and understandably so. 
They have a French language, 
a French culture, a French 
law. They have pride in all of 
this, and all of this is 
somewhat threatened by their 
participation i Canada. 
So there are many Quebecers 
that honestly feel that they 
could be a district society as a 
country in North America. So 
I wouldn't write off the 
possibility of Quebec going it 
alone. And you know, what 
really surprises me is that when 
British Columbians who have 
lived here all their fives but 
have been to Quebec for a 
week or two or three, they 
come back saying almost he 
same thing. 
They say, if I were living in 
Quebec, maybe I could be a 
separatist. So the possibility of 
Quebec deciding to go it alone 
can't be ruled out, but it might 
Hubert Beyer 
Bill Vander Zalm 
be avoided. 
BEYER: Anything special 
planned for the session? 
Anything you would like to see 
done? 
VANDER ZALM: There is ob- 
viously not very much left of 
this term, regardless of when 
the elections are. Right now, 
during a strong economy, we 
are fiscally in good shape and 
everything isgreat, but it's 
also all very fragile. 
An action from Ottawa, a 
particular direction by the peo- 
ple in the province, could soon 
threaten the economy and our 
fiscal situation. So, it's fragile, 
and what I had hoped to work 
towards next is greater security 
for our people. 
The trend is very good, but 
you know, we still face situa- 
tions like in Kimberley where a 
town could end up on its back 
when an industry decides to 
pull out. We still face situa- : 
tions where we suddenly have 
a bout of ihflation mch as we 
had in the early Eighties. 
I want a greater security for 
the people of our communities 
and the economy in general. 
BEYER: Well, that would in- 
dicate plans for economic ex- 
pansion. 
VANDER ZALM: Not entirely 
so. Economic expansion also 
means a lot more people. And 
I am not sure that a lot more 
people is what we want right 
now. I think we have to try to 
provide better for the people 
who are already here. I am not 
sure we want to encourage a 
California a la 1970s. 
BEYER: You could try to be a 
little more specific, you know, 
instead of talking in 
generalities. 
VANDER ZALM: Well, I 
guess what I am saying is that 
growth is one of the problems 
we have to deal with in the 
next while. We have ureas 
where growth could be a real 
problem like the lower part of 
Vancouver Island, the Fraser 
Valley, the Okanagan, ureas 
where growth could be our 
biggest problem. So growth in 
itself or growth alone is not 
what we ate looking for. 
"You could face a time 
when you have huf, e in- 
frastructures but ,not the 
monies to provide the 
services." 
BEYER: I would like to very .::  
briefly touch on the Royal. " 
Commission on Health C~e. I 
don't think we have to 
reiterate all the problems that 
exist in the health care system 
in British Columbia nd 
elsewhere, How many anwers 
do you hope to get out of the ~: 
Commission? 
WANDER ZALM: Well, the 
terms of reference are fairly 
broad. And the Commission 
• M BOil . : : ; :  ::: :' 
I°o,,: ' 
RE.Innm . . . . . .  ~ ~:~; : : 
Inn of the West is honorin9 ~ti the secretes in town on ~ial luncheon, They will be 
sda, Apdl 25 w_l!h asp hocotateS, plus a com- 
Wedne ¥ tim I~nts and c . . . 
oiling awaL .?L ,o, ac, socrm,  
plimentaW ae~=,, . "  tOT a to nominate your secretary 
m~v.,n your ballot ~ Y ... .  m The Year award. 
T~e+t~n~(the West's secrem, v ,,, 
Cart lot' vesenmtions at 636.8i41 ask for smile Brace, 
Luncheon In Fanny's 
Lounge 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse, Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
answer a lot of people have .~:~ 
got. They;say, "we know what 
the problem is, we just have to 
spend more money." What 
about that argument? 
VANDER ZALM: Well, that 
is not the answer, because ob- 
viously therewill be a time 
when we may not have the 
money. And if you develop a
system based on just putting 
more money into it, you could 
face a time when you have 
huge infrastructures, a tremen- 
dous overhead, the equipment 
and the facilities, hut you 
don't have the monies to pro- 
vide the services.. 
If we could eliminate some 
of the excesses, if we could 
eliminate some of the abuses, 
and if we could limit 
somewhat the cost of pro- 
viding the services by not over- 
doing it in some of the profes- 
sions - -  that's a tall order 
say, a sustainable system. In 
other words, it would still be 
there five, ten or 20 years from 
now.  
If the commission could 
come back and recommend to
us alternative approaches in 
health cure, this could be the 
best investment we ever made. 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! 
You wilf reach 6, 000 households $ 8 7  5 
and businesses when you adver- 
tise your garage sale in the Terrace 
Standard. Your 2"xlW' Is only 
CONGRATULAT IONS 
to 
Dennis J. F. Maxwell 
on his recent purchase of the 
B IRCHWOOD APARTMENTS 
at 
4506 Little Avenue 
We are pleased to have been of 
assistance in the purchase of your 
apartment block. 
$8.75 per weekt Call Todayl 
Z 
STANDA  
4647 Lazelle 
., Christel Godlinski 
635-5397 
TERRAC E ~EALTYLIMITED I ,-~;i: ~ i. ,!!!: 
4635 ~e l leAvenue ' : ~ : I'? 
638-0371 
MEMBER 
m- ' PAGE= 
Associate Broker Network 
INOl~l~: lg l  ¢ f OWNI3  4N 00~l l ; f IO  
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636-7283 ? I 
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,. =6g s GARAGE SALE su,., Am, 1 I qL 10 a.m. ,=,.d on ,,oro,.d.) 
Everything must gol l (Non-commercial ads Only)- 
T.V., furniture, clothes. -. i ' i 
4647 Lazelle plus yourad will run In the Skeena Market Placel : 
,= ~ Reach over 20.000 homes: & businesses every weekl ~ i 
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Students walk out 
TERRACE - -  More than 
100 Thomhill Jr. Secondary 
• students walked out of their 
iclasses April 12 to protest the 
cancellation of after-school 
sports. 
i i~e  impasse lasted all day 
and students said they would 
Walk out again when classes 
resumed this week if changes 
aren't made/ 
! fAt  issue, they say, is the  
theft of a basketball from the 
School following a game the 
previous week between the 
teachers and students. 
Students ay they were told 
activites were cancelled for 
the rest of the year in retribu- 
tion for the theft. 
The walkout came at 9 
a.m. when the first bell rang. 
Ben Auckland, the Grade l0 
student who organized the 
walkout, said students re- 
jected demands that they go 
back inside to discuss the 
issue. 
"Whatever they want to 
say, they can say it to us right 
here," he said. 
At one point students were 
locked out and told they 
would all be suspended, 
Auckland added;. 
Principal Bill Oook said 
no programs or activities 
have been cut, but the 
teacher involved felt per- 
sonally slighted by the theft 
and decided he wouldn't 
supervise voluntary activities 
until the ba~ is returned. 
"No '  extra' Curricular ac- 
tivities have been cancelled. 
We're just in between 
seasons and waiting for the 
weather to improve and the 
fields to dry out," he said. "I 
just find it really ridiculous 
so many students went along 
with this." 
Man jai led for assault  
TERRACE - -  A 26-year,old 
Kitimat man who raped a hotel 
stripper at knifepoint has been 
sentenced totwo years less a day 
in prison. 
Arthur Warren Cole was 
found guilty in Terrace county 
court April 4 to sexual assault 
with a weapon. The 25-year-old 
victim was an exotic dancer at 
the Kitimat Hotel at the time, 
court was told. 
She said she met Cole in a bar 
last July 20, and asked him to 
help her fred some drugs. 
Cole took her to the Kitimat 
dump where he t01d ;her, they,~/ 
would meet a dealer who could 
sell her marijuana, the woman 
testified. She said Cole in- 
dicated there were too many 
people there and they drove to a 
remote location on Hirsch 
Creek Road, where he pulled 
out a knife and forced her to 
have sex with him. 
She told court Cole put a 
knife to her throat and threaten- 
ed to kill her if she didn't obey. 
Crown prosecutor Douglas 
Haifyurd called the incident a 
crime of violence in'which Cole 
lured her to a remote area. 
"There's no remorse in  this 
case," he said. "The accused 
has testified and denied he's 
done this." 
Cole told the court they were 
unable to find any drugs and 
decided to go to the dump to 
watch bears. There they began 
kissing, he said, and they decid- 
ed to  move to a more private 
area, where they had consentuai 
sex. 
He said she then demanded 
fit the circumstances," Judge absolute minimum sentence he 
R.T. Errico ruled. "I reject he could impose. 
accused's testimony and find Cole, who listened with his 
him guilty as charged." head in his hands, maintained 
The judge called the attack his innocence throughout. 
very serious, but said it ap- De,enos lawyer Paul Stel says 
peared to be out of character no decision has been made on 
for Cole. Er{ico said the two- whether or not to appeal the 
year-less-a-day j il term was the conviction. 
TABLE LINEN 
RENTAL 
• Banquets; 
• Weddings 
or ANY function 
requiring banquet 
size tablesi 
:SUPERIOR LINEN 
SUPPL IES 
Time Cleaners Ltd. 635"2838 
4404 Legion Ave., By the Cuding Rink. 
TERRACE --  A Scott Ave. 
resident wants council to take 
action on speeding drivers 
"before something tragic hap- 
pens." 
In a letter to aldermen, John 
Heighington said vehicles turn- 
ing on to Scott from Eby St. did 
so at high speed and were still 
accelerating when they passed 
his home, some 100 metres from 
the intersection. 
Pointing out many 
pedestrians used his street, 
Heighington said he  had 
witnessed near accidents on 
more than one occasion. 
Council referred the matter to 
i f  
committee. _ • • .  • 
The city has renewed its grant 
to the Terrace and District Arts 
Council -- $6,500 for 1990.  
An umbrella organization for 
14 local groups, the Arts Coun- 
cil provides financial support to 
those groups and local events 
such as the Children's Festival. 
It also sponsored three major 
concerts last year.. 
Apart from the city, it also 
receives grants from the federal 
and provincial governments a
well as deriving income from 
some of its concert events. Total 
revenues last year were $50,208 
compared to expenditures of 
$47,588. 
. ,  • . .  
Having received majority 
agreement from property 
owners, council has given the 
go-ahead for the paving of 
Lazelle Ave. from Eby to Emer- 
son and Halliweil from Sparks 
to Thomas. 
While more than 70 per cent 
of the Lazelle owners voted in 
favour of their local improve- 
ment project, the result was 
much closer on Hailiwell where 
only 54 percent gave their ap- 
proval. That margin, however, 
is sufficient to allow the city to 
,~  
pro 
C 
tea( 
pro, 
Ear 
wee 
motmg speezm activities to mark 
Earth Week as pan of an effort 
to increase awareness of the en- 
vironment and to minimize 
adverse ffects. 
The city has also agreed to  
declare Saturday, May5 as 
Schizophrenia Awareness Day 
and granted the Terrace Friends 
scheduled for this summei'~i~!iii'~'; 
the Oldtimers annual fastb~:i 
tournament to be held June 30ii~ i 
to July 2 at Northwest i~  ~. i ' :  
munity College and the I~:~ 
Swanson Memorial tournment,! i 
'set for August 31 to Septem~;i  '~ 
3 at Riverside Park. ~. ~ '~:: :~! ~.: 
*****  ....... 
? 
: : [] i 
e W RKWEkR 
WORLD ' 
APRIL <~ 
16 to 28 
 a arizz.  estattr ut 
The friendliest "Inn" townl ~ ' -~ . 
|ii I |  April Spring Fever specials 
f rom around the  wor ld!  
Spain... Greece... 
PAELLA VALENCIA POSIEDON KABOB 
'16.95 
India... 
CALCIJTTA LAMB CURRY 
'13.95 
'14.95 
Italy... 
VEAL SCALLOPPINE AL FRANGELICO 
'14.95 
i 
Lunch Special: GRILLED 88EAST OF CHICKEN CAESAR ~ 7 ~_ l~ l  
o¢ 6 OZ. SIRLOIN CAESAR 
For more Information and reservations call: 
0INNER: Men. • Sun. LUNCH: Men. • Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m. toll p.m. 11:30a.m. to2p.m. Terracee.C. 635-9161 
DELTA 
FLANNEL 
SHIRTS 
GIANT ..... 
 O tAN zA 
Regular Sizes. 
Reg. $14.98 
he pay her $I00 for the evening. 
He refused, and said she 
became angry and went back to 
the hotel. 
Hal,yard said Cole evaded 
police when he found out they 
were looking for him. Evidence 
indicates Cole hid his car, fled 
to Terrace for several days, and 
gave a false name to police 
when they arrested him, he said. 
"The accused's testimony has Visit th 
the aura of a story made up to e new 
Fire watch IROnWORH$ 
 nderway 
U ~" Now Featuring: 
T~C]E  - -  The 1990 forest ~~ ~= ~l]ll ~ . Expanded Work.out Space 
fire season began April 15 with ~.tl~t. .~ • More Equipment 
~.~ fitt l--" _ /  • I & er a warning that it doesn't ake ~ ~t.lt~ B gger Bell Juice & Snack Bar 
.., ~]ILt'~ • Improved Changerooms 
very much warm weather to dry $~-o~ • Tann ing  Bed ' , 
.A i~  ~ * Fitness-wear Boutique OUt northwest woods. J, ] ~ ~ * Some Friendly, Family atmosphere 
"A few sunny days can create r fire danger, particularly When 
old dead grass and leaves have I 
n0t been overgrown with new, , .= i~ta# t l l~t iaea  e~e~mt.  
" " - -  -""*or;on " s=vs a - r~:  I I~ l r .Vv  l i l l~ l l lOz : :n  O I " I~ ,~I /~L  
vincial forest serv ice  press,  " : : -  : ~'i ~. :': ~,: 
release. ~i Now Is the time to get In d l~m A , 
lDurnln= hermits' are also shape with this special ~ ~ I l 
n~ed now'lzntil Oct. 15 and offer, available to now " ~ 1 ~  
can be Obtained from forest ser- ' members only, Save $20. . , .  V ~'3 ~m~, 
offices. Burning permits . . . . .  
are ~also needed within - - -  
m~dpal i t ies  and can be oh- ~ ' ~ '  
rained from municipal offices I I D n n l l l f l a u c -  I 
. orflredepartments.i , I.~ [] ~ V l l W U [ f l J  i 
i; ~', The n ~  for reporting a i ~ G,,m Jz ,-;,...~, , , . . , ._  I 
- -  ][  ~Ot il Ul, t l l~  UUI IL IU  forest fire Is ZenithJ$5$, ¥OU' l  ~ .  • 
- ol~rator, ~- , . . . . . . .  
WORKWEAR US WEAR 
WORLD JEANS 
=19o, JEANS 
Reg.S24.SB Stonewashed, black or 
bleached. Reg. to $32.98 
L A C00L ,2409 
SWEATSHIRTS 
or 
S l l , ,  .,,...'29 a° 2/,449g 
Ta, Sizes. KODIAK 
socks PENMANS 
' 12 ' °  .,,,, 3 / ,11"  FLEECE 
Sizes S.XL 
oas,o ,17o o LEATHER SHIRTS F,BocO Po,ts. 
WORKBOOTS ~.,ee~ Reg. $22.98 ...... 
.,,o,,... ,19 o, '89 '°"°- "'°°°'°'s '21 Steel toe, g ~ Reg. $24.9B with Pockets. 9 9 Vibram sole. Rag, $10B.Se Reg. $27.98 ...... 
Crew neck 
POLO SHIRTS : FASHION ,OeCB,O, ' 1he° 
"~ PANTS Reg, $19.98 ...... 
Mens sh~ 
sleeved Polo ~ _ Hooded $----g923 
shirts with I~ =II ~ II II I ~ ~ 9 O fleece top. 
collar. -r, I _~l " '-- For Ladles, T ,=1 I l i  
Reg. $17,98 I V Reg.$49.98 V V Reg. $29.98 ...... 
,Be ='o.,=w,s.,. 
Reg. $19.90 JEAN JACKETS 
=14 '° 21,26oo TalIRegular'sIzes, : =39"  
er Reg. $49.98 
1 
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Terrace 
: , !~ ' !~" ) /14617 Greig Avenue,  
• i/:i:: ~, :!.  ~, Terrace,  B.C.  
~'~ ~* '  635-6347 
~r/ii,!~ 
Departmen 
Monday to Thursday - -  9 a,m. - 6 p.m. 
Fdday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday - -  9 a,m= - 6 p.m. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS!  l 1 
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